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Prologue
This is My Father’s World (Maltbie D. Babcock, 1901)

1
This is my Father's world,
And to my listening ears
All nature sings, and round me rings
The music of  the spheres.
This is my Father's world:
I rest me in the thought
Of  rocks and trees, of  skies and seas--
His hand the wonders wrought.

2
This is my Father's world:
The birds their carols raise,
The morning light, the lily white,
Declare their Maker's praise.
This is my Father's world:
He shines in all that's fair;
In the rustling grass I hear Him pass,
He speaks to me everywhere.

3
This is my Father’s world.
O let me ne’er forget
That though the wrong
Seems oft so strong,
God is the ruler yet.
This is my Father’s world:
The battle is not done:
Jesus who died shall be satisfied,
And earth and Heav’n be one.
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C H A P T E R  1

Western Civilization’s Crisis 
and the Rise of Pacifism

The General Situation
We in the West are living through increasingly perilous times.  In the early 1990s 
with the fall of  the Soviet Empire there were enthusiastically hopeful ideas that we 
had finally reached “the end of  history,” as described in The End of  History and the 
Last Man, a 1992 book by Francis Fukuyama.

What we may be witnessing is not just the end of  the Cold War, or the passing of  a par-
ticular period of  postwar history, but the end of  history as such: that is, the end point 
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of  mankind's ideological evolution and the universalization of  Western liberal democ-
racy as the final form of  human government.

Twenty-five years later this prediction bears virtually no resemblance to the 
world in which Western liberal democracy (i.e., Western Civilization) finds itself.

It’s just possible to rationalize how, back in the mid-1990s, leaders of  the Euro-
pean Union could have believed that the mass immigration of  third-world peoples 
would easily assimilate into a clearly dominant Western Culture.  They also could 
have plausibly missed the security challenge caused by effortless movement of  peo-
ple across the member state borders.

However, it’s difficult to understand how they could have missed just how weak 
and divided was their own civilization.  After all, a very significant proportion of  
their own citizens had actively or passively supported Soviet totalitarianism.  Thus 
the civilizational effort to overcome not just the Soviet Union itself, but the inter-
nal opposition to that goal was certainly Herculean.  How could anything other 
than civilizational exhaustion have been expected?

In addition, ideologies that placed total blame on Western Civilization for all 
the world’s ills were deeply embedded and broadly accepted.  One consequence 
was the significant increase in pacifistic attitudes, since anyone who considered 
their civilization to be the ultimate world victimizer could not hypocritically sup-
port its defense.

Starting in the 1960s, the nature of  Western pacifism itself  was radically trans-
formed into what Keith Pavlischek called “revolutionary non-commitment to non-
violent pacifism” in his lecture on “Christianity & Pacifism” at The Providence 
Christianity & National Security Conference 2017.  Mr. Pavlischek used the follow-
ing quote from Peace & Revolution: The Moral Crisis of  American Pacifism, 
(copyright 1988) by Guenter Lewy to summarize this transformation. Although 
Mr. Lewy’s focus was on American pacifism, a very similar version existed in West-
ern Europe.

Over the past twenty years American pacifism has undergone a remarkable transforma-
tion. While at one time pacifists were single-mindedly devoted to the principles of  non-
violence and reconciliation, today most pacifist groups defend the moral legitimacy of  
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armed struggle and guerrilla warfare, and they praise and support the communist re-
gimes emerging from such conflicts.

Lest it be imagined that pacifism prior to the 1960s was a benign ideology, I 
quote Henry Sloane Coffin’s 1942 article in Christianity and Crisis, titled “The Con-
tinuing Pacifist Menace.”

When one listens to or reads what pacifists are saying, one finds them closing their eyes 
and lips to the Nazi killing of  hostages and their brutal exploitation of  enslaved peo-
ples, to the savage treatment accorded by the Japanese to British or American prison-
ers against whom they had a grudge, or to the role which the Japanese leaders have in 
mind for Chinese, Koreans and other Asiatics in their “co-prosperity sphere”! Pacifists 
seem incapable of  facing, much less of  speaking frankly of, these ghastly facts lest they 
be forced to arrive at a moral judgment and be drawn into moral action. They are in-
hibited by their assumption that the only effective means to deliver the victims of  at-
tack and oppression cannot be thought of  as “righteous” or in any sense “the will of  
God.” By their premises they are compelled to deny the basic moral drive which ani-
mates our country and its allies.

The fact that this ideology had made such impressive inroads into elite thought 
and popular culture by the end of  the twentieth century should have been reason 
to doubt the strength and sustainability of  the West.

Regardless of  these significant issues, the West thoughtlessly embarked on this 
vacation from history with gusto.  The vacation didn’t last long.

• In 1994 North Korea and the United States signed the "Agreed Framework,” 
which was the beginning of  the failed attempt to prevent North Korea from ob-
taining nuclear weapons and the ability to deliver them

• In 2000 Vladimir Putin, who in 2005 said, “Above all, we should acknowledge 
that the collapse of  the Soviet Union was a major geopolitical disaster of  the cen-
tury” won the presidency in Russia

• Throughout the 1990s and up to the current time Iran has aggressively pursued 
nuclear technology, with a clear intent to obtain weapons and delivery systems

• Starting in the 1990s China’s military spending began an increase that has con-
tinued to the present
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• Throughout the1990s Islamic militancy and terror increased in number of  inci-
dents and potency, including the 1998 U.S. embassy bombings in Tanzania and 
Kenya where more than 200 people were killed and more than 4,000 injured

• On September 11, 2001, Islamic terrorists flew hijacked passenger airplanes into 
both World Trade Center buildings and the Pentagon.  A fourth target, possibly 
the U.S. Capital or the White House was only spared by the heroic actions of  
that plane’s passengers.  Almost 3,000 people were murdered.

I will leave it to others to determine the extent to which the West’s civilizational 
weakness was the cause or consequence of  these challenges.  Since the events of  
2001 the West’s confidence has continued to decline at an accelerating rate.   
Thus, the West is experiencing a civilizational crisis that will require a spiritual, 
moral and cultural renewal to successfully resolve.

The Christian Church in the West
The increasingly pacifistic attitudes in the West have been mirrored in the 

West’s Christian denominations.  Although in many European Union countries 
the church’s influence is of  negligible importance, in the United States it still car-
ries significant moral weight.  Therefore, the attitudes of  the numerous denomina-
tions in the United States are important to the progress of  pacifism there.

Although only a handful of  small Christian denominations are officially pacifist 
(including the Church of  the Brethren, Mennonites, Quakers, Christadelphians, 
Churches of  God and Seventh-day Adventists), some Mainline denominations are 
moving towards increasingly pacifist positions.  For example, at its 2016 General 
Assembly the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) has embraced what can only be called 
pacifism by another name.

After a six-year discernment process throughout the denomination, the 222nd General 
Assembly (2016) of  the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) approved on Friday a lengthy re-
port underscoring the centrality of  peacemaking to Christian faith and promising to 
“practice boldly the things that make for peace.”

“Risking Peace in a Violent World: Affirmations for Presbytery Consideration” was or-
dered by the 219th General Assembly (2010) to “seek clarity as to God’s call to the 
church to embrace nonviolence as its fundamental response to the challenges of  vio-
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lence, terror, and war.” The report calls for Presbyterians at all levels of  the church to 
employ its insights to respond to and prevent violence on the local, national and inter-
national levels through prayer, direct action and advocacy.

The Catholic Church under Pope Francis also appears to be moving in the di-
rection of  pacifism.  As reported in the Washington Post:

“The sweeping language of  such criticism [of  military intervention in Syria] by the 
pontiff  moves the Roman Catholic Church dramatically further in what now seems to 
be an accelerating arc in its opposition to warfare.” (Catholic University’s Stephen 
Schneck)

Other denominations, such as the Methodists seek a middle ground.

We deplore war and urge the peaceful settlement of  all disputes among nations. From 
the beginning, the Christian conscience has struggled with the harsh realities of  vio-
lence and war, for these evils clearly frustrate God’s loving purposes for humankind. 
We yearn for the day when there will be no more war and people will live together in 
peace and justice. Some of  us believe that war, and other acts of  violence, are never ac-
ceptable to Christians. We also acknowledge that many Christians believe that, when 
peaceful alternatives have failed, the force of  arms may regretfully be preferable to un-
checked aggression, tyranny and genocide. We honor the witness of  pacifists who will 
not allow us to become complacent about war and violence. We also respect those who 
support the use of  force, but only in extreme situations and only when the need is clear 
beyond reasonable doubt, and through appropriate international organizations. We 
urge the establishment of  the rule of  law in international affairs as a means of  elimina-
tion of  war, violence, and coercion in these affairs.

Thus, although the Christian Church has always been in disagreement concern-
ing the terrible issue of  war, when the Catholic Church and Protestant denomina-
tions are seen to be moving in the pacifist direction then we must take note.

After careful study I have concluded that the Christian pacifist position cannot 
be supported if  we allow the entire witness of  God’s Word to be heard and inte-
grated.  Here I agree with the Westminster Confession of  Faith.

Of  the Civil Magistrate
God, the Supreme Lord and King of  all the world, hath ordained civil magistrates to 
be under him over the people, for his own glory and the public good; and to this end, 
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hath armed them with the power of  the sword, for the defense and encouragement of  
them that are good, and for the punishment of  evildoers.

It is lawful for Christians to accept and execute the office of  a magistrate, when called 
thereunto; in the managing whereof, as they ought especially to maintain piety, justice, 
and peace, according to the wholesome laws of  each commonwealth, so, for that end, 
they may lawfully, now under the New Testament, wage war upon just and necessary 
occasions.

The movement of  Christian denominations towards pacifism is of  particular 
relevance now because the West finds itself  under siege from aggressive new en-
trants who reject the foundations of  our civilization and from nations who are 
openly and proudly building the means by which to intimidate and even eradicate 
us.  Under this assault the West’s confidence has been powerfully undermined.  Al-
though civilizational preservation in the vast majority of  cases involves nonviolent 
acts, there are situations in which acts of  violent self-defense by our governments 
may become necessary.  Thus, insofar as the Christian Church works against use 
of  legitimate self-defense, it contributes to our potential demise.

Because of  all this I have taken up this issue by making the following case 
against Christian pacifism.
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C H A P T E R  2

Who is Jesus Christ and How 
Can We Know?

The necessary first step in assessing Christian pacifism is to address how we can 
know anything with certainty about the person and purpose of  Jesus Christ.  For 
far too many Christians this issue is simply bypassed.  That is, they assume that 
they already have enough information available, through listening to sermons, Bi-
ble study and discussion with fellow believers, to know who Jesus is and what He 
teaches.
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Thus, shortcuts are taken that prevent the full testimony of  Scripture to be re-
viewed before the drawing of  conclusions.  One of  the most common of  these 
shortcuts is to assume that you already know exactly what it means to “follow Je-
sus.”

The admonition to “follow Jesus” is an unsurprising staple in Christian writing. 
However, the extent to which many Christians assume that any current culturally 
popular belief  must be aligned with our Savior’s character and teaching is surpris-
ing.  The underlying assumption in most cases appears to be that if  the writer be-
lieves something is good, then surely Christ must agree.

My point is that we too often project our own beliefs onto Jesus without doing 
the hard work of  seeking and following Scripture’s actual testimony.  Or, we allow 
someone who appears to have “moral authority” to lead us into conclusions that 
we never validate through our own study.  The consequence isn’t necessarily that 
the things we have been told about Jesus are outright falsehoods (although some-
times they certainly are).  Rather, what we have been told is sometimes so incom-
plete that we are led into false conclusions.

Regardless of  the sources or reasons, many Bible believing Christians approach 
Scripture with preconceived ideas imprinted upon their minds.  This situation of-
ten leads to a result called confirmation bias, which is the tendency to search for or in-
terpret information in a way that confirms one’s preconceptions.

So, allow me to ask a pointed question.

If  it turned out that something you have believed about Jesus Christ is shown by Scripture to 
be untrue, will you change your view to become conformed to Scripture, or, will you ignore 
Scripture’s testimony to go on believing that which you prefer to be the truth?

For many contemporary Christians (particularly those in Mainline denomina-
tions) the idea that Christianity is a pacifist religion goes without saying.  The rea-
son behind this assumption is that Jesus Christ is commonly portrayed to have 
been a pacifist.  Thus, for a Christian to truly follow Christ they must at least view 
pacifism as a moral goal to be sought after even if  they haven’t completely reached 
it yet.
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However, this brings us back to the “pointed question” that I just asked.  That 
is, what if  it turned out that Scripture reveals Jesus Christ to be something quite 
different from a pacifist?

To answer this specific question we must first address the general question of  
how we can possibly “know” anything about the person and teaching of  Jesus 
Christ through Biblical interpretation.

It takes hard work, sustained Biblical focus, theological knowledge and critical 
thinking to answer for yourself  even the apparently simplest questions about Jesus 
Christ.  The fact is that very few Christians have the time, energy, inclination or 
background to embark on such a journey.  I am not here being critical.  Rather, I 
am stating a fact that leads to important consequences.

The key consequence is that most Christians, by necessity, place their trust in 
Christian institutions and leaders who (they believe) know and teach the best avail-
able truth about their faith.  They also utilize the information and resources that 
are easily available to think about important issues associated with the Christian 
life.  However, if  the institutions, leaders and other available sources are driven by 
agendas other than Christianity as revealed in the Bible, then this trust can be 
used as a weapon of  deception and falsehood.

The Problem of Unexamined Assumptions
One of  the greatest temptations when studying the Bible is to focus primarily 

on those passages that tend to confirm our own preconceived view of  who God is, 
what is His nature and what He requires of  us.  The flip side is to pass over 
quickly, or completely ignore, those passages that tend to challenge our precon-
ceived views.

There is also the problem that too many Christians almost never read the 
Bible. Polls showing that Biblical literacy is shockingly low, and declining even 
among committed Christians are well known.  We are aware that only a minority 
of  Christians commit to regular Bible study, as individuals or in groups.  Our busy, 
distracted lives are too easily diverted to prioritize other goods.   The result is too 
often the “blind leading the blind” in terms of  Biblical discussion.  We simply as-
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sume that the Bible teaches those things that are commonly attributed to it by our 
peers, pastors and advisors.

However there is something else at work.  Even for those Christians who have 
made the commitment to regular Bible study there exist significant “blind spots.”  
That is, in spite of  their complete reading of  entire Books, or the entire Bible itself, 
they are shocked and dismayed when confronted by specific Biblical teachings.

The cognitive dissonance exhibited in these situations is often painful to 
observe.  On the one hand, the individual knows what they are convinced that the 
Bible teaches.  On the other hand, they are confronted with clear, concrete Bible 
passages that conflict with their understanding.  In too many cases the resolution is 
not to admit that their understanding might be incomplete or actually incorrect.  
Rather, they, in effect, simply ignore the offending material.

Regardless of  the sources or reasons, it is clear that many Bible believing Chris-
tians approach Scripture with preconceived ideas imprinted upon their minds.  
These imprints are firmly established and powerfully persistent.  Bible study itself  
often becomes not an open-minded inquiry into God’s teaching, but rather a cafe-
teria line of  ideas to be accepted or rejected depending on their adherence to what 
is already “known” to be true, or, to what should be true.

There is also a not-so-subtle pressure to fall into line with the socially dominant 
position.  The following excerpt from the official PC(USA) (Presbyterian Church 
U. S. A., the denomination to which I currently belong) web site is a classic exam-
ple of  using social pressure to intimidate Christians into silence or acceptance of  
the pacifist perspective.

The Rev. Mark Davidson, pastor of  the Church of  Reconciliation in Chapel Hill, 
N.C., and chair of  ACSWP’s Peace Discernment Team, reviewed the team’s draft re-
port, “Risking Peace in a Broken and Fearful World.”
The report has grown out of  a church-wide peace discernment process launched by 
the 2010 General Assembly on the occasion of  the 30th anniversary of  the adoption 
of  the seminal document “Peacemaking: the Believers’ Calling.” The Assembly ex-
pressed its hope that the process would “seek clarity on God’s call to the church con-
cerning violence and to develop policy directions on terrorism and war.”
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Davidson said the 49 congregations and 19 presbyteries to date have submitted re-
sponses to the team’s study materials.
“Risking Peace” is built on five “declarations”:

• “Celebrate our identity as a church committed to peacemaking”
• “Claim the nonviolent witness of  Jesus Christ and the early church as a neglected re-

source that can breathe new life into the ministry and public witness of  the PC(USA)”
• “Confess our complicity in an unjust and violent world”
• “Commit to reducing violence and injustice of  all kinds by learning and practicing 

the things that make for peace”
• “Challenge the idolatrous reliance on military supremacy as the chief  attribute of  

U.S. identity in the world.”
“We didn’t come to these randomly,” Davidson told the committee. “They rose to the 
surface again and again in our deliberations and the church’s process.”
Noting that some Presbyterians have wondered whether the PC(USA) should join the 
ranks of  the “peace churches” ― such as the Quakers and Mennonites, who are 
openly pacifist ― the Rev. Ray Roberts, an ACSWP member from Westfield, N.J., 
said, “Peacemaking is not in conflict with ‘just war’ principles. We are not pacifists, but 
we are peacemakers.”
ACSWP Coordinator Christian Iosso noted that Just War Theory ― a set of  princi-
ples by which war can be considered morally acceptable ― “is not mentioned in 
‘Peacemaking: The Believers’ Calling.’ We still don’t want to set up an either/or choice 
between pacifism and just war.”
The five declarations in “Risking Peace,” he added, “seek only to get Presbyterians 
thinking about peacemaking, nonviolence and conflict resolution.”

If  we strip away all the flowery feints and confusing jargon, the crude social 
pressure message of  this text is:

“If  you are ignorant of  Christ’s and the early church’s witness to nonviolence, unrepentant 
for injustice and violence, refuse to take responsibility for reducing violence and insist on prac-
ticing idolatry, then, by all means, continue to oppose our pacifist beliefs!”

But, of  course, no exercise in social control through intimidation would be com-
plete without the closing list of  disclaimers that “prove” how open minded and lov-
ing the authors really are.  That is, after having framed the issue in terms that deni-
grate and shame any opposition, they, with saintly lovingkindness say that their in-
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tention is “seek only to get Presbyterians thinking about peacemaking, nonviolence 
and conflict resolution.”

These “party line” positions are often enthusiastically used as weapons of  social 
pressure throughout a denomination.  How many members who disagree have the 
confidence to openly stand up against these “party lines” when the starting point is 
an assumption of  defective Christianity for so doing?

Knowing Christ through Biblical Interpretation
If  you want to know who Jesus Christ is the only place to look (unless you reject 

orthodox Reformed Christianity) is in the Bible.

Although the issue at hand is if  Jesus is a pacifist, it’s vital to begin by discussing 
general rules for Biblical interpretation.  For an orthodox, ordained Reformed 
Elder, the place to seek guidance is from the Book of  Confessions.  Here are two 
of  the Ordination Vows taken by each PC(USA) Elder:

b. Do you accept the Scriptures of  the Old and New Testaments to be, by the Holy 
Spirit, the unique and authoritative witness to Jesus Christ in the Church universal, 
and God’s Word to you?

and

c. Do you sincerely receive and adopt the essential tenets of  the Reformed faith as ex-
pressed in the confessions of  our church as authentic and reliable expositions of  
what Scripture leads us to believe and do, and will you be instructed and led by 
those confessions as you lead the people of  God?

These vows create difficult to resolve conflicts for an Elder.  For, on the one 
hand they have promised to use the Scriptures as the unique and authoritative 
source for their leadership, and, to use the Confessions of  the Reformed faith as 
the primary guide to Scripture’s interpretation.  On the other hand, the practical 
barriers to doing so are overwhelming for many, including time, knowledge, train-
ing and interest, among many more.  The result is too often a state of  utter confu-
sion.

It’s difficult to overestimate the current state of  confusion and outright igno-
rance regarding Biblical interpretation.  Therefore, I’m going to spend consider-
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able time reviewing what our Confessions say about this issue.  I will add commen-
tary on issues relevant to the contemporary situation in which Christians find 
themselves.

The only hope for knowing Jesus is through the application of  sound, tested in-
terpretative rules to the entire Biblical text.  I will therefore focus on the historic 
Reformed Confessions as the guide for these deliberations.

The Scots Confession
This confession was written in 1560 by John Knox and five other members of  

the clergy.  The PC(USA) Book of  Confessions summarizes this Confession as fol-
lows.

The Scots Confession sets forth three marks of  the true and faithful church: “the true 
preaching of  the Word of  God,” “the right administration of  the sacraments of  Christ 
Jesus,” and “ecclesiastical discipline . . . whereby vice is repressed and virtue nour-
ished.” ... “Cleave, serve, worship, trust” are key words in this document. As a call to 
action in a turbulent time, the Scots Confession reflects a spirit of trust and a commit-
ment to the God whose miraculous deliverance the Scots had experienced firsthand.

The first order of  business is to define the “Word of  God.”

… contained in the written Word of  God, that is, the Old and New Testaments, in 
those books which were originally reckoned canonical. (Chapter XVIII)

Here and in the Ordination Vows “The Word of  God” is defined to consist of  
the Old and New Testaments.  Note that neither Testament is given any sort of  
preference, clearly indicating equality.

One of  the tragedies of  contemporary Christianity is the purposeful demotion 
of  the Old Testament.  Many Christians boldly claim that the New Testament is 
superior to the Old Testament.  In fact, some continue on into pseudo-Gnosticism 
by claiming that the God of  the Old Testament is different from that of  the New 
Testament.  These beliefs rest on the assumption that Jesus Christ’s ministry repre-
sents a break with rather than a continuation and fulfillment of  the Old Testa-
ment.  This assumption is utterly false.
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Jesus Christ taught that the Old Testament is God’s Word and clearly treated it 
as such.  The primitive Christian church converted a pagan world using the Old 
Testament as God’s Word (because the New Testament didn’t yet exist).  The 
Christian church throughout history has embraced the Old Testament as equally 
God’s Word with the New Testament.  And yet, today, Christians in utter igno-
rance of  these truths treat the Old Testament like something unpleasant and dan-
gerous that needs to be disregarded if  not entirely discarded.

We affirm that in these all things necessary to be believed for the salvation of  man are 
sufficiently expressed.  The interpretation of  Scripture, we confess, does not belong to 
any private or public person, nor yet to any Kirk [Church] for pre-eminence or prece-
dence, personal or local, which it has above others, but pertains to the Spirit of  God by 
whom the Scriptures were written.  When controversy arises about the right under-
standing of  any passage or sentence of  Scripture, or for the reformation of  any abuse 
within the Kirk of  God, we ought not so much to ask what men have said or done be-
fore us, as what the Holy Ghost uniformly speaks within the body of  the Scrip-
tures and what Christ Jesus himself  did and commanded. For it is agreed by all that the 
Spirit of  God, who is the Spirit of  unity, cannot contradict himself.  So if  the interpre-
tation or opinion of  any theologian, Kirk, or council, is contrary to the plain Word of  
God written in any other passage of  the Scripture, it is most certain that this is not the 
true understanding and meaning of  the Holy Ghost, although councils, realms, and na-
tions have approved and received it. We dare not receive or admit any 
interpretation which is contrary to any principal point of  our faith, or to any other 
plain text of  Scripture, or to the rule of  love.  (Chapter XVIII)

What this section teaches is that the Word of  God is not flawed or contradic-
tory.  Yes, it may indeed be unclear in some areas regarding what it calls us to be-
lieve and do.  However, the assumption is that this difficulty is due to our limita-
tions in interpretation, not to Scripture’s limitations as God’s Word.

They then state the logical consequence of  this understanding, which is that if  
an “interpretation or opinion … is contrary to the plain Word of  God written in 
any other passage of  the Scripture, it is most certain that this is not the true under-
standing and meaning of  the Holy Ghost.”  Note that the purpose of  the Holy 
Ghost (Spirit) is not to validate any opinion about Scripture by a Christian, but 
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rather is to ensure that Scripture itself  is noncontradictory and conveys God’s 
truth.

This doctrine is intended to prevent people from claiming that the Holy Spirit 
allows them to interpret Scripture in ways that can be shown to be in conflict with 
the actual text.  This is a common ploy by which the interpretative authority is re-
moved from Scripture and placed in a person or group.

As we believe and confess the Scriptures of  God sufficient to instruct and make perfect 
the man of  God, so do we affirm and avow their authority to be from God, and not to 
depend on men or angels. We affirm, therefore, that those who say the Scriptures have 
no other authority save that which they have received from the Kirk [Church] are blas-
phemous against God and injurious to the true Kirk, which always hears and obeys the 
voice of  her own Spouse and Pastor, but takes not upon her to be mistress over the 
same. (Chapter XIX)

This statement is a direct contradiction to the practice of  saying that Scripture 
teaches whatever an interpretative body has decided it should, regardless of  what 
the words of  Scripture say.  Note well the description of  this practice: “blasphe-
mous against God and injurious to the true Kirk [Church].”

The Second Helvetic Confession
The second Confession from which we will seek guidance on Biblical interpreta-

tion is the Second Helvetic, which was written in 1561 by Heinrich Bullinger.

The following excerpt from the Book of  Confessions provides background.

The word “Helvetic” is Latin for “Swiss.” The setting of  the Second Helvetic Confes-
sion is Swiss-German Reformed Protestantism.  … Reflecting the theological maturity 
of  the Reformed churches, the Second Helvetic Confession is moderate in tone and 
catholic in spirit. From the opening paragraphs it emphasizes the church and its life 
and affirms the authority of  the Scriptures for the church’s government and 
reformation. By including an article on predestination, the confession asks the church 
to trust in God’s free and gracious election of  its membership in Jesus Christ. At the 
same time, the confession addresses the practical life of  the gathered community, detail-
ing matters of  worship, church order and conflict, ministry, the sacraments, and mar-
riage.
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I will do my best to avoid unnecessary repetition, but some points are so impor-
tant that they bear repeating.

CANONICAL SCRIPTURE. We believe and confess the canonical Scriptures of  the 
holy prophets and apostles of  both Testaments to be the true Word of  God, and to 
have sufficient authority of  themselves, not of  men.  For God himself  spoke to the fa-
thers, prophets, apostles, and still speaks to us through the Holy Scriptures.  And in this 
Holy Scripture, the universal Church of  Christ has the most complete exposition of  all 
that pertains to a saving faith, and also to the framing of  a life acceptable to God; and 
in this respect it is expressly commanded by God that nothing be either added to or 
taken from the same. (Chapter I:  Of  the Holy Scripture Being the True Word of  God)

Note that, once again, neither of  the two Testaments is given precedence.

THE TRUE INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE. The apostle Peter has said that 
the Holy Scriptures are not of  private interpretation (II Peter 1:20), and thus 
we do not allow all possible interpretations. … But we hold that interpretation of  
the Scripture to be orthodox and genuine which is gleaned from the Scrip-
tures themselves (from the nature of  the language in which they were written, like-
wise according to the circumstances in which they were set down, and expounded in 
the light of  like and unlike passages and of  many and clearer passages) 
and which agree with the rule of  faith and love, and contributes much to the glory of  
God and man’s salvation. (Chapter II: Of  Interpreting the Holy Scriptures; and of Fa-
thers, Councils, and Traditions)

The first bolded phrase is in direct contradiction to the contemporary under-
standing of  Scriptural interpretation, where each individual is free to conclude 
whatever they wish.

The second bolded passage makes clear that Scripture is interpreted by Scrip-
ture itself.  That is, we must search for answers within the bounds of  Scripture 
while taking into account contextual issues.

The third bolded phrase means that, before stating an opinion on the meaning 
of  Scripture, we must search out all the related passages, compare them and only 
then attempt to derive an answer.  Thus, were many relevant passages of  Scripture 
ignored to reach a conclusion then the credibility of  the interpretative process 
must be rejected.
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The Westminster Confession of Faith
This Confession was developed by an assembly of  151 members in the 1640s. 

 In 1647 the Scottish General Assembly adopted the Westminster Standards. 
 They have served as foundational Presbyterian theology for centuries.  The Book 
of  Confessions summarizes them as follows.

The Westminster Standards represent the fruits of  a Protestant scholasticism that re-
fined and systematized the teachings of the Reformation. The standards lift up the 
truth and authority of  the Scriptures, as immediately inspired in Hebrew and Greek, 
kept pure in all ages, and known through the internal witness of  the Holy Spirit.

The Westminster Confessions occupies the historic central place in Presbyte-
rian theology.

The whole counsel of  God, concerning all things necessary for his own glory, man’s sal-
vation, faith, and life, is either expressly set down in Scripture, or by good and neces-
sary consequence may be deduced from Scripture: unto which nothing at any time is 
to be added, whether by new revelations of  the Spirit, or traditions of  men. (Chapter 
1: Of  the Holy Scriptures)

Claims of  “new revelations of  the spirit,” and adherence to “the traditions of  
men” are too often the accepted norm in contemporary Christian communities.

The infallible rule of  interpretation of  Scripture, is the Scripture itself; and therefore, 
when there is a question about the true and full sense of  any scripture (which is not 
manifold, but one), it may be searched and known by other places that speak more 
clearly.  (Chapter 1: Of  the Holy Scriptures)

Note the clearly stated responsibility to search out and find in Scripture “places 
that speak more clearly” regarding Biblical interpretation.

The Supreme Judge, by which all controversies of  religion are to be determined, and 
all decrees of  councils, opinions of  ancient writers, doctrines of  men, and private spir-
its, are to be examined, and in whose sentence we are to rest, can be no other but the 
Holy Spirit speaking in the Scripture.  (Chapter 1: Of  the Holy Scriptures)
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Note that it is not the “Holy Sprit” speaking outside of  Scripture that is the 
source of  correct Biblical interpretation, but rather “the Holy Spirit speaking in the 
Scripture.”

The Issue of Apparent Biblical Contradiction
The Problem

The Bible consists of  over 750,000 words written over a period of millennia by 
dozens of  (Holy Spirit inspired) authors.  Therefore, there are passages that ap-
pear to contradict one another.

The nature of  these apparent contradictions can vary from minute (e.g., dates, 
names, etc.) to immense (e.g., the Law and Grace).  I have chosen to address this 
issue for an immense case — that being the place of  human works in salvation. 
First, read Ephesians 2:8-10.

For by grace you have been saved through faith; and this is not your own doing, 
it is the gift of God—not because of works, lest any man should boast. For we are 
his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared 
beforehand, that we should walk in them.

Now read this section of  King David’s prayer from 2 Samuel 22:21-25.

“The Lord rewarded me according to my righteousness;
    according to the cleanness of my hands he recompensed me.
For I have kept the ways of the Lord,
    and have not wickedly departed from my God.
For all his ordinances were before me,
    and from his statutes I did not turn aside.
I was blameless before him,
    and I kept myself from guilt.
Therefore the Lord has recompensed me according to my righteousness,
    according to my cleanness in his sight.

I trust that you see the issue.  In the Ephesians passage the Apostle Paul force-
fully removes all ground for salvation by works, but, King David, apparently di-
rectly contradicts this position by claiming “The Lord has dealt with me according 
to my righteousness.”
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Two dominant erroneous Christian positions are currently taken in response to 
apparent contradictions, which are described below.  I will conclude with discus-
sion of  a third solution, the orthodox Reformed, which I believe to be the closest 
to correct.

The Cafeteria Solution
This solution pretends to uphold the authority of  all Scripture by isolating indi-

vidual passages, treating each one as authoritative, and then applying them to a 
specific situation.  For example, a Christian, when feeling particularly confident, 
might proclaim the requirements of  works to earn salvation (just as if  they had so 
earned it).  However, when caught in clear sin, they might use another passage of  
Scripture to justify their behavior and/or minimize its significance.  In each case 
the Christian is claiming the absolute authority of  Scripture.  However, in prac-
tice, by partitioning Scripture into a mere means of  justifying their current specific 
position, they implicitly admit that Scripture is so contradictory that a passage can 
be found to justify the vast majority of  positions that they find the need to ad-
vance.  Most sentient people will eventually catch on to this inconsistent theologi-
cal behavior.

The Humanist Solution
This solution explicitly embraces the conclusion that Scripture is chockfull of  

contradictions.  By so doing they can recast the interpretative challenge to be that 
of  deciding which of  the so-called contradictory passages are authoritative (if  
any).  The Jesus Seminar was an honest instance of  this position.  Far too much of  
Western, Mainline Christian leadership is a dishonest holder of  this position, with 
the consequential sorrowful impact on the laity.  That is, while they pretend to up-
hold the authority of  Scripture, they actually only uphold that portion of  Scrip-
ture that meets their human (and thus faulty and unstable) standard of  what is 
authoritative.  Thus, what is ultimately authoritative is their particular beliefs, and, 
Scripture is at best a tool by which they can be justified.

The Orthodox Reformed Solution
This solution begins with the bedrock assumption that all Scripture is both 

authoritative and noncontradictory.  However it also affirms that there are Scrip-
tural passages that appear to be contradictory.  Thus, the interpretative challenge 
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is to create a theological structure within which as many as possible of  these appar-
ent contradictions can be logically resolved.  In some cases this is easily accom-
plished.  In others even the application of  the best theological minds admittedly 
falls short.  However, the fact that we frail humans sometimes fail to fully under-
stand doesn’t shake our conviction that in the fullness of  God’s Mind there is a 
true solution.

Sometimes this solution’s results can be confused with those of  the Cafeteria’s. 
 That is, the line between explaining how seemingly contradictory passages actu-
ally are not and selectively adhering to one passage over another can sometimes be-
come blurry.  The way to differentiate is that orthodox Reformed theology affirms 
it has failed if  the two passages can’t be logically resolved with respect to each 
other and the entire witness of  Scripture.  The Cafeteria theology is perfectly fine 
with keeping the offending passages separate from each other and from the rest of  
Scripture.

So, how did one of  the greatest Reformed theologians, John Calvin, attempt to 
resolve the specific theological issue of  works versus grace raised by the above pas-
sages?  Here’s the relevant excerpt of  his commentary on the parallel passage from 
Psalm 18.

David, in opposition to these accusations, with the view of  maintaining his innocence 
before God, protests and affirms that he had acted uprightly and sincerely in this mat-
ter, inasmuch as he attempted nothing without the command or warrant of  God; and 
whatever hostile attempts his enemies made against him, he nevertheless always kept 
himself  within the bounds prescribed by the Divine Law. It would be absurd to draw 
from this the inference that God is merciful to men according as he judges them to be 
worthy of  his favor. Here the object in view is only to show the goodness of  a particu-
lar cause, and to maintain it in opposition to wicked calumniators; and not to bring 
into examination the whole life of  a man, that he may obtain favor, and be pro-
nounced righteous before God. In short, David concludes from the effect and the issue, 
that his cause was approved of  by God, not that one victory is always and necessarily 
the sign of  a good cause, but because God, by evident tokens of  his assistance, showed 
that he was on the side of  David. … He adds, I have not wickedly departed from my 
God. This implies, that he always aimed directly at the mark of  his calling, although 
the ungodly attempted many things to overthrow his faith. The verb which he uses 
does not denote one fall only, but a defection which utterly removes and alienates a 
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man from God. David, it is true, sometimes fell into sin through the weakness of  the 
flesh, but he never desisted from following after godliness, nor deserted the service to 
which God had called him.

We can disagree on the extent to which Calvin has resolved the issue. But the 
key point is that he is openly and honestly attempting to interpret this passage 
within the context of  a well-defined theological structure.

Looking Ahead
Now that some interpretative basics are covered we can turn to the issue at 

hand.  In Chapter 3 I will discuss Jesus Christ’s presumed pacifism by application 
of  this chapter’s concepts to that specific issue.  

In Chapter 4 I will assess this same topic, but through a study of  David’s life.  
This study is necessary because our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, is tied in the 
most intimate manner with King David.  Failure to understand the human king 
whose life and reign foreshadows Christ’s eternal Kingship undermines our ability 
to fully comprehend the person and purpose of  our Savior. 

Although we will hear David’s voice, we will also observe the many dramatic 
events which shed light on his beliefs and character.  The most important issue ad-
dressed will be what God’s engagement with David teaches about His nature and 
His purposes in this fallen world.  What makes this situation so compelling is that 
the infinite aspects of  God’s purposes are focused on and concentrated into the life 
of  one man.  Thus, the massive theological questions are personalized in ways that 
shed great light on our own personal struggles.

My ultimate goal is to give voice to both the Old and New Testament witness 
on this fraught topic.  As will be eventually discussed, the linkage between Jesus 
Christ the Messiah and King David is stronger and more certain than with any 
other Old Testament prophet.  This statement is in no way intended to diminish 
Abraham and Sarah, Moses, Isaiah, etc.  Rather it is to point out that the bond 
connecting the two Testament’s witness is the most unmistakable for the case of  
the eternal Second Person of  the Trinitarian God and this frail flesh and blood 
man, David, whom God yet used to His glory.
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All of  this leads up to Chapter 5.  There we examine the story of  Cornelius’ sal-
vation by Christ.  It is of  signal import firstly because his was the first Gentile con-
version to be affirmed by the Church, but also because of  his occupation, that be-
ing a centurion in the Roman Army.  Therefore, had the primitive Church been 
self-understood to be pacifist due to Christ’s teaching, we would expect that this 
would have raised a major, unavoidable issue.

Finally, in Chapter 6 I will discuss the relevance of  this study to our contempo-
rary challenges.
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C H A P T E R  3

Is Jesus Christ a Pacifist?

Christ Driving the Money Changers out of the Temple by Valentin de Boulogne

Defining “Christian Pacifism”
The only sensible place to start this assessment is with a definition of  “Christi-

an pacifism.” Although not from a traditionally published source, this Wikipedia 
definition covers the pre-1960s understanding of  the term.
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“Christian pacifism is the theological and ethical position that any form of violence is 
incompatible with the Christian faith. Christian pacifists state that Jesus himself  was a 
pacifist who taught and practiced pacifism, and that his followers must do likewise.”

However, as was discussed in Chapter 1, this classical definition is no longer ac-
curate.  Returning to Peace & Revolution: The Moral Crisis of  American Paci-
fism, the following description more accurately covers “Christian pacifism” as it ex-
isted between the late 1960s and the fall of  the Berlin Wall in 1989.

... pacifism has undergone a series of  far-reaching ideological changes that have 
brought all four major pacifist organizations into the camp of  the political Left. ... an 
amorphous collection of  political groups who regard the United States as an imperial-
ist nation responsible for the poverty of  the Third World and who blame America for 
starting and maintaining a dangerous arms race that threatens nuclear catastrophe. ... 
All of  these organizations now affirm their solidarity with Marxist-controlled guerrillas 
in various parts of  the world, and they defend the violence carried out by these guerril-
las as the inevitable struggle of  the oppressed exonerated by the violence of  an unjust 
status-quo. ...

After such liberation movements succeed is seizing power, pacifist organizations praise 
the new societies that are being created and deny their totalitarian character. ... It is 
permissible for leftist guerrillas to use violence in pursuit of  their goals but impermissi-
ble for lawfully elected governments to defend themselves against foreign-sponsored 
subversion.

The fall of  the Soviet Union and the embrace of  state-sponsored pseudo-
capitalism by Communist China effectively destroyed the credibility of  pacifism’s 
practical alternative to Western Civilization, that being the ideology of  Marxism.  
While this loss was the source of  great disturbance, it in no way altered their core 
beliefs concerning the inherent and unique evil of  the West.

This civilizational self-hatred has influenced Christian pacifism’s response to 
the current challenge of  Islamic terror.  Although their acts of  extreme political 
violence are generally not openly justified, they are placed within contexts that pro-
vide excuse.  That is, just as Third-World Marxist guerrillas were only responding 
to Western oppression, so to are Islamic terrorist groups.  The clear implication is 
that were the West to mend their ways, Islamic terrorism would quickly dissipate.
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Christian pacifists also demand that we refrain from any form of  violence in 
our nation’s self-defense. Our only allowed measures are defensive, for instance 
building barriers between roads and walk/bikeways to prevent murder-by-vehicle 
attacks.  They also propose measures that would severely curtail the freedoms guar-
anteed to us under the U. S. Constitution, with the First and Second Amendments 
being their favorite targets.  They thus argue that we must make fundamental civili-
zational concessions in order to appease those responsible for the violence.

This brief  summary is a necessary prerequisite to our consideration of  the hy-
pothesis that Jesus Christ is a pacifist.  That is, unless we understand the context in 
which some Christians and associated organizations make this claim we cannot ac-
curately assess its validity.

Jesus Christ Did Indeed Teach Peacefulness
There is no doubt Jesus taught that the nonviolent resolution of  conflict is the 

best possible policy – for individuals as well as for governments.  Christ’s state-
ments on these matters are clear. In the “Sermon on the Mount,” these Christian 
principles were laid out in uncompromising language.

“Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
“Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted.
“Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.
“Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be satis-
fied.
“Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.
“Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.
“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God.
1“Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the 
kingdom of heaven.
“Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of 
evil against you falsely on my account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is 
great in heaven, for so men persecuted the prophets who were before you.
Matthew 5:3-12

Further in, the point becomes more personal and focused:
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“You have heard that it was said, ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.’ But 
I say to you, Do not resist one who is evil. But if any one strikes you on the right 
cheek, turn to him the other also; and if any one would sue you and take your 
coat, let him have your cloak as well; and if any one forces you to go one mile, 
go with him two miles. Give to him who begs from you, and do not refuse him 
who would borrow from you.  You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love 
your neighbor and hate your enemy.’ But I say to you, Love your enemies and 
pray for those who persecute you, so that you may be sons of your Father who is 
in heaven; for he makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain 
on the just and on the unjust. For if you love those who love you, what reward 
have you? Do not even the tax collectors do the same? And if you salute only 
your brethren, what more are you doing than others? Do not even the Gentiles 
do the same? You, therefore, must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is per-
fect.” 
Matthew 5:38-48

There is also the undeniable fact that Christ responded to the violent assaults 
of  Good Friday with absolutely no resistance. And, that the ultimate power of  the 
Cross is based on Christ’s choice to sacrifice Himself  for the sake of  others rather 
than to defend His own rights.

Then Jesus said to him, “Put your sword back into its place; for all who take the 
sword will perish by the sword. Do you think that I cannot appeal to my Father, 
and he will at once send me more than twelve legions of angels? But how then 
should the scriptures be fulfilled, that it must be so?” At that hour Jesus said to 
the crowds, “Have you come out as against a robber, with swords and clubs to 
capture me? Day after day I sat in the temple teaching, and you did not seize 
me. But all this has taken place, that the scriptures of the prophets might be ful-
filled.” Then all the disciples forsook him and fled. 
Matthew 26:52-56

Jesus’ Peacefulness is Not the Same Thing as Pacifism
Were we to draw conclusions based only on these passages (and there are nu-

merous others that add support) the result would be unavoidable – Jesus Christ is a 
pacifist.  However, there is additional Biblical evidence that must be evaluated be-
fore drawing such a premature conclusion, including:
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• The entire Bible, which includes the Old Testament as a coequal part, describes 
Gods nature and action in our world.

• Even (incorrectly) limiting ourselves to the New Testament, Jesus Christ did and 
said many other things that relate to the question at hand, and, that call into 
question the conclusion that He is a pacifist.

• There are well established orthodox Reformed theological conclusions regarding 
God’s nature that also call such a conclusion into question.

These statements demand a broader, deeper examination of  the Biblical re-
cord. In addition, their logical consequences must be explored carefully within the 
context of  God’s character as revealed in all of  Scripture.

When we explore the Old Testament we don’t find a God for Whom 
“any form of  violence is incompatible.” In fact, we find God both doling out vio-
lence directly and commanding His people to do violence. A few selected exam-
ples should make the point.

Then the Lord said to Moses, “Stretch out your hand over the sea, that the water 
may come back upon the Egyptians, upon their chariots, and upon their 
horsemen.” So Moses stretched forth his hand over the sea, and the sea returned 
to its wonted flow when the morning appeared; and the Egyptians fled into it, 
and the Lord routed the Egyptians in the midst of the sea. The waters returned 
and covered the chariots and the horsemen and all the host of Pharaoh that had 
followed them into the sea; not so much as one of them remained.
Exodus 14:26-28

And the Lord said to Joshua, “Do not fear or be dismayed; take all the fighting 
men with you, and arise, go up to Ai; see, I have given into your hand the king 
of Ai, and his people, his city, and his land; and you shall do to Ai and its king as 
you did to Jericho and its king; only its spoil and its cattle you shall take as booty 
for yourselves; lay an ambush against the city, behind it.”
Joshua 8:1,2

Blessed be the Lord, my rock,
who trains my hands for war,
    and my fingers for battle;
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my rock and my fortress,
    my stronghold and my deliverer,
my shield and he in whom I take refuge,
    who subdues the peoples under him.
Psalm 144:1,2

Therefore, behold, the days are coming,
    says the Lord,
when I will cause the battle cry to be heard
    against Rabbah of the Ammonites;
it shall become a desolate mound,
    and its villages shall be burned with fire;
then Israel shall dispossess those who dispossessed him,
    says the Lord.
Jeremiah 49:2

This is the point at which settled theological consequences come into play. For 
if  the above statements are indeed true, then the same God as revealed in the Gos-
pels has used violence in His dealings with humans.  In particular:

God is a spirit, whose being, wisdom power, holiness, justice, goodness, and truth are 
infinite, eternal, and unchangeable. (Westminster Shorter Catechism)

That is, if  God is unchangeable, then the exact same God (Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit) who in the Old Testament acted directly and through human agency to do 
violence is also testified to in the New Testament. Many Biblical passages confirm 
this theological conclusion, including but certainly not limited to:

Every good endowment and every perfect gift is from above, coming down from 
the Father of lights with whom there is no variation or shadow due to change.
James 1:17

Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and for ever.  
Hebrews 13:8

“For I the Lord do not change; therefore you, O sons of Jacob, are not con-
sumed.
Malachi 3:6
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Thus, to posit a pacifist Jesus Christ creates unreconcilable conflict with Holy 
Scripture and the doctrines of  God’s nature derived directly from them.  In par-
ticular, if  God is unchanging, and, He has both done and used violence to achieve 
His purposes, then He cannot have changed from non-pacifist to pacifist between 
the Old and New Testaments.  At this point some might conclude that our work is 
done, and the issue is settled.  It should be regarding the nature of  God (Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit).

However, there is still the possibility that although God is not a pacifist He in 
Christ has decreed that we follow this path. I believe such a position is not necessar-
ily in conflict with fundamental Christian doctrine. Therefore, this will be the hy-
pothesis examined going forward.

There is broad and deep support for the idea that Jesus Christ has taught paci-
fism or something very closely approaching it, even if  God as revealed in the Old 
Testament used violence to achieve His ends.  After all, why should we be bound 
by the doctrinal position of  the English and Scottish divines of  the 1640s, who be-
lieved in the unity and equal authority of  the New and Old Testaments?  Surely, 
some might argue, the New Testament with its apparent emphasis on peace sup-
plants and overrules the Old Testament with its apparent emphasis on judgement. 

I answer this point with the demonstrable fact that Jesus Himself  considered 
the Old Testament to be God’s Word, and, lived under its authority. 

Another person has already made the case far better than could I. Following is 
an extended excerpt from “The Authority of  Scripture” by William Webster.  Note 
that the Scriptures which Jesus used are what we today call the Old Testament, as the New Tes-
tament had not been written until decades after Christ’s resurrection.

Christianity is founded upon the person and work of  the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of  
God. His attitude to the Scriptures is supremely important. Since he is God, then all 
that he teaches must be true and authoritative.

Jesus clearly taught that Scripture is inspired by God. He regarded it as truth—infalli-
ble, inerrant, historically reliable, authoritative for living, and an all sufficient rule of  
faith. He could say, for example, when speaking with the Pharisees or Sadducees, 
‘Have you not read what God said?’ and then quote from Scripture (Matt. 22:31-32). 
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In Matthew 4:4-10, Jesus repeatedly answers Satan by using the Old Testament as the 
Word of  God, saying, ‘It is written.’ He maintained that not one jot or tittle would pass 
from the law until all was accomplished (Matt. 5:17) and that the Scriptures cannot be 
broken (John 10:35).

In the prayer to his Father on the night before he was crucified, Jesus declared that 
‘Thy word is truth’ (John 17:17). He affirmed the historicity of  Adam (Matt. 19:4), 
Cain and Abel (Luke 11:51), Noah (Luke 17:26), Jonah (Matt. 12:40), the creation ac-
count (Mark 10:6-9), and the reality of  heaven and hell (Mark 9:44-46).

Jesus also used the Word of  God as an ultimate standard of  authority when he came 
into conflict with other people. He rebuked men with Scripture; correcting their false 
concepts, teaching and misinterpretations of  Scripture by using scriptural proofs. Mat-
thew 22:23-33, for example, describes how Jesus told the Sadducees that they were 
greatly mistaken in their denial of  the resurrection because they did not know the 
Scriptures or the power of  God. Then he quoted a passage from the book of  Genesis 
as an authoritative declaration from God to correct them. It is highly significant that 
Christ never appealed to tradition as a standard of  authority; instead he used Scripture 
to correct the errors of  tradition.

As Jesus is Lord over the Church, the Church must not only accept his teaching on the 
Scriptures; it must also adopt the same attitude towards them that he did. His entire 
life was submitted to the authority of  Scripture. In quoting passages from the Old Tes-
tament during his conflict with Satan in the wilderness, Christ was applying them to 
his own life and thereby demonstrating that he was under the authority of  Scripture. 
His victory was accomplished through obedience to the Scriptures, as he used them as 
the ultimate authority for every area of  his life.

At another time, speaking of  his relationship with his Father, Jesus said, ‘I know him 
and keep his word’ (John 8:55). From beginning to end, Christ’s life and ministry were 
governed by the authority of  Scripture. As well as testifying to the truth of  the Scrip-
tures by submitting himself  to their authority, Christ also declared their inspiration as 
he fulfilled in his life, death and resurrection the Messianic prophecies they contained. 
Over and over again he said, ‘This is being done in order that that which is written 
might be fulfilled.’

Finally, I submit that Jesus Himself  responded to a situation with violence.
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The Passover of the Jews was at hand, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem. In the 
temple he found those who were selling oxen and sheep and pigeons, and the 
money-changers at their business. And making a whip of cords, he drove them 
all, with the sheep and oxen, out of the temple; and he poured out the coins of 
the money-changers and overturned their tables. And he told those who sold the 
pigeons, “Take these things away; you shall not make my Father’s house a house 
of trade.” His disciples remembered that it was written, “Zeal for thy house will 
consume me.”
John 2:13-17

The “whip of  cords” was used to drive otherwise settled men out before him. 
That is, violence was used as a means of  resolving a particularly unjust and unac-
ceptable situation. This incident pales when compared to the Old Testament inci-
dents of  violence. However, this is a matter of  degree as opposed to kind.

As this incident clearly demonstrates, the “gentle Jesus, meek and mild” concep-
tion is deceptively incomplete.  We have been told ad nauseam that the actions of  Je-
sus, passed down in Scripture, always showed unconditional love and equality for 
all people,  as if  this is the final, comprehensive summation of  His life and teach-
ing.  

Jesus Christ certainly taught that we should reach out in love to all people. Af-
ter all, the Great Commission is the climax of  Matthew’s Gospel. However, careful 
study of  Scripture’s testimony yields a far more complex picture.  Jesus’ teaching 
and actions were indeed sometimes dominated by unconditional love and equality 
for all people.  At other times they were dominated by a fierce judgment and anger 
against the stubborn sinfulness of  people or situations. This complexity was well 
analyzed by Wilbert F. Howard in his Interpreter’s Bible (Abingdon Press, New York, 
© 1952) exposition on John 2:13-17. He uses this occasion of  Christ’s wrath to dis-
cuss how Christ’s true nature can be utterly distorted by a selective, partisan inter-
pretation of  Scripture’s teaching.

The First Epistle of  John ends thus: “We know that the Son of  God is come, and hath 
given us an understanding, that we may know him that is true; and we are in him that 
is true, even in his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God and eternal life. Little chil-
dren, keep yourselves from idols.” (1 John 5:20-21). As if  to say: Here has been re-
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vealed to you God as he really is. Hold it firmly in your mind and do not let yourself  
be wiled away from it. Keep your eyes on Jesus Christ, and you will think rightly about 
God.

But the mind of  men is ingenious in fashioning difficulties for himself  and finding ways 
of  thwarting God’s gracious purposes towards him. And what if  we so misread Christ 
that the portrait of  him in our minds is not authentic, but a caricature? What if  our 
misconception of  him makes Christ himself  an idol that hides the true God from us; 
because we accept only such facts about him that happen to appeal to us, and blandly 
overlook, or stubbornly refuse to see, others no less evidently there, but which we 
choose to think less worthy of  him, and which will not fit into the conception to which 
we have come, less by diligent and humble study of  the Scriptures than by excogitating 
for ourselves an idea and an ideal of  what the Christ should be?

That is precisely what too many have done, with disastrous consequences, not for them-
selves alone, but for the world. The “gentle Jesus, meek and mild” idea has been so 
overworked that many preach and follow a Christ who has small resemblance to the 
Christ of  the N.T.; a Christ who is not loving, but unkindly indulgent; weakly good-
natured, immorally so; whose great aim seems to be to get us off. Undoubtedly he him-
self  claimed to be “meek and lowly in heart” (Matt. 11:29). And that he was and is so, 
incredibly so, stares at us from a dozen passages in the Gospels; and is proved daily in 
our experiences of  his unbelievable patience and lack of  exasperation with impossible 
people, imprudent and inexcusable. But there are other aspects of  him no less deni-
able; and it is fatal to ignore them, or to pretend that they are not there. “And he 
looked around at them with anger.” (Mark 3:5), so we read. Those who knew him best 
remembered that his eyes could be as a flame of  fire, and spoke with bated breath of  
something awesome in him which they tried to describe in the strange phrase “the 
wrath of  the Lamb.” There was nothing gentle in that fierce message that he sent to 
Herod, “Go and tell that fox.” (Luke 13:32). Nor was there any trace of  mildness in 
him at that tremendous moment when he turned upon his best friend, who had meant 
only kindness, with the terrific rebuke, “Get behind me Satan!” (Matt. 16:23). If  it is 
true, as it is true, that nothing does he underline more heavily than the duty of  forgive-
ness–and this not once but over and over, declaring bluntly that salvation offered in the 
gospel is not unconditional, but that, as he says, if  you forgive men not their trespasses, 
neither will your heavenly Father forgive you (Matt. 16:15)–nonetheless, he himself  did 
not always forgive. The Pharisees did not find him gentle or meek or mild when he pur-
sued them, ruthlessly and remorselessly, with those blistering denunciations as scorch-
ing as anything in literature. “You whitewashed tombs” (Matt. 23:27); “you serpents” 
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(Matt. 23:33); “You make him [your proselyte] twice as much a child of  hell as your-
selves” (Matt. 23:15). Rather than make peace with such men acting so, he chose to go 
to his death. And when the traders would not cease from polluting the temple of  God 
with their unseemliness and noise and chaffering, there came a time when he said that 
if  they would not go then he would drive them out. And he rose up and did it.

Desperate attempts have been made by some who feel uncomfortable over it to tone 
down and edge out this incident. … And this was a wild scene, with cowering figures 
clutching desperately at their tables, as these were flung here and there; or running af-
ter their spilled coins, as these rolled hither and thither; or shrinking at the lash that 
had no mercy till the holy place was cleansed. For though it is possible to read this ac-
count as if  only the cattle were actually struck, that seems very unlikely; and in the re-
ports as given in the other Gospels, quite impossible. If  this incident had been recorded 
of  anyone else in history, it would universally have been accepted as the scene of  vio-
lence it was. And those who try to explain it away do so because they feel unhappily 
that it will not fit into their preconceived idea of  what Christ should do or be; that here 
somehow he acted for once out of  character, and fell inexplicably below himself, forgot 
his own law of  life, lost his head and his temper. All of  which is painful and regrettable. 
And the best thing to do is to say as little about it as one can, and look the other way, 
and rub this unfortunate episode out of  our minds, and think of  him only at the great 
moments when he was his real self.

But that is foolishness. Surely our understanding of  what Christlikeness is must be gath-
ered, not from such incidents that we choose to select and to regard as typically 
Christlike, but from the whole of  his life and character and conduct. For not only now 
and then, but always and in every situation, Christ did the perfect thing to do. He was 
as Christlike here in the temple as when dying for us on the Cross. Here to he was re-
vealing God as truly as on Calvary. For, declares Paul with assurance, in God there is 
kindness–and severity (Rom. 11:22). And the one is as divine and glorious as the other. 
For what if  he were not: were only flabbily good-natured, ready to make no fuss about 
our sins and to pretend that they do not matter greatly, and so push us through! “Ah, 
God,” cried Luther, “punish us we pray Thee … but be not silent … toward us.” A 
fearsome prayer! For what if  he hears and answers it? But what if  he does not, and lets 
us sin on undisturbed! For nothing do we owe Christ more than for the magnificence 
of  his hopes for us, and his refusal to compromise with us, and the severity that pulls us 
up with sharpness.
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And as for ourselves, if  Christ is always to be followed, it is clear that while our usual 
rule of  conduct is a frank, free, patient forgiveness, there are times when we must not 
forgive; when, as Hugh Mackintosh says bluntly, “Lack of  indignation at wickedness is 
a sign, not of  a poor nature only, but of  positive unlikeness to Jesus Christ.” We must 
not so misread Christ that he becomes an ugly idol, blinding our understanding, and 
hiding the true God from us. The wrath of  God is never thought of  in scripture as op-
posed to his holiness. It is a necessary part of  it. Christ would have lost my soul if  he 
had not refused to compromise with me.

One might think that the above argument would suffice to disabuse all Chris-
tians of  the “gentle Jesus, meek and mild” theological falsity.  The sorry fact is that 
this idea has been so deeply ingrained that only the most sustained and unflinch-
ing argument has any hope of  getting through.  Therefore, I will continue.

I am certain Jesus taught that the nonviolent resolution of  conflict is the best 
possible policy – for individuals as well as for governments. To conclude otherwise 
would be to reject the clear, forceful teaching of  my Lord and Savior. But the issue 
under consideration forces the following questions of  extent and intention.

1. When Jesus taught the primacy of  peacefulness did He intend it to cover every 
situation in which Christians could find themselves?

2. Is peacefulness a goal towards which we should strive or an absolute rule to 
which we must adhere?

I use the term “peacefulness” to differentiate Christ’s teachings from “pacifism” 
until a conclusion can be drawn.

The most direct means of  addressing the above two questions is to explore 
Christ’s actual words. I have already conceded that there are many instances of  
Christ teaching the primacy of  peacefulness. Thus, the real issue is the extent to 
which this principle is to be applied. Therefore, my focus will be on those passages 
that deal either directly or indirectly with the issue of  force (with violence as an un-
derstood included extreme).

Or how can one enter a strong man’s house and plunder his goods, unless he 
first binds the strong man? Then indeed he may plunder his house.
Matthew 12:29
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Consider the implication behind this saying. A “strong man” must be tied up 
before theft because otherwise he would use that strength to defend his property. 
Jesus appears to take as a given the right of  self-defense. As with other similar 
cases, a possible alternative interpretation is that Jesus is simply using a well-
understood practical situation to make a spiritual point (i.e., without necessarily en-
dorsing the underlying situation).  However, it must also be admitted that Jesus 
could have chosen many other situations to illuminate His point that did not in-
clude the concept of  self-defense.  The fact that He didn’t purposefully avoid using 
a situation that includes self-defense suggests indifference to a pacifist point of  
view.

As he entered Caper′na-um, a centurion came forward to him, beseeching him 
and saying, “Lord, my servant is lying paralyzed at home, in terrible distress.” 
And he said to him, “I will come and heal him.” But the centurion answered him, 
“Lord, I am not worthy to have you come under my roof; but only say the word, 
and my servant will be healed. For I am a man under authority, with soldiers un-
der me; and I say to one, ‘Go,’ and he goes, and to another, ‘Come,’ and he 
comes, and to my slave, ‘Do this,’ and he does it.” When Jesus heard him, he 
marveled, and said to those who followed him, “Truly, I say to you, not even in 
Israel have I found such faith. I tell you, many will come from east and west and 
sit at table with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven, while the 
sons of the kingdom will be thrown into the outer darkness; there men will weep 
and gnash their teeth.” And to the centurion Jesus said, “Go; be it done for you 
as you have believed.” And the servant was healed at that very moment.
Matthew 8:5-13

Jesus responds to the centurion’s faith without making so much as a comment 
on his occupation. And that occupation was a commander of approximately 100 
men in the Roman Army. In all likelihood this man had seen action in numerous 
wars. Were Jesus intent on turning humankind away from any form of  violence, it 
would be passing strange that Jesus did not add instruction about future con-
duct to His praise of  the centurion’s faith.

After he had ended all his sayings in the hearing of the people he entered 
Caper′na-um. Now a centurion had a slave who was dear to him, who was sick 
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and at the point of death. When he heard of Jesus, he sent to him elders of the 
Jews, asking him to come and heal his slave. And when they came to Jesus, they 
besought him earnestly, saying, “He is worthy to have you do this for him, for he 
loves our nation, and he built us our synagogue.” And Jesus went with them. 
When he was not far from the house, the centurion sent friends to him, saying to 
him, “Lord, do not trouble yourself, for I am not worthy to have you come under 
my roof; therefore I did not presume to come to you. But say the word, and let 
my servant be healed. For I am a man set under authority, with soldiers under 
me: and I say to one, ‘Go,’ and he goes; and to another, ‘Come,’ and he comes; 
and to my slave, ‘Do this,’ and he does it.” When Jesus heard this he marveled 
at him, and turned and said to the multitude that followed him, “I tell you, not 
even in Israel have I found such faith.” And when those who had been sent re-
turned to the house, they found the slave well.
Luke 7:1-10

The parallel story in Luke adds information about the centurion’s relation-
ship with the local Jewish community. Clearly, this man possessed virtues in addi-
tion to core faith in Christ. However, due to his position and responsibilities, had 
Rome decreed that he go to war against the very nation with whom he had made 
such deep connections, he would have in all likelihood obeyed.  And yet, Jesus 
Christ chose to give this man one of  the highest statements of  praise found in the 
Gospels.  Can anyone honestly imagine someone driven by pacifist ideology doing 
this?

Now great multitudes accompanied him; and he turned and said to them, “If any 
one comes to me and does not hate his own father and mother and wife and chil-
dren and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be my disci-
ple. Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me, cannot be my dis-
ciple. For which of you, desiring to build a tower, does not first sit down and 
count the cost, whether he has enough to complete it? Otherwise, when he has 
laid a foundation, and is not able to finish, all who see it begin to mock him, say-
ing, ‘This man began to build, and was not able to finish.’ Or what king, going to 
encounter another king in war, will not sit down first and take counsel whether he 
is able with ten thousand to meet him who comes against him with twenty thou-
sand? And if not, while the other is yet a great way off, he sends an embassy 
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and asks terms of peace. So therefore, whoever of you does not renounce all 
that he has cannot be my disciple.

“Salt is good; but if salt has lost its taste, how shall its saltness be restored? It is fit 
neither for the land nor for the dunghill; men throw it away. He who has ears to 
hear, let him hear.”
Luke 14:25-35

The point of  these examples is focused on the issue of  counting the cost of fol-
lowing Christ. What’s striking is the use of  war as the basis for one of them. If  war 
is to be always shunned by Christians, why choose this as opposed to the thou-
sands of  other possibilities? Try to imagine a pacifist using war as a metaphor in 
making a positive spiritual point.

“Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth; I have not come to bring 
peace, but a sword. For I have come to set a man against his father, and a 
daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; 
and a man’s foes will be those of his own household.
Matthew 10:34-36

The language is striking. Jesus specifically rejects the notion that His goal is 
peace in all situations and at any cost. 

In actual experience hostility broke out into overt violence against Christians. 
The early Church responded with what can only be described as nonviolence. 
However, given the general climate of  hostility, sometimes leading the Roman Gov-
ernment to persecution (including martyrdom), nonviolent response was the only 
policy by which the Church might survive. That is, to raise in armed opposition 
would only confirm the case against them (that they were traitors) and provide 
the pretext for total extermination.

In any case, for Christ to define the consequences of  his work as the opposite 
of  peace is incompatible with a mind set that places peace at the pinnacle of  
value.

And he said to them, “When I sent you out with no purse or bag or sandals, did 
you lack anything?” They said, “Nothing.” He said to them, “But now, let him 
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who has a purse take it, and likewise a bag. And let him who has no sword sell 
his mantle and buy one. For I tell you that this scripture must be fulfilled in me, 
‘And he was reckoned with transgressors’; for what is written about me has its ful-
filment.” And they said, “Look, Lord, here are two swords.” And he said to them, 
“It is enough.”
Luke 22:35-38

This often ignored passage requires careful consideration. Jesus clearly wasn’t 
planning any resistance on either His or the Disciple’s part to the Passion. Christ is 
apparently referring to some time in the future when Christians will defend them-
selves with the sword. Given my belief  in Christ’s divinity, it appears likely that He 
was speaking to Christians hundreds of  years in the future.

It is also striking that Christ’s disciples were armed. It raises the question of  
why an absolute pacifist would allow his most intimate followers to carry weapons 
of  violence and then openly discuss their acquisition and value.  The question an-
swers itself.

When Pilate heard these words, he was the more afraid; he entered the praeto-
rium again and said to Jesus, “Where are you from?” But Jesus gave no answer. 
Pilate therefore said to him, “You will not speak to me? Do you not know that I 
have power to release you, and power to crucify you?” Jesus answered him, 
“You would have no power over me unless it had been given you from above; 
therefore he who delivered me to you has the greater sin.”
John 19:8-11

Note that Christ in this exchange says that it is God who gives power 
and authority to rulers. Clearly they are expected to discharge their duties in fear 
and trembling before the Lord. However, it must be admitted that those duties in-
clude the threat (and use if  necessary) of  force to maintain the peace and protect 
their subjects from internal crime or external invasion.

And when the centurion, who stood facing him, saw that he thus breathed his 
last, he said, “Truly this man was the Son of God!”
Mark 15:39

The climactic statement of  Mark’s Gospel is uttered by – a Roman centurion!
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Recall that I have conceded the imperative of  peacefulness in Christ’s teaching. 
The question under consideration has been the extent in terms of  scope and prac-
tice. That is, does peacefulness extend to the absolute totality of  pacifism?

Such a conclusion requires that an extremely high standard of  pacifist consis-
tency and intent in Christ’s teaching be met. Although any single passage might be 
explained away, the cumulative message is difficult to ignore. That message is that 
although Christians are to seek peacefulness first and foremost, there are extreme 
situations in which other responses, including organized violence, are necessary 
and authorized.

Christ’s Prophet and Apostles Were Not Pacifists
I now turn my attention to Christ’s most intimate followers as described in 

Scripture.  Had pacifism been a central precept of  Christ’s teaching then we 
would expect it to be clear in their statements and actions.  However, this is not 
found to be the case.

Soldiers also asked him, “And we, what shall we do?” And he said to them, “Rob 
no one by violence or by false accusation, and be content with your wages.”
Luke 3:14

The person being asked is the prophet of  Jesus Christ, John the Baptist. The 
situation is John’s baptizing the multitudes for the forgiveness of  sins. Note that 
when soldiers ask John what they must now do, he completely ignores their roles as 
war-fighters. This is a passing strange omission for the anointed Prophet who is 
preparing the way for Christ’s mission, particularly so if  pacifism were to be a cen-
tral principle of  that mission. These comments are not intended to be a general en-
dorsement of warfare or of  the men and women who engage in war. Rather, they 
are a straightforward acknowledgement of  what Scripture appears to be teaching.

If possible, so far as it depends upon you, live peaceably with all.
Romans 12:18

The questions raised by this verse are:

1. What if  you have gone as far as is absolutely possible to live in peace with a 
person or group and they respond with continued hostility or violent attack?
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2. What if  a situation arises in which you have no opportunity to seek peaceful-
ness, such as a sudden, violent assault?

If  peacefulness is not absolute, then these questions and others become active 
for the Christian. Had pacifism been the intent I would have expected something 
more like “Always, without exception, live at peace with everyone.”

... for he is God’s servant for your good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he 
does not bear the sword in vain; he is the servant of God to execute his wrath on 
the wrongdoer.
Romans 13:4

Is this not an open, clear endorsement of  a government’s responsibility to pro-
tect, by violence, its citizens from internal crime and external enemies who seek 
to do harm?

So put away all malice and all guile and insincerity and envy and all slander.
1 Peter 2:1

It’s more than interesting that in the numerous lists of  vices, war is not men-
tioned.  This would be strange were the Christian faith pacifist.

This overview of  God’s Word as related to pacifism sets the foundation for 
what follows.  For, to fully understand the person and purpose of  Jesus Christ, we 
must examine King David with minds un-befuddled by pacifistic cant.
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C H A P T E R  4

King David: Warrior and Poet 
After God’s Own Heart

King David in Prayer by Pieter Fransz de Grebber

Note: Since this chapter covers large segments of  1 and 2 Samuel I will dispense with use of  Scriptural citations 
under those passages that are from the chapter identified in the section heading.  Other passages will have the 
normal citation.

In the first verse of  the first Book of  the New Testament, the Gospel of  Matthew, 
the name of  David occurs at the twelfth word.
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The book of the genealogy of Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Abra-
ham. 
Matthew 1:1

Jesus Christ is called the “son of  David” fourteen times in the New Testament.  
This title goes far beyond the simple meaning that He is a descendent of  David.  
Rather, it is a Messianic title. These two meanings can be combined to cover both 
dimensions, that being: He comes as a descendant of  David to fulfill God’s Old 
Testament promises of  a future Messiah who would establish the eternal kingdom 
of  God.  This promise by God is found in 2 Samuel 7:16, which will be discussed 
in due course.

Thus, our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ is tied in the most intimate manner 
with King David.  And yet, when 21st century Christians seek to interpret the per-
son and purpose of  Jesus Christ, this unmistakable bond with an ancient king 
from the Old Testament is all too often ignored.

We live in an age dominated by pacifistic, narcissistic and perfectionistic modes 
of  thought.  Thus the most natural interpretation of  our Savior’s character is “gen-
tle Jesus, meek and mild.”  While I have not contended that this sweet Wesleyan 
phrase is an inaccurate description of  Christ’s nature, I have strenuously argued 
that it is a dangerous falsehood to consider it to be anything even approaching a 
complete one (see Chapter 3).  For, if  we follow the thread from Matthew 1:1 back 
to the story of  David in 1 and 2 Samuel, we are confronted by a person who some-
how combined the brutality of  a warrior with the sensitivity of  a poet, and thus is 
described in Scripture:

And when he had removed him, he raised up David to be their king; of whom he 
testified and said, ‘I have found in David the son of Jesse a man after my heart, 
who will do all my will.’ Of this man’s posterity God has brought to Israel a Sav-
ior, Jesus, as he promised.
Acts 13:22, 23

And, this Covenant made by God with David is said in the Gospel of  Luke to 
have been completed in Jesus Christ.

He will be great, and will be called the Son of the Most High;
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and the Lord God will give to him the throne of his father David,
and he will reign over the house of Jacob for ever;
and of his kingdom there will be no end.”
Luke 1:32, 33

Thus the circle is closed between King David, a warrior and poet after God’s 
own heart and our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Introducing an Unsafe Savior
When the contemporary mind encounters the closed circle between King 

David and Jesus Christ, the natural reaction is to ignore rather than to engage. For, 
to engage creates the danger of  discovering Jesus Christ to be other than the do-
mesticated avatar that our cultural (and some religious) elites have so carefully con-
structed.

Although I don’t claim to be a reliable interpreter of  C.S. Lewis, this quote 
from The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe captures this crucial insight.  When one of  
the main characters, Lucy, is first introduced to an entity called Aslan, she assumes 
a man.  However, upon being told that he is actually a lion she asks the obvious 
question.

“’Then he isn’t safe?’ said Lucy. ‘Safe?’ said Mr. Beaver; ‘don’t you hear what Mrs. Bea-
ver tells you? Who said anything about safe? ‘Course he isn’t safe. But he’s good. He’s 
the King I tell you’”

Of  course, it is Jesus Christ Himself  who authoritatively defines the nature of  
our good but unsafe God.

And do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; rather fear him 
who can destroy both soul and body in hell.
Matthew 10:28

The truth is that Christ is the Second Person of  the Trinity, God Almighty.  Al-
though He chose in sovereign purpose to submit to the humiliation of  human in-
carnation and crucifixion, He is still Almighty God.  Thus, in Him, the forces of  
Godly justice and judgement are nonetheless sometimes dispensed with overt 
power, even violence.  A few counterexamples should be sufficient to make the 
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point.  Please understand that my intent is not to counter-simplify our Savior to be 
wrathful rather than meek and mild.  No, the point is that we must take seriously 
all aspects of  His character and teaching because He is Almighty God.

Is Jesus Always Gentle?
By “gentle” I mean the characteristic of  responding in a warmhearted manner 

to all people, regardless of  their behavior or beliefs.  The following passage from 
the Gospel of  Matthew is one of  numerous instances that clearly shows this was 
not always the case.

“You serpents, you brood of vipers, how are you to escape being sentenced to 
hell?  Therefore I send you prophets and wise men and scribes, some of whom 
you will kill and crucify, and some you will scourge in your synagogues and per-
secute from town to town, that upon you may come all the righteous blood shed 
on earth, from the blood of innocent Abel to the blood of Zechari’ah the son of 
Barachi’ah, whom you murdered between the sanctuary and the altar.”
Matthew 23:33-35

Is Jesus Always Meek and Mild?
By “meek and mild” I mean the acceptance of  events or attitudes without ac-

tive response or resistance.  This characteristic cannot be reasonably applied to 
our Savior, for when He confronted the “leaven of  the Pharisees” there was noth-
ing “meek and mild” about His concluding remarks.

“I came to cast fire upon the earth; and would that it were already kindled!  I 
have a baptism to be baptized with; and how I am constrained until it is accom-
plished!  Do you think that I have come to give peace on earth? No, I tell you, 
but rather division; for henceforth in one house there will be five divided, three 
against two and two against three; they will be divided, father against son and 
son against father, mother against daughter and daughter against her mother, 
mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law against her 
mother-in-law.”
Luke 12:49-53

Clearly the “meek and mild” characterization of  Jesus Christ is  incomplete.  
Secular interests (supported by their religious fellow travelers) in our culture like 
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the “meek and mild” idea because it simultaneously renders Jesus impotent and 
un-differentiable  from the crowd of  human “wise teachers.”  Christians must face 
up to the truth that Jesus Christ is far more than a “meek and mild” enabler of  the 
comfortable life.  To truly follow Him we must know Him in completeness.

Seeking to Know an Unsafe Savior
If  we dare to seek to know Christ in His unsafe completeness, then an essential 

resource is the life of  David, as described in (but not limited to) 1 and 2 Samuel. 
 For, it is with David that God entered into an eternal covenant, promising that it 
would be through his lineage that the Messiah (Jesus Christ) would establish a king-
dom that would endure forever.

Moreover the Lord declares to you that the Lord will make you a house. When 
your days are fulfilled and you lie down with your fathers, I will raise up your off-
spring after you, who shall come forth from your body, and I will establish his 
kingdom. He shall build a house for my name, and I will establish the throne of 
his kingdom for ever.
2 Samuel 7:11b-13

In David we will not find a man who conforms to the 21st century ideals 
(i.e., pacifistic, narcissistic and perfectionistic).  This result shouldn’t be surprising 
for a man who lived approximately 3,000 years ago.  And yet, given the unchang-
ing nature of  human nature, we can reasonably expect to discover much that is 
relevant.

As we move through David’s story it would be a gross interpretative error to 
simply conclude that any verse describing his life can be directly and thoughtlessly 
applied to problems facing us today.  However, this important principle does not 
free us to simply ignore anything that challenges our conceptions about the human 
condition or God’s relationship with us or His expectations of  us.

It is a purpose of  Holy Scripture’s testimony to provide that information, and it 
is to this testimony that we must submit as Christians.  And, by seriously studying 
the life of  David in 1 and 2 Samuel, we are rightly submitting to Scripture’s teach-
ing as we face together the terrible challenges of  the 21st century.
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Beginning David’s Story
I will enter into David’s story without covering King Saul’s ascension to the 

throne as Israel’s first king and his ultimate rejection by God (see 1 Samuel chap-
ters 1 through 15).

Note that, although the Lord has rejected Saul, he still continues to reign for an 
extended period.  Thus, God’s providential plan in this case occurs over time as op-
posed to suddenly.  Here again, we are witness to God’s sovereign ends being im-
plemented within the context of  human will and action.

The modes of  thought that currently dominate our culture are aligned to de-
liver a people who are demoralized, pessimistic and irresponsible with regard to 
the challenges that press powerfully upon their civilization.  Therefore the story of  
David, a mere man who yet rose to the awful challenges that continually pressed 
upon himself  and his nation has particular relevance.  David fulfilled his purpose 
not because he was passive, egotistic or perfect, but rather because, as he aggres-
sively used all of  his God-given capabilities, he also trusted in God’s promise and 
clung without ceasing to God’s grace.

The Spirit of the Lord Comes Upon David in Power 
(1 Samuel 16)

David’s story begins with the Lord sending Samuel to a small village, Bethle-
hem, to visit an insignificant family, Jesse’s, to anoint a new King of  Israel.

The Lord said to Samuel, “How long will you mourn for Saul, since I have re-
jected him as king over Israel? Fill your horn with oil and be on your way; I am 
sending you to Jesse of Bethlehem. I have chosen one of his sons to be king.”
2 But Samuel said, “How can I go? If Saul hears about it, he will kill me.”
The Lord said, “Take a heifer with you and say, ‘I have come to sacrifice to the 
Lord.’ 3 Invite Jesse to the sacrifice, and I will show you what to do. You are to 
anoint for me the one I indicate.” 

This passage immediately creates tension within the Christian reader.  For, to 
all intents and purposes, the Lord is here directing Samuel to engage in deception 
to obscure his actual mission.  The theological issues associated with this and nu-
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merous other instances of, apparently, God-approved dishonesty are subjects of  
hot debate.

Christian Perfectionism
What I will here address is the intersection between this issue and the concept 

of  “Christian perfectionism,” which is currently defined in Wikipedia as:

Christian perfection is the name given to various teachings within Christianity that de-
scribe the process of  achieving spiritual maturity or perfection. The ultimate goal of  
this process is union with God characterized by pure love of  God and other people as 
well as personal holiness or sanctification. Various terms have been used to describe 
the concept, such as “Christian holiness”, “entire sanctification”, “perfect love”, the 
“baptism with the Holy Spirit”, and the “second blessing”.

Certain traditions and denominations teach the possibility of  Christian perfec-
tion, including the Catholic Church, where it is closely associated with a conse-
crated life. It is also taught in Methodist churches and the holiness movement, in 
which it is sometimes termed Wesleyan perfectionism. Other theological tradi-
tions, such as the Lutheran and Reformed, reject teachings associated with Chris-
tian perfection as contrary to the doctrine of  salvation by faith alone.

As an orthodox Reformed Christian I reject this theological concept.  However, 
my personal decision in no way diminishes the powerful hold of  perfectionistic 
thinking within Christian communities, most definitely including those that are 
theoretically based on Reformed theology.

My experience with this concept requires a more specific discussion.  That is, 
many Christians, regardless of  their theological background, have an insatiable 
need for some clear “mark” of  their saved status.  Thus, they are inexorably drawn 
towards ideas that promise to deliver such a distinctive mark to their lives.  In the 
circles within which I generally travel, these marks are sought and obtained 
through participation in secular politics.  In other circles these marks may be dem-
onstrated by the achievement of  personal prosperity or ecstatic experience (e.g., 
“speaking in tongues”).

This need arises from two primary sources.  The first is a profound distrust of  
God.  That is, distrust that God’s promise of  salvation by grace alone can be 
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counted upon.  The second is human pride.  That is, the determination to take re-
sponsibility for, or at least contribute substantively to, your salvation.  Thus, Chris-
tian perfectionism is a salvation by works theology that simultaneously pulls down 
God and raises humans.

Since every living human is bound under the curse of  sin, these marks of  Chris-
tian perfection must allow their bearers to discount reality.  The fantasy of  “perfec-
tion” is thus generally obtained through use of  one or a combination of  the follow-
ing strategies.

1. Narrow down the scope of  morality to such a small a sliver of  life that it be-
comes manageable to presume perfection.

2. Identify a source of  presumed “moral perfection” and then slavishly adhere to 
that source’s guidance.

3. Massively overestimate your own inherent wisdom and goodness, to the point 
that anyone who criticizes or even disagrees with you can only be motivated by 
stupidity and/or evil.

This error distorts and destroys the Christian life.  One key means by which 
this destruction occurs is through moral competition.  That is, Christians seek to 
measure their progress towards perfection by comparing themselves to others. 
 One description of  this dynamic is found in a recent post on the Federalist web 
site criticizing “The Benedict Option.”

That leads me to my critique. Many of  the families who come together to form these 
communities believe they are being obedient to God or purer in faith. But what begins 
as a good desire turns into a measuring rod. Families begin comparing themselves to 
one another and to those outside the community. Who can be more rigorous, and 
hence more faithful?

R. C. Sproul describes the disastrous consequences of  this concept through two 
encounters.  In the first, a nineteen year old who has been a professing Christian 
for one year claimed that his sanctification (to perfection) exceeded that of  the 
Apostle Paul’s.  In the second, a woman had deluded herself  to believe that, due to 
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her state of  Christian perfection, any sin that she might commit could be only 
“un-willful.”

In all of  this we see how the Christian perfectionist impulse creates a falsified 
perception of  ourselves and of  our relationship to others.  The results cause chaos 
and pain.

Returning to the Story
What, you may well ask, does any of  this have to do with the Biblical passage 

concerning Samuel?  Well, this.  The Lord God communicated a specific mission 
to Samuel that, while part of  His eternal decree, would yet be accomplished 
within the constraints of  this fallen world.  That is, the Lord would not miracu-
lously intervene to protect Samuel from King Saul.  Thus Samuel, in order to re-
main alive to accomplish his mission, was directed to use deception to obscure his 
true purpose from the king.  Samuel could have argued that God’s own Ninth 
Commandment prohibited him from this action, and thereby avoid the obligation 
to pursue God’s chosen end.

That is, Samuel could have placed his own need for moral perfection above 
God’s direction to accomplish a mission.  Although Samuel may have felt self-
justified, in reality he would have been disobedient.  Samuel rather chose to pur-
sue God’s purpose within the constraints of  this fallen world and without presum-
ing to school the Lord on morality.

Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind:
“Who is this that darkens counsel by words without knowledge?
Job 38:1, 2

These situations are anathema to Christian perfectionists.  For, if  you have 
raised your own morality as an idol to which is tied your salvation, you simply can-
not violate that belief  without destroying the ground upon which you imagine 
your salvation to stand.  This logical contradiction can immobilize Christians, with 
disastrous results.

As we move through David’s story this tension between acting in pursuit of  
God’s will and maintaining the illusion of  personal moral perfection will be seen 
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many times.  Thus, there will be additional occasions to meditate upon this crucial 
issue.

David Anointed as King
We pick up the story where Samuel is reviewing Jesse’s sons.  One by one the 

Lord rejects them.  When, apparently, the supply of  sons is exhausted, Samuel 
asks the obvious question.

10 Jesse had seven of his sons pass before Samuel, but Samuel said to him, “The 
Lord has not chosen these.” 11 So he asked Jesse, “Are these all the sons you 
have?”

“There is still the youngest,” Jesse answered. “He is tending the sheep.”
Samuel said, “Send for him; we will not sit down until he arrives.” 12 So he sent 
for him and had him brought in. He was glowing with health and had a fine ap-
pearance and handsome features.

Then the Lord said, “Rise and anoint him; this is the one.” 13 So Samuel took the 
horn of oil and anointed him in the presence of his brothers, and from that day 
on the Spirit of the Lord came powerfully upon David.

Imagine David’s life up to this moment.  He was the youngest of  eight sons, liv-
ing in a small village.  Thus, to him fell the lonely and dangerous task of  tending 
the family’s sheep.  David could not have had any worldly expectation of  great re-
sponsibility or glory in his future.

And yet, this lonely and dangerous responsibility for the family’s flock had pre-
pared David for this unexpected moment.  For, as David says in the very next chap-
ter:

“Your servant has been keeping his father’s sheep. When a lion or a bear came 
and carried off a sheep from the flock, I went after it, struck it and rescued the 
sheep from its mouth. When it turned on me, I seized it by its hair, struck it and 
killed it. Your servant has killed both the lion and the bear”
1 Samuel 17:34b-36a

Consider the responsibility that David, alone with his flock, bore when a dan-
gerous predator attacked.  There was no-one else there to take responsibility or to 
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later use as a scape goat for failure.  No, either he stepped into the breech, placing 
his own life at deadly risk, or the defenseless sheep would be lost and his family’s 
source of  sustenance depleted. These decisions had to be made and acted upon in 
time spans measured in minutes if  not seconds.

Is this not practical training for a highly effective and savage warrior?  I use the 
word “savage” after careful deliberation.  Consider, particularly given the available 
weapons at that time, what it would take for a boy to slay a lion or bear all by him-
self.  What but the application of  highly effective savage violence could possibly 
win the battle?

Yet, this violence was the exception.  Certainly for long periods young David ob-
served the beauty of  God’s creation.  He also watched the quiet lives of  the sheep, 
as they were born, grazed peacefully and then died.  Could these experiences but 
have fueled the passionate poet in David’s soul?

In all of  this, David must have found tokens that led him towards a great and 
abiding love for God.  In his victory over predators ten times his size, a trust in 
God’s protection.  And, in the beauty of  creation’s vastness and complexity an un-
derstanding of  his own limitations.  It was in this state of  unknowing preparation 
that David lived.

Then, literally out of  the blue, the prophet Samuel shows up asking to meet 
David.  Scripture does not make it clear that David understood the significance of  
this anointing.  However, could he not but have noticed the Spirit of  the Lord com-
ing powerfully upon him?

David’s anointing can be seen as a metaphor for our salvation.  For, just as 
David was being prepared as the founder of  an eternal Kingdom well before he 
had any inkling of  this life-purpose, infinitely more so, through Jesus Christ:

... even as he chose us in him before the foundation of the world, that we should 
be holy and blameless before him. He destined us in love to be his sons through 
Jesus Christ, according to the purpose of his will, to the praise of his glorious 
grace which he freely bestowed on us in the Beloved.
Ephesians 1:4-6
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God Provides for David’s Education
King Saul seeks the relief  of  music because “an evil spirit from the Lord tor-

mented him” (1 Samuel 16:14).  One of  his servants recommends David because 
he “knows how to play the lyre” (1 Samuel 16:18).

21 David came to Saul and entered his service. Saul liked him very much, and 
David became one of his armor-bearers. 22 Then Saul sent word to Jesse, say-
ing, “Allow David to remain in my service, for I am pleased with him.”

23 Whenever the spirit from God came on Saul, David would take up his lyre 
and play. Then relief would come to Saul; he would feel better, and the evil spirit 
would leave him.

So, God’s education of  David is moved from the pastures to the king’s court. At 
this point David is nothing more to King Saul than a servant who fulfills a small 
but significant role.  But from David’s perspective the experience is essential as 
God prepares him to assume eventual kingship over Israel.

An active and curious mind such as David’s would have soaked up the behav-
iors, relationships and politics of  the court.  He would also have observed how 
power was wielded and how subjects sought to influence that wielding.  And, criti-
cally, he would have been able to observe King Saul up close and personal.  Thus, 
Saul’s strengths, weaknesses and idiosyncrasies would have been visible.

Clearly, God is providentially intervening on behalf  of  David to prepare him 
for the deadly challenges that lie ahead.  However, significant space is being left for 
the application of  David’s own human capabilities.  The implications concerning 
God’s acts and our responsibilities will thus be a crucial focus as David’s story un-
folds.

David and Goliath (1 Samuel 17)
The contemporary conception of  this story juvenilizes and spiritualizes one of  

the Bible’s most awesome, complex and evocative events into near irrelevance. 
Banished from view are the terrors, the heroism, the cowardice, the faith and the 
folly that lives within the text.  All that is allowed to remain is a simple morality 
play in which the weak defeats the strong.  But, if  we dare to carefully reexamine 
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the actual Biblical text what emerges obliterates these carefully constructed 
bounds.  If  I can recapture even a small sliver of  the power living within this story 
then I will be greatly comforted.

Verses 1 – 11 set up the situation which eventually will lead to David and Goli-
ath’s confrontation.  The armies of  the Philistines and the Israelites (under King 
Saul’s leadership) face off  against one another.  Each army occupies a hilltop, with 
a common valley between them.

The Philistines send out a champion, Goliath, to challenge the Israelites.  This 
challenge falls within the category of  “champion warfare,” in which the outcome 
of  the conflict is determined by single combat, that is, an individual duel between 
the best soldiers (“champions”) from each opposing army.  The theoretical utility is 
to spare the lives of  soldiers in both armies.  However, the losing side is expected 
to then peacefully submit to the generally harsh terms of  defeat.

In verses 4 – 7 Goliath’s physical size is described in great detail.  He stands al-
most ten feet tall.  His helmet and armor weighed approximately 125 pounds and 
the iron point of  his spear weighed 15 pounds.  What is here described is a truly 
monstrous giant of  a man whose brute physicality would easily overpower that of  
even the strongest individual  in the Israeli army.  Verse 11 summarizes the impact 
of  Goliath’s challenge:

On hearing the Philistine’s words, Saul and all the Israelites were dismayed and 
terrified.

From the Philistines’ perspective a brilliant “win-win” scenario has been cre-
ated.  That is, either the Israelites will become demoralized because they failed to 
send their own champion into combat or they will send a champion who will cer-
tainly be defeated by Goliath.  In both cases the Philistines will have obtained vic-
tory with minimal to no cost.

And so, a humiliating stalemate ensued, with day after day (40 in total, see 
verse 16) the Israelis being taunted by Goliath.  The cumulative stress and shame 
over this period can hardly be exaggerated.  For, with each passing day the Israeli 
refusal to accept this challenge increased their sense of  dishonor.  Had the Philis-
tine army attacked en masse total Israeli defeat would have been almost certain.
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It is at this point that an absolutely unexpected act of  God, delivered through 
the faith and prowess of  a young boy, changes everything for all time.

David Volunteers to Face Goliath
David’s three oldest brothers serve in King Saul’s army.  David (recall, the 

youngest) traveled back and forth between tending his sheep and Saul’s army to 
bring provisions to his brothers and news of  his brothers’ back home.  On one of  
these visits David heard Goliath shouting “his usual defiance” (verse 23).  David is 
appalled by the situation, and immediately inquires as to how it could be resolved.

26 David asked the men standing near him, “What will be done for the man who 
kills this Philistine and removes this disgrace from Israel? Who is this uncircum-
cised Philistine that he should defy the armies of the living God?”

David’s three brothers “burned with anger” (verse 28) at his presumption, fol-
lowed by cruel personal attacks on his character and motives.  David is undeterred 
by his brothers’ contempt, and continues to speak out about this inexcusable situa-
tion.  In fact, David raises such a commotion that soldiers report this situation to 
King Saul.  This is where we will pick up the story.

31 What David said was overheard and reported to Saul, and Saul sent for him.

32 David said to Saul, “Let no one lose heart on account of this Philistine; your 
servant will go and fight him.”  33 Saul replied, “You are not able to go out 
against this Philistine and fight him; you are only a young man, and he has been 
a warrior from his youth.”

34 But David said to Saul, “Your servant has been keeping his father’s sheep. 
When a lion or a bear came and carried off a sheep from the flock, 35 I went af-
ter it, struck it and rescued the sheep from its mouth. When it turned on me, I 
seized it by its hair, struck it and killed it. 36 Your servant has killed both the lion 
and the bear; this uncircumcised Philistine will be like one of them, because he 
has defied the armies of the living God. 37 The Lord who rescued me from the 
paw of the lion and the paw of the bear will rescue me from the hand of this Phil-
istine.”  Saul said to David, “Go, and the Lord be with you.”
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The Central Mystery
The central mystery here is why King Saul would allow David to face Goliath 

as Israel’s champion.  What seasoned warrior would be moved by what surely ap-
peared to be the extreme overconfidence and braggadocio of  this young man? 
What king would place the fate of  his nation into the hands of  such a foolhardy 
youth?  In many cases the assumed answer appears to be that, somehow, perhaps 
by God’s intervention, King Saul was convinced against all practical good judge-
ment.  I think it’s probable that a far more sinister motivation was behind Saul’s de-
cision.

Prior to young David’s unexpected proposal there had appeared no way out of  
the Philistine’s trap.  It’s made clear in the text that no-one in the Israeli army be-
lieved that they could defeat Goliath in single combat.  I have no doubt that there 
were many courageous men in Saul’s army that would have been willing to die for 
their nation.  However, the consequences of  their death is what made them shake 
in fear; that being “you will become our subjects and serve us” (verse 9).

David’s offer provided a way out.  Imagine that the Israeli army had deter-
mined a credible champion who would face Goliath.  Thus, they would have ac-
cepted the premise of  the Philistine’s challenge.  So, had the Israeli champion 
been killed (which they believed to be a certain outcome), honor would have dic-
tated that they surrender to become subjects of  the Philistines.

But, now imagine that the Israeli army choses an obviously inadequate but will-
ing “champion,” such as a young boy.  Now the tables will have been turned.  If  
Goliath refuses to fight he can credibly be accused of  cowardice.  However if  he 
kills the boy, in what possible sense can the proposed agreement’s terms have been 
met?  For, Goliath will not have defeated the Israelite’s best champion, but rather a 
pathetic little boy.  Thus, the entire scenario would have been invalidated, allowing 
the armies to meet en mass.

Under this hypothesis King Saul’s offer to put David in an adult’s armor (verses 
38 and 39) becomes completely reasonable.  For, what could be more pathetic than 
the sight of  a boy coming out to face Goliath in armor that is clearly too large, 
thus emphasizing the smallness of  the Israeli “champion.”
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Thus, from King Saul’s perspective, certain defeat and enslavement of  the na-
tion could be avoided through the sacrifice of  one young boy.  He grasped this op-
portunity eagerly.

A Pebble that Rocked the World
So all the pieces are now in place for this fraught confrontation.  The Philis-

tine’s have attempted to force Israel into a lose-lose situation.  King Saul has coun-
tered by sending not Israel’s champion, but a mere boy, thus confounding the origi-
nal scenario.  And young David now stands before the giant Goliath with only his 
sling and five smooth stones.

Up to this point the only reference to God had been made by David: “Who is 
this uncircumcised Philistine that he should defy the armies of  the living God?” 
(verse 26b).  No one else has shown the slightest awareness of  a power beyond that 
which faced them in the frame of  the giant.  But David had clearly been thinking 
primarily about the living God.  It is in this moment of  truth that David confi-
dently makes his position clear.

45 David said to the Philistine, “You come against me with sword and spear and 
javelin, but I come against you in the name of the Lord Almighty, the God of the 
armies of Israel, whom you have defied. 46 This day the Lord will deliver you 
into my hands, and I’ll strike you down and cut off your head. This very day I will 
give the carcasses of the Philistine army to the birds and the wild animals, and 
the whole world will know that there is a God in Israel. 47 All those gathered 
here will know that it is not by sword or spear that the Lord saves; for the battle 
is the Lord’s, and he will give all of you into our hands.”

It is here that the Christian pacifist eagerly exclaims “See!  This Bible passage 
denies the efficacy of  weapons, teaching instead that it is only God who must fight 
our battles!”  This is said in spite of  the absolutely undeniable facts that:

1. David will strike down Goliath in a violent assault and then use a sword to de-
capitate him

2. The “carcasses of  the Philistine army” upon which the birds and animals will 
feast will be created by the swords and spears of  the Israeli army as they 
slaughter the fleeing Philistines.
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Let’s continue in the Biblical text to see if  these two statements are indeed true.

48 As the Philistine moved closer to attack him, David ran quickly toward the bat-
tle line to meet him. 49 Reaching into his bag and taking out a stone, he slung it 
and struck the Philistine on the forehead. The stone sank into his forehead, and 
he fell facedown on the ground.  50 So David triumphed over the Philistine with 
a sling and a stone; without a sword in his hand he struck down the Philistine and 
killed him.  51 David ran and stood over him. He took hold of the Philistine’s 
sword and drew it from the sheath. After he killed him, he cut off his head with 
the sword.

The Biblical text has unmistakably confirmed the first point above.  David de-
feated Goliath by striking him at a distance using a sling and stone.  He then uses 
the giant’s own sword to perform the coup de grâce by decapitation.  Yes, God 
was certainly acting in this moment (as He does in all moments).  However, His 
purposes are here achieved through worldly flesh and blood wielding weapons that 
stun and kill.  It is not a spiritual head that David displays to the shocked Philistine 
army, but rather the bleeding head of  what a few moments before had been their 
supposed invincible champion.  It was before this terror that they turned and ran.

When the Philistines saw that their hero was dead, they turned and ran. 52 Then 
the men of Israel and Judah surged forward with a shout and pursued the Philis-
tines to the entrance of Gath and to the gates of Ekron. Their dead were strewn 
along the Shaaraim road to Gath and Ekron. 53 When the Israelites returned 
from chasing the Philistines, they plundered their camp.  54 David took the Philis-
tine’s head and brought it to Jerusalem; he put the Philistine’s weapons in his 
own tent.

Point number two is now confirmed.  For, it is the Israeli army, wielding their 
swords and spears against the fleeing Philistine army that produces the slaughter.

How then are we to interpret David’s statement that “it is not by sword or 
spear that the Lord saves; for the battle is the Lord’s, and he will give all of  you 
into our hands.”  The unavoidable conclusion is that it is indeed not only by 
“sword or spear that the Lord saves.”  That is, if  we place all of  our confidence in 
the physical weapons of  war we cannot possibly prevail.  Rather, we must provide 
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for our own defense in this physical world while also clinging fast to God’s Word, 
seeking to be led in those terrible decisions by His Spirit.

Thus, though ultimately “the battle is the Lord’s,” He yet places great responsi-
bility upon we mere humans to make difficult decisions and take fraught action.  
This point is eloquently made in a rather surprising place, a recent article on the 
Federalist web site titled “Monster Movies Teach Us Key Truths About The Hu-
man Condition.”

Life is a choice of  monsters: war and its attendant horrors, or conquest, devasta-
tion, and greater suffering at some later time; private property, with its temptations to 
fraud and greed, or crushing, unsustainable bureaucracy and universal poverty; moral-
ity with its taboos and potential for prudery, or a chaotic sewer where no one takes re-
sponsibility for his actions. Perfection will never be achieved because mankind sim-
ply lacks the power to change either his own nature or the nature of  the world around 
him.

Make no mistake, we face terrible choices in this life.  We must make decisions 
with incomplete information and act when the consequences cannot be foreseen. 
 So, we are all unmistakably bound to an ancient man from the Old Testament in 
our responsibility and frailty.  Thus must we, as with David, use all of  our God-
given capabilities while trusting in God’s promises and clinging to God’s grace.

So, yes, as Christians, God is with us.  But in the vast majority of  cases He ex-
pects us to actively do our part as opposed to engaging in passivity.  The above 
Scriptural passage and many others make this point abundantly clear.  Therefore, 
there were, are and will be situations in which, while we trust in the Lord, yet we 
must also take the battle to the enemy ourselves.

The Story Concludes
Note in the following passage that Saul’s inquiry does not concern David, who 

he knew from his court, but rather David’s family.  Saul’s likely initial interest was 
with which family he would be contending after sending their child to certain 
death.

55 As Saul watched David going out to meet the Philistine, he said to Abner, 
commander of the army, “Abner, whose son is that young man?” Abner replied, 
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“As surely as you live, Your Majesty, I don’t know.”  56 The king said, “Find out 
whose son this young man is.”  

57 As soon as David returned from killing the Philistine, Abner took him and 
brought him before Saul, with David still holding the Philistine’s head. 
58 “Whose son are you, young man?” Saul asked him.  David said, “I am the 
son of your servant Jesse of Bethlehem.”

One can only imagine the shock with which King Saul received this most un-
likely conquering hero.  Now his interest in David’s family would have turned to 
with whom was he contending for the fate of  his throne.

Discussion
David’s victory confounded every calculation made by every player in this sor-

did game.  The Philistine’s “win-win” scenario had been transformed into a crush-
ing humiliation that glorified the God whom they had intended to discredit. 
David’s three spiteful older brothers had been shown up to be cowards.  And, 
King Saul’s supposed “way out” of  the trap had turned into a path of  destruction 
for his reign.

The only person whose spirit remained untainted was David.  Note that he 
does not address the king with pride, but rather in humble submission, “the son of  
your servant Jesse of  Bethlehem.”  It is easy to imagine David giving God all the 
glory for this victory, just as he had while going into single combat against the gi-
ant Goliath.

David, though, must also have recalled Samuel’s anointing.  Perhaps he saw 
opening up before him the path to kingship that just a few moments ago had 
seemed to be an impossibility.  Yet that path clearly contained many thickets with 
deadly thorns.  For the Lord God had chosen to leave King Saul in place as a pow-
erful and deadly foe.

And so David started down that path opened up before him by the Lord God. 
Along the way there would be love, terror, immorality, friendship, death, glory, hu-
miliation and an eternal covenant of  blessing.  Again and again David would have 
to count on his own God given wits and prowess to survive.  Even so, he would al-
ways give the glory to God, by the Spirit’s intervention knowing that “You come 
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against me with sword and spear and javelin, but I come against you in the name 
of  the Lord Almighty.”

Our path forward is no less full of  challenge and moral ambiguity than that 
which faced David.  Too many of  us Christians choose to be passive in the face of  
these challenges to protect our own idolatrous sense of  moral purity.  In so doing 
we become one with the character Captain Vere from Herman Melville’s novella 
Billy Budd, Sailor, who when faced with a fraught moral decision:

Very far was he from embracing opportunities for monopolizing to himself  the perils 
of  moral responsibility.

King Saul and David (1 Samuel 18)
Pacifistic Perfectionism Collides with the Scriptural Text

In this chapter the existential threat posed by David to Saul’s kingship becomes 
absolutely clear.  King Saul now finds himself  within yet another impossible situa-
tion.  For David, against all reasonable expectations, has become the conquering 
hero who not only defeated the giant Goliath, but who also led the subsequent de-
feat of  the Philistine army.  King Saul has been reduced to the position of  a hap-
less bystander, thus profoundly undercutting his prestige and authority.  Yet Saul 
doesn’t dare act to remove David for that same reason.  The nation’s response en-
capsulates the entire situation with in two pithy lines (verse 7b).

“Saul has slain his thousands,
    and David his tens of thousands.”

Has ever a reigning king been so utterly humiliated?  I expect that scholars can 
propose other examples, though the ensuing debate would be fascinating.

As a consequence of  the nation’s love for David, King Saul was forced to be-
stow honor and power upon him.  David was given a high rank in Israel’s army, 
leading his troops to victory after victory.  King Saul’s own son, Jonathan, “made a 
covenant with David because he loved him as himself ” (verse 3), in effect, renounc-
ing his (i.e., Jonathan’s) claim to the throne.

All of  this eventually led King Saul to near insanity, where he twice attempted 
to kill David (who remained in Saul’s court) with a spear.  He was left with the dev-
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astating realization that “the Lord was with David but had departed from Saul” 
(verse 12).  What follows throughout the book of  1 Samuel is an incoherent bimo-
dal strategy of  control through appeasement and murderous assault.

King Saul begins with appeasement by offering his daughter Merab as a wife to 
David.  Were David to accept he would be absorbed into Saul’s family.  However, 
David declines the offer, thus again thwarting the king’s plans.

However, some time later it is learned that Saul’s daughter Michal has fallen in 
love with David.  Saul once again offers a daughter to David, and again he is re-
buffed.  However, this time Saul is determined to prevail.  David’s excuse is 
that  “I’m only a poor man and little known” (verse 23).  So, King Saul moves to 
remove this stated excuse.

25 Saul replied, “Say to David, ‘The king wants no other price for the bride than 
a hundred Philistine foreskins, to take revenge on his enemies.’” Saul’s plan was 
to have David fall by the hands of the Philistines.

Saul believes that David’s implicit challenge to his throne will be dealt with 
through his cleaver scheme.  Unfortunately for the king:

27 David took his men with him and went out and killed two hundred Philistines 
and brought back their foreskins. They counted out the full number to the king so 
that David might become the king’s son-in-law. Then Saul gave him his daughter 
Michal in marriage.

28 When Saul realized that the Lord was with David and that his daughter Mi-
chal loved David, 29 Saul became still more afraid of him, and he remained his 
enemy the rest of his days.

The departure for commentary relating to our contemporary situation will be 
from verse twenty-seven.  When some contemporary Christians read this passage 
the reaction is one of  visceral outrage.  For in this incident the presumed perfec-
tionist pacifism of  our age collides head-on with the supposed ignorance and sav-
agery of  the past.

These Christians read this troubling description of  massacre and mutilation 
from a presumed position of  moral superiority that allows unmitigated disgust at 
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the savagery of  this primitive culture.  They also sometimes respond by openly 
questioning the legitimacy of  the Old Testament’s witness.

While I don’t in the slightest argue that this passage isn’t troubling to virtually 
everyone, Christian or not (including me), I do believe that there is an equally trou-
bling lack of  historical context and self-awareness in play.  For, King Saul, David 
and the entire nation of  Israel found themselves enmeshed in a system of  zero-
sum conflict that existed throughout the ancient world.  To them (and their ene-
mies) this situation of  open-ended warfare was just “how this world operates.” 
Thus, concepts such as “peaceful coexistence” and “a rising tide lifts all ships” 
would have been incomprehensible to these ancient peoples.  We have had the 
benefit of  3,000 years of  human experience that they simply did not.

We need not go back 3,000 years to find a similar lack of  historical understand-
ing in play.  Consider the currently popular drive to discredit and erase the names 
of  our nation’s Founding Fathers.  Besides the unconscionable fact that they were 
generally male, the fact that many of  them either owned slaves or appeared to be 
accepting of  this horrific institution’s existence is enough to convict them of  utter 
evil.

However, while I agree that slavery was (and is) a morally monstrous, reprehen-
sible institution that needed to be eradicated, I can yet understand how our Found-
ing Fathers could have, within the context of  their time, managed to live oblivious 
to this reality.  For, in their time, slavery was an institution that had existed in hu-
man civilization since literally the beginning of  known history.  Thus, a person liv-
ing then could easily have accepted this moral outrage as something of  a given.

I realize that this discussion is very dangerous, given that the cloud of  faux 
moral superiors, disregarding any nuance of  thought that doesn’t advance their 
 ideology, is always poised to attack.   However, someone needs to explain these 
things or the mad rush to obliterate our entire civilizational heritage will certainly 
succeed.

Is it possible to, while fully acknowledging that our Founding Fathers accepted 
what future generations correctly recognize to be an utterly evil system, yet give 
great credit to them for founding a nation that aspired to the proposition “that all 
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men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unal-
ienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of  Happiness?” 
Did not this aspiration, though unrealized at the time, not a mere eight decades 
later fuel the eradication of  slavery from the United States through a great and ter-
rible Civil War?

Returning to David, aside from their purposeful disinterest in historical perspec-
tive, I think that these outraged Christians are driven by anger that God would 
have used a flawed man, molded by his own particular era and environment, as a 
means for advancing His purposes.  How dare God not miraculously create a per-
son who, 3,000 years ago, lived up to the presumed moral perfection of, who, why 
themselves!

This is the crux of  their fury.  As I intend to demonstrate, there is a failure of  
self-awareness and self-righteousness at work here that literally deforms the human 
soul.  As a result, all sympathy, curiosity, context and humaneness is crushed down 
into a hard, cruel core of  narcissistic judgmentalism.

The Narcissism of our Present Age
Perhaps a working definition is needed before  proceeding:

Narcissism: extreme selfishness, with a grandiose view of  one’s own talents and a crav-
ing for admiration, as characterizing a personality type.

The core conceit of  current narcissism is this:

The evidence-less presumption that I and my like-minded comrades stand at the absolute pin-
nacle of  human virtue.  Therefore, anyone who deviates from my worldview, regardless of  if  
they are my contemporaries or lived centuries earlier, can be motivated only by a combination 
of  inexcusable stupidity and evil.

Although the above description is useful in a general sense, there remains a sig-
nificant gap between it and a compelling explanation of  its application to our par-
ticular time and place.  The following passage, from an article discussing the cur-
rent situation in France titled “The French, Coming Apart” (in the City Journal by 
Christopher Caldwell) excellently fills this need (emphasis added):
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Upwardly mobile urbanites, observes Guilluy, call Paris “the land of  possibilities,” the 
“ideapolis.” One is reminded of  Richard Florida and other extollers of  the “Creative 
Class.” The good fortune of  Creative Class members appears (to them) to have noth-
ing to do with any kind of  capitalist struggle. Never have conditions been more 
favorable for deluding a class of  fortunate people into thinking that they 
owe their privilege to being nicer, or smarter, or more honest, than every-
one else. Why would they think otherwise? They never meet anyone who 
disagrees with them. The immigrants with whom the creatives share the city are 
dazzlingly different, exotic, even frightening, but on the central question of  our time — 
whether the global economic system is working or failing — they see eye to eye. “Our 
Immigrants, Our Strength,” was the title of  a New York Times op-ed signed by Lon-
don mayor Sadiq Khan, New York mayor Bill de Blasio, and Paris mayor Anne Hi-
dalgo after September’s terrorist bomb blasts in New York. This estrangement is why 
electoral results around the world last year—from Brexit to the election of  Donald 
Trump—proved so difficult to anticipate. Those outside the city gates in la France péri-
phérique are invisible, their wishes incomprehensible. It’s as if  they don’t exist. But 
they do.

Yes, there is no doubt that these “fortunate people” are deluded (the “deluded 
fortunate”) to a degree that is nothing short of  scandalous.  That they occupy the 
pinnacle of  power in our nations can only be explained by a monumental failure 
of  the temporal Christian church, parenthood, government, education and media, 
among others.  This is what civilizational failure looks like.

The Delusion Behind Narcissism
I’d like to ask those who believe that they live at (or even near) the pinnacle of  

human morality to take a leap of  imagination.  Imagine if  you dare, that it is 50, 
100, 200 years from now.  Over this time events have occurred that were unforesee-
able from today’s available information.  New generations of  humanity have expe-
rienced economic challenge, social change, armed conflict, religious transforma-
tions and personal trauma.

Thus, these future people, who have no connection with or allegiance to you 
“deluded fortunate” occupy the social commanding heights.  They therefore inde-
pendently assess the policies that you pursued, the opinions that you voiced, the 
ways that you lived and the real world consequences that flowed from them all. 
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 Do you really believe that they will certainly conclude that yes, your generation 
did indeed occupy the pinnacle of  human morality?

Or, might these future generations look upon you like you look upon David or 
our Founding Fathers, or any of  the other past and present humans that you so 
contemptuously judge as evil and moronic?  Let me explain why you might be 
wise to learn a little humility.

Abortion
There is already a very large number of  people (women and men, including 

me) who consider abortion to be the outright killing of  another human being.  If  
you test the DNA of  a fetus it won’t come back as a salamander or tomato, but as 
human.  With the advancement of  ultrasound technology parents are seeing at an 
early stage of  development that the fetus is a tiny human being.  And, since Roe v. 
Wade, approximately 59 million of  these human beings have been killed in the 
United States.

There’s also, for Christians, the unavoidable fact that God sees the fetus as a val-
ued, beloved human of  His creation (Psalm 139).

13 For thou didst form my inward parts,
     thou didst knit me together in my mother’s womb.
14 I praise thee, for thou art fearful and wonderful.
    Wonderful are thy works!
    Thou knowest me right well;
15 my frame was not hidden from thee,
    when I was being made in secret,
    intricately wrought in the depths of the earth.
16 Thy eyes beheld my unformed substance;
    in thy book were written, every one of them,
    the days that were formed for me,
    when as yet there was none of them.

Yet today’s “deluded fortunate” considers abortion to be their ideology’s “holy 
of  holies.”  Thus, all aspects of  abortion on demand are enabled, supported and 
protected with unmitigated fierceness.
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It is for this reason that the sickening, murderous (of  grown women and their 
babies) activities of  a psychopath like Dr. Kermit Gosnell were allowed to go on 
for years, and then be utterly ignored when they finally come to light.  Although 
the 200 foreskins acquired by David in open warfare is roundly condemned, Gos-
nell’s collection of  jared baby feet is demurely uncommented upon.

Or take the case of  Planned Parenthood’s practice of  selling aborted baby 
parts.  Yes, the legions of  like-minded reporters, editors, celebrities and politicians 
will keep alive the fairy tale that these admissions from the mouths of  Planned Par-
enthood executives were the product of  falsification through editing.  However, 
anyone who has the interest to check will find clearly uncut videos covering tens of  
minutes in which these Planned Parenthood leaders speak without the slightest 
shame about doing these horrors.

But that’s not the end of  it by a long shot.  Perhaps our “deluded fortunates” 
should consider the implications of  their beloved “disparate effect” theory of  ra-
cial discrimination.  By this theory, if  any statistical deviation between a race’s pro-
portion of  the population and any measure of  social benefit can be found then the 
prima facie explanation is the existence of  racial discrimination.  But what if  we 
look at abortion rates through this lens?  The undisputed fact is that black babies 
are aborted at almost five-times the rate as are white babies.

Given all of  the above, what if, say 50 years from now, an entirely new group 
controls our media who have no interest in protecting the institution of  abortion 
on demand?  Might not these media gatekeepers take a critical view of  those who 
so enthusiastically enabled and protected abortion?

Perhaps, in shock and disgust at this sordid behavior, portraits will be taken 
down, building names will be changed and past champions of  virtue will be con-
verted into current examples of  the past evil.  Just some food for thought.

Genocidal Totalitarianism
Communism/Socialism must be counted as one of  the most tragic, persistent 

and deadly lies of  all time.  It is the lie that has reaped tens of  millions of  mur-
dered humans and ruination for hundreds of  millions more.  And yet, the “de-
luded fortunate” elite choose to contribute mightily to the keeping of  this lie alive.
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The nostalgia for Communism is never far beneath the surface, as was recently 
reemphasized in a New York Times oped (emphasis added).  Here’s how the lie 
looks today.

We can get to this Finland Station only with the support of  a majority; that’s one rea-
son that socialists are such energetic advocates of  democracy and pluralism. But we 
can’t ignore socialism’s loss of  innocence over the past century. We may reject the 
version of  Lenin and the Bolsheviks as crazed demons and choose to see 
them as well-intentioned people trying to build a better world out of  a cri-
sis, but we must work out how to avoid their failures…

At some future time the flimsy excuse of  “good intentions” may have been so 
throughly discredited that the general public takes notice of  the enablers, support-
ers and “useful idiots” who ensured that these ideologies were free to wreak havoc 
on humanity for far longer than should have been the case.

They might point to the current economic and social collapse of  socialist Vene-
zuela into wanton violence as a “red flag” that should have, finally, cured the “de-
luded fortunate” elites of  their fantasies.  But, the fact that they continued to sol-
dier on in behalf  of  this murderous, failed ideology may someday count against 
them.  After all, covering up for tens of  millions of  corpses and hundreds of  mil-
lions of  ruined lives can be unsustainable in the long run.

The Welfare State
After abortion on demand, the current institution with the most support from 

our elite class is the welfare state.  It has, over the generations, grown into an inter-
locking complex of  governmental programs (with the associated army of  bureau-
crats), nonprofit organizations, political parties, religious denominations and com-
munity organizers that is all focused on one thing: continuance of  the welfare state ex-
actly as it is.

But, future generations, after having possibly experienced a financial catastro-
phe brought on by unsustainable government spending (certainly not just on the 
welfare state) might look back on these programs with a more critical eye than is 
today allowed.  For example, they may look at information that compares the pov-
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erty rate and total antipoverty spending, and be appalled.  For, this data shows 
that:

1. The poverty rate was already falling quickly for at least 15 years prior to the 
start of  “the war on poverty”

2. The slope of  the decline of  poverty was not increased by the “war” (i.e., the 
new antipoverty spending didn’t significantly improve an already occurring 
process)

3. Since 1970, there has been no appreciable change in the poverty rate despite 
trillions of  dollars spent by the “best and brightest,” “morally superior” pov-
erty industrial complex.

This discussion hasn’t yet included the human and social wreckage wrought by 
the Welfare State, where entire communities descended into generations of  broken 
families, hopelessness, violence, addiction, and yes, poverty.

One would have thought that our moral betters would have been so appalled 
by this situation that a massive effort at reformation and renewal would have been 
pursued.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  Rather, the poverty industrial 
complex has been on an unending campaign to prevent any reform and to expand 
failed policies to new areas of  our society.

What if, after a couple more generations of  soul crushing hopelessness the sup-
posed beneficiaries of  the Welfare State reject both the policies and motivations of  
the “deluded fortunates?”  Or, what if  the response is massive civil unrest and vio-
lence?  Might not those who today appear to be unassailably moral tomorrow be 
seen as incompetent fools or heartless hypocrites, or worse?

Isn’t it also possible that the consequences of  these decisions will be reappraised 
in a negative light by the general population?  After all, the money borrowed by 
the government to fund these and many other ineffective, unsustainable programs 
are nothing other than promises that future generations will pay for our present ex-
cesses.  Regardless of  if  you are upper middle class or poor in the future, the 
weight of  that massive debt will constrain (or destroy) economic opportunity.
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The only hope may be for the “deluded fortunate” elite to continue blocking 
education reform to the point that no-one in the future knows how to count.

Discussion
I know that “deluded fortunates” too can play this game against me (actually, 

they have been all my life).  The difference is that I already know that, as a sinner, 
my thoughts and actions, despite my best attempts, will fall tragically short of  
moral perfection.  And, since I know this about myself  I understand that it’s essen-
tial that my ideas be subjected to critical appraisal for anything approaching “the 
good” to emerge.

Without the constitutional right of  free speech there’s no hope that all ideas 
will be subjected to this essential process.  I guess that’s the reason that it so terri-
fies our supposed moral and intellectual “betters.”

For there is nothing so frightening to a narcissist than the possibility that their 
presumed perfection will be exposed as a folly and fraud.  There is simply no 
length to which they will go, including shameless physical violence, to repulse that 
threat.  Yes, narcissism permeates every crevice of  our society.  But its demons 
have found a particularly hospitable home in the “deluded fortunate.”  Most peo-
ple today are too intimidated to say this out loud, but in the future that protective 
cloak may have dissipated to the point that the full force of  judgement may be ap-
plied.

Perhaps condemners of  David, our Founding Fathers and all the rest of  our 
civilizational heritage should begin the painful process of  climbing down from 
their false presumptions of  superiority.  Then we can again begin to address to-
gether those intractable issues that so bedevil this fallen world.

A Giant Leap Ahead
David’s story consumes half  of  1 Samuel, all of  2 Samuel and the opening of  1 

Kings.  Given that my intention is not a comprehensive commentary, I’m jumping 
from 1 Samuel 18 to 2 Samuel 7, which amounts to 20 chapters!  A tremendous 
and wonderful narrative concerning David’s pursuit by King Saul, rise to King-
hood and early reign is thus being skipped.  However, it is my hope that the follow-
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ing passages will yet enable David’s story to be roughed out and God’s purposes 
sufficiently explored.

God’s Promise to David (2 Samuel 7)
We here turn from David the warrior to David the poet.  However, note that in 

the following passage, in which God’s purposes for David and his house are made 
clear, it is God’s support of  David the warrior that has opened the opportunity for 
David the poet to prosper.

After terrible struggle, terrors and heartache, David is now the King.

After the king was settled in his palace and the Lord had given him rest from all 
his enemies around him, 2 he said to Nathan the prophet, “Here I am, living in a 
house of cedar, while the ark of God remains in a tent.”  3 Nathan replied to the 
king, “Whatever you have in mind, go ahead and do it, for the Lord is with you.”

King David feels a sense of  guilt because his home is far more impressive than 
that provided for the ark of  God.  Nathan’s reply is based on a general principle 
which appears to be certainly established by events.

4 But that night the word of the Lord came to Nathan, saying:  5 “Go and tell my 
servant David, ‘This is what the Lord says: Are you the one to build me a house 
to dwell in? 6 I have not dwelt in a house from the day I brought the Israelites up 
out of Egypt to this day. I have been moving from place to place with a tent as 
my dwelling. 7 Wherever I have moved with all the Israelites, did I ever say to 
any of their rulers whom I commanded to shepherd my people Israel, “Why have 
you not built me a house of cedar?”’

The Lord God corrects Nathan’s error.  Note that His point is that David’s in-
tention is based upon his own thoughts rather than on God’s Word to him.

8 “Now then, tell my servant David, ‘This is what the Lord Almighty says: I took 
you from the pasture, from tending the flock, and appointed you ruler over my 
people Israel. 9 I have been with you wherever you have gone, and I have cut 
off all your enemies from before you.

God is not speaking in ephemeral metaphors.  The “cutting off ” of  David’s 
enemies including King Saul, opposing Israelites and foreign foes has occurred by 
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bloody, deadly conflict.  David and his followers dealt out death and destruction by 
their own hands.  At some points God intervened to cause death.

Now I will make your name great, like the names of the greatest men on earth. 
10 And I will provide a place for my people Israel and will plant them so that 
they can have a home of their own and no longer be disturbed. Wicked people 
will not oppress them anymore, as they did at the beginning 11 and have done 
ever since the time I appointed leaders over my people Israel. I will also give you 
rest from all your enemies.

Far from finding fault in David, God begins to explain His purposes for David’s 
life and reign.  God intends to make David’s name “great, like the names of  the 
greatest men on earth.”  That is, David and his reign as king over Israel will be 
known far into the future as a sign and symbol of  God’s purposes through the Is-
raelis.

Through the decisive victories in open warfare here on this fallen earth, God 
has created the space for Israel and its king to be planted with deep roots of  relig-
ious and cultural tradition.  For a time they will be free from oppression by the ex-
ternal forces of  wickedness.

This is a precious gift.  In these ancient times peoples generally lived deep in 
the shadow of  imminent death and destruction.  Thus, their time and energy was 
almost completely consumed by the requirements for physical survival.  Here God 
is allowing the nation of  Israel rest from those terrible challenges.  Thus, space has 
been made for King David the poet to, by the Spirit’s leading, create the Psalms 
that will guide and encourage God’s people throughout all succeeding history.

“‘The Lord declares to you that the Lord himself will establish a house for 
you:12 When your days are over and you rest with your ancestors, I will raise up 
your offspring to succeed you, your own flesh and blood, and I will establish his 
kingdom. 13 He is the one who will build a house for my Name, and I will estab-
lish the throne of his kingdom forever. 14 I will be his father, and he will be my 
son. When he does wrong, I will punish him with a rod wielded by men, with flog-
gings inflicted by human hands. 15 But my love will never be taken away from 
him, as I took it away from Saul, whom I removed from before you. 16 Your 
house and your kingdom will endure forever before me; your throne will be es-
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tablished forever.’”  17 Nathan reported to David all the words of this entire reve-
lation.

Significant ambiguity occurs in this passage due to the mixing of  the temporal 
and eternal perspectives.  On the eternal side, in verse 16 God appears to be speak-
ing about the Messianic kingdom of  our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.  Jesus 
taught that He was the eternal temple of  God in Mark 14:58 and John 2:19.  On 
the temporal side, God speaks about His relationship with David’s offspring, who 
are certain to sin.  Note that God specifically says that He will use other human be-
ings to inflict punishment on sin.

I do not presume to be able to untangle the temporal and eternal aspects of  
this prophecy.  Rather, my intention is to focus on King David’s response to it.

David’s Prayer
What will be King David’s response to this gracious, eternal promise from the 

Lord God?  Could there be a more clear case for self-congratulation and boasting 
than had David at this point in time?  After all, the Lord God had purposefully 
chosen him to be king, and had shown His favor across the years of  struggle neces-
sary to reach this point.  And David himself  had, through his wisdom and prow-
ess, overcome all his enemies, both internal and external to the nation.

David had participated in banditry and bloody combat, with easily thousands 
of  human deaths either directly or indirectly caused by his actions.  At this point 
might not a person with this on his conscience be overwhelmingly tempted to re-
spond in self-justification?  That is, to turn God’s blessing to his own purposes, to 
absolve himself  of  guilt.

And yet, this is how King David actually did begin his prayerful response.

18 Then King David went in and sat before the Lord, and he said:  “Who am I, 
Sovereign Lord, and what is my family, that you have brought me this far? 
19 And as if this were not enough in your sight, Sovereign Lord, you have also 
spoken about the future of the house of your servant—and this decree, Sovereign 
Lord, is for a mere human!
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20 “What more can David say to you? For you know your servant, Sovereign 
Lord. 21 For the sake of your word and according to your will, you have done 
this great thing and made it known to your servant.

22 “How great you are, Sovereign Lord! There is no one like you, and there is no 
God but you, as we have heard with our own ears. 23 And who is like your peo-
ple Israel—the one nation on earth that God went out to redeem as a people for 
himself, and to make a name for himself, and to perform great and awesome 
wonders by driving out nations and their gods from before your people, whom 
you redeemed from Egypt? 24 You have established your people Israel as your 
very own forever, and you, Lord, have become their God.

I must ask, in this current time of  Facebook/Twitter/Instagram (et al.) self-
promotion, self-congratulation, self-absorption; can there be anything more for-
eign than this beginning of  King David’s prayer?  No.  For this elect soul, this vic-
tor over all adversity and adversaries, this bloodied warrior points always and only 
away from himself  and towards the Lord God.

However, there’s a deeper problem that prevents many contemporary people 
from giving David an open-minded hearing.  That being David is the opposite of  
everything that they believe to comprise morality.  In the view of  many David is 
far closer to (if  not actually being) a war criminal than to a man after God’s own 
heart.  Thus, the fact that Holy Scripture lifts up this particular man can actually 
undermine their confidence in its authority.

Let’s, as Christians, be clear on the fundamental point.  Regardless of  our own 
feelings, knowledge and opinions, David’s story is in the Word of  God.  We do not 
judge it, nor does our personal sense of  morality supersede it.  God has placed it 
in His Word for our benefit.  Yes, we should first seek guidance from the Holy 
Spirit in prayer and then use all of  our God-given gifts to properly interpret and 
apply it to our life and times.  But, we Christians must stand with David, a God-
chosen pillar of  our faith in saying.

“Who am I, Sovereign Lord, and what is my family, that you have brought me 
this far?”
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Humility, thankfulness, and submission to an external, eternal sovereign Lord 
God…

He is the source of your life in Christ Jesus, whom God made our wisdom, our 
righteousness and sanctification and redemption; therefore, as it is written, “Let 
him who boasts, boast of the Lord.”
1 Corinthians 1:30, 31

This is how King David concludes his prayer in response to the Lord God’s 
promise.

25 “And now, Lord God, keep forever the promise you have made concerning 
your servant and his house. Do as you promised, 26 so that your name will be 
great forever. Then people will say, ‘The Lord Almighty is God over Israel!’ And 
the house of your servant David will be established in your sight.

27 “Lord Almighty, God of Israel, you have revealed this to your servant, saying, 
‘I will build a house for you.’ So your servant has found courage to pray this 
prayer to you. 28 Sovereign Lord, you are God! Your covenant is trustworthy, 
and you have promised these good things to your servant. 29 Now be pleased 
to bless the house of your servant, that it may continue forever in your sight; for 
you, Sovereign Lord, have spoken, and with your blessing the house of your ser-
vant will be blessed forever.”

In the first paragraph, in which David pleas for God’s keeping of  the promise, 
he makes no appeal based upon his or his family’s future performance.  He rather 
bases his plea in the only possible place for a human addressing God; that being 
God’s own sovereign choice.  It is only because God’s sovereign character is to 
keep His promises that King David can hope for continuance.

In the concluding paragraph of  this mighty prayer we find all the preceding 
themes summarized and finalized.  In humility, thankfulness and confidence in 
God alone this elect human being concludes a prayer which is a foundation stone 
for our Christian faith and all the goodness that has flowed therefrom.

King David: Saint or War Criminal?
Let’s return to the issue raised previously.  That being how is it that, for many 

contemporary people, with David’s life story more closely resembling the charac-
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ter Mad Max from “The Road Warrior” than Rev. Maclean from “A River Runs 
Through It,” he could have prayed such a humble, profound prayer?

Although I’ve already rejected this cultural context, I yet understand how those 
far more immersed in Hollywood than in God’s Word could find themselves ut-
terly bewildered by this turn of  events.  To them, it’s as if  Max, at the end of  the 
movie had received God’s eternal blessing and had bowed down to say such a 
prayer in response.  And, yes, if  this is your frame of  reference then the two 
thoughts are indeed seemingly irreconcilable.

The first response is to point out that, even in the not too distant past, there 
was not necessarily a contradiction between the doing of  violence and the having 
of  virtue.  For example, Franklin Roosevelt, Dwight D. Eisenhower and Winston 
Churchill waged bloody, brutal total war on the Axis Powers in World War II with 
the understanding that their doing so fell well within the bounds of  Christian vir-
tue.  The same could be said of  Abraham Lincoln and George Washington, 
among many, many others.  Even in the very recent past, President Obama, a pro-
fessing Christian, waged lethal drone warfare on Islamic terrorists (my phrase, not 
his) and maintained a significant military presence in Afghanistan.  My point is 
that we are wading in a shallow moral pool indeed by pretending that violence 
and virtue are necessarily opposites (though in civilized circumstances they usually 
are).

But there is another far more fundamental factor at play than any past, present 
or future cultural context.  That factor is the Lord God Himself  entering into 
David’s life with sanctifying power.  Just as He did with Abraham, Moses, Peter 
and Paul (among so many others) — all of  whom were frail, fallen flesh — God 
yet used them for his sovereign purposes as they engaged with this fallen world, 
which sometimes led to great and small acts of  violence.

For a godless man, participation in violence creates arrogance, pride and the 
lust for more of  the same.  However, for a man saved through Christ by the Holy 
Spirit, the tragic necessity for violence is intended to create conditions in which 
wicked people will not oppress them anymore (see 2 Samuel 7:10).
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This tragic necessity of  warfare to open up the potential for peaceful, virtuous 
life is beautifully explained in J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of  the Rings trilogy.  Sam Gam-
gee, a Hobbit who has experienced war, terrors, ultimate evil and, finally, victory 
returns home to his beloved family.

“But Sam turned to Bywater, and so came back up the Hill, as day was ending once 
more. And he went on, and there was yellow light, and fire within; and the evening 
meal was ready, and he was expected. And Rose drew him in, and set him in his chair, 
and put little Elanor upon his lap.  He drew a deep breath. ‘Well, I’m back,’ he said”

It is absolutely clear that this peaceful purpose is what all the terrible sacrifice 
had been ultimately about.  It’s frustrating to see so many people in the United 
States who live in the peace purchased by past and current sacrifice showing no un-
derstanding of  or thankfulness for this blessing.

So, the redeemed man David, after he had for years, fled, hid, fought and 
killed, learned the humility, thankfulness and trust in God that enabled such a 
prayer to be said.  He learned that, apart from God, he could do nothing. Al-
though David, by his wits and prowess overcame all of  his enemies, under the 
Holy Spirit’s tutelage he came to that Reformed realization that banishes pride 
and arrogance; cowardice and passivity.

I am the heart, He is the heartbeat
I am the eyes, He is the sight
And I see clearly, I am just a body
He is the life
I move my feet, I go through the motions
But He gives purpose to chance
I am the dancer
He is the Lord of  the dance

Steven Curtis Chapman – Lord Of  The Dance Lyrics

Does the preceding discussion answer all questions and solve all problems asso-
ciated with violence in the Bible?  Certainly not.  However, I do hope that it begins 
to open up paths of  inquiry that will allow us to properly integrate these troubling 
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passages into a coherent, comprehensive understanding of  God’s purposes and 
our responsibilities in this fallen world.

King David and Bathsheba
The Adultery (2 Samuel 11)

In chapters 8-10 King David consolidates his position internally through wise 
policies and externally through military victories.  He thus, perhaps for the first 
time in his adulthood, has room to enjoy life’s pleasures.  Sin’s ingenuity is terrify-
ingly exposed in what follows.  For, it leverages what is at the very beginning an “in-
nocent” desire into a vile, hellish experience that appears to shake the very founda-
tion of  God’s eternal decree concerning David and his family.

John Calvin (Commentary on Psalms – Volume 2; Psalm 51:4 ) placed the 
monumental issue in it’s proper context.

To have a clear apprehension of  their meaning, it is necessary that we reflect upon the 
covenant which God had made with David. The salvation of  the whole world having 
been in a certain sense deposited with him by this covenant, the enemies of  religion 
might take occasion to exclaim upon his fall, “Here is the pillar of  the Church gone, 
and what is now to become of  the miserable remnant whose hopes rested upon his holi-
ness? Once nothing could be more conspicuous than the glory by which he was distin-
guished, but mark the depth of  disgrace to which he has been reduced! Who, after so 
gross a fall, would look for salvation from his seed?”

In the spring, at the time when kings go off to war, David sent Joab out with the 
king’s men and the whole Israelite army. They destroyed the Ammonites and be-
sieged Rabbah. But David remained in Jerusalem.

This is where the moral disaster began.  David’s flesh desired far more than rest 
from battle, it sought reward for the years of  violence and terror that he had expe-
rienced.  But, at the beginning, he likely thought of  this dereliction as a minor but 
well deserved and innocent respite.

2 One evening David got up from his bed and walked around on the roof of the 
palace. From the roof he saw a woman bathing. The woman was very beauti-
ful,3 and David sent someone to find out about her. The man said, “She is Bath-
sheba, the daughter of Eliam and the wife of Uriah the Hittite.”
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Had David only looked away!  But, as frail flesh and blood he experienced 
what we all have when we purposefully choose to lie, gossip, lust, covet, hate and 
blaspheme, among so many others sins.  Is there a Biblical statement with more 
empirical evidence in support than the Apostle Paul’s from Romans 3:23: “for all 
have sinned and fall short of  the glory of  God?”

4 Then David sent messengers to get her. She came to him, and he slept with her. 
(Now she was purifying herself from her monthly uncleanness.) Then she went 
back home. 5 The woman conceived and sent word to David, saying, “I am preg-
nant.”

King David used his power to act on his sinful desires.  Here he made the mis-
take so common to those who wield power in this world: yes, he could turn a de-
sire into a concrete act, but he could not control the consequences of  that very 
same act.  Those consequences only began with Bathsheba’s illicit pregnancy. 
They would not end until David’s kingship, family and nation had been torn into 
bloody shreds.

The Attempted Coverup
David’s initial attempt to coverup his sin seeks the least destructive path.  How-

ever, he has started down a dark, dangerous road that, if  followed, will lead to ever 
greater levels of  sin.

6 So David sent this word to Joab: “Send me Uriah the Hittite.” And Joab sent 
him to David. 7 When Uriah came to him, David asked him how Joab was, how 
the soldiers were and how the war was going.

Note that the scope of  David’s sin went far beyond adultery.  As the King he 
was the “commander in chief ” of  the army.  Thus, while Uriah was in the field of  
battle David had used this absence to enable his elicit liaison with Bathsheba. 
Thus, David had utterly corrupted his military and political authority as well.

8 Then David said to Uriah, “Go down to your house and wash your feet.” So 
Uriah left the palace, and a gift from the king was sent after him. 9 But Uriah 
slept at the entrance to the palace with all his master’s servants and did not go 
down to his house.
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10 David was told, “Uriah did not go home.” So he asked Uriah, “Haven’t you 
just come from a military campaign? Why didn’t you go home?”  11 Uriah said 
to David, “The ark and Israel and Judah are staying in tents, and my commander 
Joab and my lord’s men are camped in the open country. How could I go to my 
house to eat and drink and make love to my wife? As surely as you live, I will not 
do such a thing!”

Note that it is Uriah’s honor that defeats David’s coverup.

12 Then David said to him, “Stay here one more day, and tomorrow I will send 
you back.” So Uriah remained in Jerusalem that day and the next. 13 At David’s 
invitation, he ate and drank with him, and David made him drunk. But in the eve-
ning Uriah went out to sleep on his mat among his master’s servants; he did not 
go home.

David has done everything in his power to encourage Uriah to sleep with his 
wife.  But, since he must exercise this power in the shadows there are limitations 
on what he can say and do.  David’s sin has thus led him down a road of  degrada-
tion and powerlessness.  He is now in a terrible, dark place; lost within the shame 
and lies of  the situation that he has created for himself.  This is his last chance to 
turn back before he has done something utterly irrevocable from the perspective 
of  worldly consequences.

Foul Murder
The Biblical text gives no hint that David was uncertain of  or reluctant to take 

the next step.  His instructions to Joab are direct and explicit — see to it that 
Uriah dies in combat.  Is it possible that David is here using the scheme attempted 
by Saul in 1 Samuel 18:25?

14 In the morning David wrote a letter to Joab and sent it with Uriah. 15 In it he 
wrote, “Put Uriah out in front where the fighting is fiercest. Then withdraw from 
him so he will be struck down and die.”

This is nothing other than murder most foul.  There are no extenuating circum-
stances.  King David is using his power to kill the man whom he has wronged, for 
the express purpose of  covering up that wrong.

16 So while Joab had the city under siege, he put Uriah at a place where he 
knew the strongest defenders were. 17 When the men of the city came out and 
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fought against Joab, some of the men in David’s army fell; moreover, Uriah the 
Hittite died.

Joab follows David’s orders to the letter.  As a direct consequence, Uriah falls.

18 Joab sent David a full account of the battle. 19 He instructed the messenger: 
“When you have finished giving the king this account of the battle, 20 the king’s 
anger may flare up, and he may ask you, ‘Why did you get so close to the city 
to fight? Didn’t you know they would shoot arrows from the wall? 21 Who killed 
Abimelek son of Jerub-Besheth? Didn’t a woman drop an upper millstone on him 
from the wall, so that he died in Thebez? Why did you get so close to the wall?’

Note that Joab’s primary concern is King David’s reaction to the collateral dam-
age caused by use of  this corrupt plan of  battle.  That is, because Joab had to in-
clude other warriors in the plan to obscure the true purpose, they too died unnec-
essarily.

If he asks you this, then say to him, ‘Moreover, your servant Uriah the Hittite is 
dead.’”

Joab knows that all will be forgiven if  David is informed that Uriah is dead. 
The depth of  corruption is terrible to observe.  David has over a few weeks thrown 
away all honor and morality as a consequence of  indulging his lust for a married 
woman.  He may have imagined that this massive set of  sins had been covered up. 
Was there any sorrow, any bad conscience at work in him?

John Calvin, in his commentary on Psalm 51:5, succinctly sums up David’s 
(and our) true situation.

We have no adequate idea of  the dominion of  sin, unless we conceive of  it as extend-
ing to every part of  the soul, and acknowledge that both the mind and heart of  man 
have become utterly corrupt.

The End of the Road
We now follow David to the end of  the road that he started down at the begin-

ning of  chapter 11.  This is not the end of  the story, for the consequences of  this 
sin will torment David to the very end of  his life.

22 The messenger set out, and when he arrived he told David everything Joab 
had sent him to say. 23 The messenger said to David, “The men overpowered us 
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and came out against us in the open, but we drove them back to the entrance of 
the city gate. 24 Then the archers shot arrows at your servants from the wall, and 
some of the king’s men died. Moreover, your servant Uriah the Hittite is dead.”

It appears that the messenger has further embellished the story, adding details 
that explain why the Israeli warriors were so close to the city walls.  But, once the 
cover story is in place he wastes no time before sharing the key information: your 
servant Uriah the Hittite is dead.  Can we not surmise with confidence that the 
messenger was aware that this situation was deeply wrong?  He thus feels obligated 
to contribute his own part to the creation of  this evil lie, both for purpose of  self-
preservation and standing with the king.  Thus, David’s sin has corrupted everyone 
who has become involved in the vile coverup.  

25 David told the messenger, “Say this to Joab: ‘Don’t let this upset you; the 
sword devours one as well as another. Press the attack against the city and de-
stroy it.’ Say this to encourage Joab.”

Here we reach the disgusting, putrid moral sludge.  King David has turned all 
the wit and cunning that had before been used to survive King Saul’s murderous 
assaults to the rape of  a man’s wife and then this same man’s murder.  In so doing 
he also irrevocably undermined his own political and moral standing as king. Is 
there in the annals of  Scripture a more complete and disgusting example of  sin 
through the abuse of  power?

26 When Uriah’s wife heard that her husband was dead, she mourned for 
him.27 After the time of mourning was over, David had her brought to his house, 
and she became his wife and bore him a son.

The final step is obvious.  For what purpose all the evil if  the prize is unclaimed 
at the “victory?”  Thus, the widow Bathsheba becomes King David’s wife and she 
bears him a son.

I can find no Biblical text that suggests the slightest moral failing on Bath-
sheba’s part.  Some say that her public bathing was a purposeful incitement of  
King David’s lust.  Perhaps, but the text, besides simply describing the event, does 
not mention her motives.  Thus David and David alone bears the explicit responsi-
bility for all of  this monstrous sin.

But the thing David had done displeased the Lord.
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David has conducted the perfect coverup from a human perspective.  To all 
who are outside the circle of  deceit Uriah’s death is indistinguishable from the 
other thousands who have given their lives for the nation.  For those few in the 
know, they are so personally complicit with the crime that their lips are sealed. 
And, Bathsheba is now under the King’s power as his wife.

There’s just one loose thread…the Lord God Himself, who is displeased.

From a human point of  view all is lost.  In the next chapter we will see how 
God’s promise is yet preserved in spite of  King David’s sin.  John Calvin (Com-
mentary on the Psalms, 51:4) provides the preview.

Upon the fall of  one who was so great a pillar in the Church, so illustrious both as a 
prophet and a king, as David, we cannot but believe that many were shaken and stag-
gered in the faith of  the promises. Many must have been disposed to conclude, consid-
ering the close connection into which God had adopted David, that he was implicated 
in some measure in his fall. David, however, repels an insinuation so injurious to the di-
vine honor, and declares, that although God should cast him headlong into everlasting 
destruction, his mouth would be shut, or opened only to acknowledge his unimpeach-
able justice.

The Collapse (2 Samuel 12)
The Lord God works in an unspecified manner through the prophet Nathan to 

expose King David’s sin.  Nathan lures David into self-condemnation by convey-
ing a story that is different in detail, but directly analogous to David’s actions. 
Thus, when David condemns the protagonist in the story, Nathan immediately 
turns upon the king with this powerful rebuke.

7 Then Nathan said to David, “You are the man! This is what the Lord, the God 
of Israel, says: ‘I anointed you king over Israel, and I delivered you from the 
hand of Saul. 8 I gave your master’s house to you, and your master’s wives into 
your arms. I gave you all Israel and Judah. And if all this had been too little, I 
would have given you even more.

God had protected David and had delivered all that King Saul had into his 
hands; even those things that while pleasing to man are yet at odds with God’s ulti-
mate purposes.
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9 Why did you despise the word of the Lord by doing what is evil in his eyes? 
You struck down Uriah the Hittite with the sword and took his wife to be your 
own. You killed him with the sword of the Ammonites.

The full truth that David had worked so carefully to coverup is now out in the 
open.  The consequences will damage terribly David’s life, family, kingship and na-
tion.

10 Now, therefore, the sword will never depart from your house, because you de-
spised me and took the wife of Uriah the Hittite to be your own.’

Now the specific judgement of  God is revealed.

11 “This is what the Lord says: ‘Out of your own household I am going to bring 
calamity on you. Before your very eyes I will take your wives and give them to 
one who is close to you, and he will sleep with your wives in broad daylight. 
12 You did it in secret, but I will do this thing in broad daylight before all Israel.’”

Were we to discuss the entire remaining chapters of  2 Samuel the direct and in-
direct consequences of  this curse would be unambiguously apparent.  David 
sought to hide the shame of  his sin from the nation.  Therefore, God will humili-
ate David before the nation in broad daylight.

13 Then David said to Nathan, “I have sinned against the Lord.”
This is the instant when the fact of  David’s election by God is revealed. David’s 

conscience is reanimated by this terrible event.  He doesn’t try to continue hiding 
his sin, or to justify it.  Nor does he attempt to minimize its true nature — for he 
names it as sin against the Lord.

Can we ever know for sure if  a person is “elect of  God,” who has been “effectu-
ally called” into salvation?  Here we must include some doctrine to grasp what hap-
pens to an elect person.

Those whom God effectually calleth, he also freely justifieth: not by infusing righteous-
ness into them, but by pardoning their sins, and by accounting and accepting their per-
sons as righteous; not for anything wrought in them, or done by them, but for Christ’s 
sake alone; not by imputing faith itself, the act of  believing, or any other evangelical 
obedience to them, as their righteousness; but by imputing the obedience and satisfac-
tion of  Christ unto them, they receiving and resting on him and his righteousness by 
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faith; which faith they have not of  themselves, it is the gift of  God. (Westminster Con-
fession: Chapter XI, Paragraph 1)

But what are the “marks” by which we could know that someone is indeed 
“elect?”  This issue is discussed in our confessions, with the underlying understudy-
ing that we cannot ultimately know the answer, as it lives in the impenetrable mys-
tery of  God’s sovereign grace.  However, one thing is clear, that being that an elect 
person will continue to commit sins, and that God’s sovereign justice will be ap-
plied to that sin.

God doth continue to forgive the sins of  those that are justified; and although they can 
never fall from the state of  justification, yet they may by their sins fall under God’s Fa-
therly displeasure, and not have the light of  his countenance restored unto them, until 
they humble themselves, confess their sins, beg pardon, and renew their faith and re-
pentance. (Westminster Confession: Chapter XI, Paragraph 5)

Let there be no doubt that King David did indeed confess his sin, beg pardon 
and renew his faith and repentance.  Let Psalm 51:1-4 testify to this fact.

Have mercy on me, O God, according to thy steadfast love;
    according to thy abundant mercy blot out my transgressions.
Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity,
    and cleanse me from my sin!
For I know my transgressions,
    and my sin is ever before me.
Against thee, thee only, have I sinned,
    and done that which is evil in thy sight,
so that thou art justified in thy sentence
    and blameless in thy judgment.

John Calvin rightly comments:

This will be the exercise of  every true penitent. It matters little to obtain our acquittal 
at the bar of  human judgment, or to escape punishment through the connivance of  
others, provided we suffer from an accusing conscience and an offended God. And 
there is, perhaps, no better remedy against deception in the matter of  our sins than to 
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turn our thoughts inward upon ourselves, to concentrate them upon God, and lose 
every self-complacent imagination in a sharp sense of  his displeasure.

Nathan replied, “The Lord has taken away your sin. You are not going to die. 
14 But because by doing this you have shown utter contempt for the Lord, the 
son born to you will die.”

Note that David has indeed been found to be within the bounds of  God’s sover-
eign grace: “by pardoning their sins, and by accounting and accepting their per-
sons as righteous; not for anything wrought in them, or done by them, but for 
Christ’s sake alone.”

We should not be concerned that King David, who lived before Christ’s time 
on earth, was a beneficiary of  this same grace.

The justification of  believers under the Old Testament was, in all these respects, one 
and the same with the justification of  believers under the New Testament.  (Westmin-
ster Confession: Chapter XI, Paragraph 6)

I will certainly not dare to judge just whom, in His infinite, unsearchable mercy 
God has sovereignly chosen to justify through election.  However I must say that 
anyone who claims this blessed status for themselves yet clings to their fantasies of  
self  righteousness, or, who condones sin — “they not only continue to do these 
very things but also approve of  those who practice them” (Romans 1:32b, NIV) — 
should consider their situation with fear and trembling. 

Concluding Remarks
I have liberally used John Calvin’s commentary on Psalm 51 as a resource for 

indicting David’s behavior.  It thus is only fitting that John Calvin’s comments 
should also be central to an explanation of  God’s revealed purpose and motiva-
tions in the application of  forgiveness.  This issue is of  the highest import because 
it sheds light on a core issue of  the Christian life — that being the torturous ten-
sion between our salvation and our continuing irresistible compulsion to sin.

Let there be no doubt that we the saved elect are not supposed to sin (for one 
example, Romans 6:6).
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We know that our old self was crucified with him so that the sinful body might be 
destroyed, and we might no longer be enslaved to sin.

However, in this earthly life that possibility for sinlessness falls prey to the resid-
ual power of  sin in our lives.  The Apostle Paul’s anguished words connect this ab-
stract issue directly to our living flesh and blood selves.

We know that the law is spiritual; but I am carnal, sold under sin. I do not under-
stand my own actions. For I do not do what I want, but I do the very thing I hate. 
Now if I do what I do not want, I agree that the law is good. So then it is no 
longer I that do it, but sin which dwells within me. For I know that nothing good 
dwells within me, that is, in my flesh. I can will what is right, but I cannot do it. 
For I do not do the good I want, but the evil I do not want is what I do. Now if I 
do what I do not want, it is no longer I that do it, but sin which dwells within me.
Romans 7:14-20

This is the state in which King David existed, and, in which all humans, includ-
ing Christians still exist.  Thus, the pretense of  some Christians that they are more 
“moral” or “disinterested” or “loving” than the rest of  us is a deadly lie.  No, the 
terrible truth is that, were it not for the fact that Christ’s obedience and satisfaction 
had been imputed unto us, we would be ultimately indistinguishable from any 
other human being.

What then is the distinguishing mark of  a Christian with regard to sin?  It is 
this — that the Holy Spirit’s sanctifying work exposes our sinfulness which leads 
to, over time, increasing acknowledgment of  and repentance from the power of  
sin in our lives.  This sanctifying work is never completed in this worldly life.  But 
proof  of  our elect state is provided by the Spirit’s progress in moving us towards 
the goal.

What then, you might ask, is the definition of  sin?  It is not defined by a secular 
political movement, or by highly credentialed academics or by celebrities or by any-
one else.  No, sin is only what God’s Word says that it is.

With this preamble, let’s then turn to John Calvin’s (Commentary on Psalm 
51:17) discussion of  this sanctifying process at work in the specific life of  King 
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David.  First, he comments on the humility with which David responds to the expo-
sure of  his terrible sin.

This is such a humility as is altogether unknown to the wicked. They may tremble in 
the presence of  God, and the obstinacy and rebellion of  their hearts may be partially 
restrained, but they still retain some remainders of  inward pride. Where the spirit has 
been broken, on the other hand, and the heart has become contrite, through a felt 
sense of  the anger of  the Lord, a man is brought to genuine fear and self-loathing, with 
a deep conviction that of  himself  he can do or deserve nothing, and must be indebted 
unconditionally for salvation to Divine mercy. That this should be represented by 
David as constituting all which God desires in the shape of  sacrifice, need not excite 
our surprise. He does not exclude faith, he does not condescend upon any nice division 
of  true penitence into its several parts, but asserts in general, that the only way of  ob-
taining the favor of  God is by prostrating ourselves with a wounded heart at the feet of  
his Divine mercy, and supplicating his grace with ingenuous confessions of  our own 
helplessness.

This is the humility to which the Apostle Paul gave eternal voice in 1 Corinthi-
ans 1:27-31.

... but God chose what is foolish in the world to shame the wise, God chose what 
is weak in the world to shame the strong, God chose what is low and despised in 
the world, even things that are not, to bring to nothing things that are, so that no 
human being might boast in the presence of God. He is the source of your life in 
Christ Jesus, whom God made our wisdom, our righteousness and sanctification 
and redemption; therefore, as it is written, “Let him who boasts, boast of the 
Lord.”

Calvin then proceeds to comment on the situation of  God’s Church (Commen-
tary on Psalm 51:18).

From prayer in his own behalf  he now proceeds to offer up supplications for the collec-
tive Church of  God, a duty which he may have felt to be the more incumbent upon 
him from the circumstance of  his having done what he could by his fall to ruin it. 
Raised to the throne, and originally anointed to be king for the very purpose of  foster-
ing the Church of  God, he had by his disgraceful conduct nearly accomplished its de-
struction. Although chargeable with this guilt, he now prays that God would restore it 
in the exercise of  his free mercy. He makes no mention of  the righteousness of  others, 
but rests his plea entirely upon the good pleasure of  God, intimating that the Church, 
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when at any period it has been brought low, must be indebted for its restoration solely 
to Divine grace.

When we survey the wreckage of  the modern Western church these words 
burn bright both in condemnation and hope.

The truth is that, although we are not supposed to sin, we yet will; and that our 
sin, be it individual or corporate, cannot obstruct God’s providential purposes. 
King David indeed sinned terribly.  Yet his sin could not obstruct God from His 
sovereignly decreed purpose of  building His Church from King David’s house.

Therefore, when you encounter Christians who presume that some sort of  
moral superiority (of  any kind, from any source) lies behind their faith and/or 
opinions, you should become very skeptical.  For, to place yourself  outside of  the 
only true source of  salvation — the imputing of  the obedience and satisfaction of  
Christ unto you — is to utterly misunderstand both God’s acts of  providence and 
your own place in His creation.  That position of  ignorance can only result in terri-
ble errors and heresies.

David’s Song of Praise (2 Samuel 22)
David’s song of  praise is also included (with minor differences) in God’s Word 

as Psalm 18.  I will therefore lean on John Calvin’s commentary on this Psalm as 
we work our way through this magnificent prayer.

David sang to the Lord the words of this song when the Lord delivered him from 
the hand of all his enemies and from the hand of Saul. 2 He said:

Note first that this prayer was composed late in David’s life, after he had experi-
enced danger and want due to everything from persecution by King Saul, to for-
eign wars, to treason by his own son, among much more.  Let Calvin (Commen-
tary on Psalm 18) provide the background.

David had discomfited many foreign enemies, and had also suppressed the rebellion of  
his own son Absalom. But, persuaded that it was a singular manifestation of  the grace 
of  God towards him, and eminently worthy of  being remembered, that he had for so 
many years escaped from innumerable deaths, or rather that as many days as he had 
lived under the reign of  Saul, God had wrought, as it were, so many miracles for his de-
liverance, he firstly mentions and celebrates in particular his deliverance from the 
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hands of  this relentless enemy. By calling himself  the servant of  God, he doubtless in-
tended to bear testimony to his call to be king, as if  he had said, I have not rashly, and 
by my own authority, usurped the kingdom, but have only acted in obedience to the 
oracle of  heaven. And, indeed, amidst the many storms which he had to encounter, it 
was a support highly necessary to be well assured in his own mind of  having under-
taken nothing but by the appointment of  God; or rather, this was to him a peaceful ha-
ven, and a secure retreat in the midst of  so many broils and strange calamities.

So now King David begins his prayer of  praise and thanksgiving.

“The Lord is my rock, my fortress and my deliverer;
3     my God is my rock, in whom I take refuge,
    my shield and the horn of my salvation.
He is my stronghold, my refuge and my savior—
    from violent people you save me.

When God ordained that young David would become King of  Israel the pow-
ers that be did not quietly submit.  Rather, they struck out with cunning and cru-
elty, making every possible attempt to void God’s purpose by killing David.

What surprises is, after reading the story in 1 and 2 Samuel, we see that it ap-
parently was David’s own guile and prowess by which these enemies were de-
feated.  And yet, here we find David in prayer, giving all the glory to God.  How 
can this be so?

When we examine the facts, though, we see that throughout David’s entire life 
on the run the opposition had an overwhelming power advantage.  An unre-
deemed man who had overcome in these circumstances would find the temptation 
of  pride irresistible.  However, David, redeemed and justified by God, responds in 
the opposite way.  Thus, this prayer of  thanksgiving and praise was spoken not be-
cause David was a better person, but because God chose to work through this par-
ticular person.  Perhaps the Apostle Paul can help us to understand.

For I am the least of the apostles, unfit to be called an apostle, because I perse-
cuted the church of God. But by the grace of God I am what I am, and his grace 
toward me was not in vain. On the contrary, I worked harder than any of them, 
though it was not I, but the grace of God which is with me.
1 Corinthians 15:9, 10
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David now goes on to describe in vivid detail the depth of  danger and the 
height of  grace which he had experienced.

4 “I called to the Lord, who is worthy of praise,
    and have been saved from my enemies.
5 The waves of death swirled about me;
    the torrents of destruction overwhelmed me.
6 The cords of the grave coiled around me;
    the snares of death confronted me.

We simply cannot imagine the terrors that David had experienced.

7 “In my distress I called to the Lord;
    I called out to my God.
From his temple he heard my voice;
    my cry came to his ears.
8 The earth trembled and quaked,
    the foundations of the heavens shook;
    they trembled because he was angry.
9 Smoke rose from his nostrils;
    consuming fire came from his mouth,
    burning coals blazed out of it.
10 He parted the heavens and came down;
    dark clouds were under his feet.
11 He mounted the cherubim and flew;
    he soared on the wings of the wind.
12 He made darkness his canopy around him—
    the dark rain clouds of the sky.
13 Out of the brightness of his presence
    bolts of lightning blazed forth.
14 The Lord thundered from heaven;
    the voice of the Most High resounded.
15 He shot his arrows and scattered the enemy,
    with great bolts of lightning he routed them.
16 The valleys of the sea were exposed
    and the foundations of the earth laid bare
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    at the rebuke of the Lord,
    at the blast of breath from his nostrils.

What troubles so many current Western Christians in the above passage is the 
violence of  God’s response.  God is filled with anger at those who oppose His de-
cree.  He thus induces terror in them.  This response is the opposite of  the “kum-
baya” expectation of  God’s character.  Therefore, too many current Christians 
choose to spiritualize or even outright ignore passages such as this.

I don’t stress this point to provide blanket justification for any act of  war or vio-
lence by a Christian majority group or country.  Rather, my purpose is to correct 
those among us who have used Christianity to justify surrender when confronted 
by aggressive evil.

In the previous passage David describes God’s wrath and its consequence on 
his enemies.  David now describes God’s purpose.

17 “He reached down from on high and took hold of me;
    he drew me out of deep waters.
18 He rescued me from my powerful enemy,
    from my foes, who were too strong for me.
19 They confronted me in the day of my disaster,
    but the Lord was my support.
20 He brought me out into a spacious place;
    he rescued me because he delighted in me.

Thus, God’s acts were in support of  His sovereign choice to make David king. 
However, by the combination of  David’s (God-given) character and David’s (God-
ordained) experience, the resulting nature of  this king was unlike any other.  That 
is, God has seen to it that David’s kingship would be the seed from which would 
grow the church of  our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.  John Calvin (Commentary 
on Psalm 18) brilliantly describes this act of  God thus.

Here there is briefly shown the drift of  the sublime and magnificent narrative which 
has now passed under our review, namely, to teach us that David at length emerged 
from the profound abyss of  his troubles, neither by his own skill, nor by the aid of  men, 
but that he was drawn out of  them by the hand of  God. When God defends and pre-
serves us wonderfully and by extraordinary means, he is said in Scripture language to 
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send down succor from above; and this sending is set in opposition to human and 
earthly aids, on which we usually place a mistaken and an undue confidence.

Thus, David’s experience of  God’s grace was so clear, so profound that he 
could not possibly conclude that it originated from “human and earthly aids.”

Finally, when David says that God “delighted in me” he is speaking from the po-
sition of  divine election.  We in this life cannot claim a shred of  justification for 
why God should have “delighted in me.”  However, how can one so redeemed, pro-
tected and justified discuss such an ultimate salvation without reference to the per-
sonal nature of  this mysterious, blessed gift from God?

21 “The Lord has dealt with me according to my righteousness;
    according to the cleanness of my hands he has rewarded me.
22 For I have kept the ways of the Lord;
    I am not guilty of turning from my God.
23 All his laws are before me;
    I have not turned away from his decrees.
24 I have been blameless before him
    and have kept myself from sin.
25 The Lord has rewarded me according to my righteousness,
    according to my cleanness in his sight.

We have already discussed this passage in Chapter 2 (see The Issue of  Apparent 
Biblical Contradiction).  King David continues to praise our wondrous God.

26 “To the faithful you show yourself faithful,
    to the blameless you show yourself blameless,
27 to the pure you show yourself pure,
    but to the devious you show yourself shrewd.
28 You save the humble,
    but your eyes are on the haughty to bring them low.

One of  the primary things that leads to doubt concerning God’s character is 
the apparent victory of  the devious and haughty in this world.  The swindler who 
lives in opulence or the dictator who dies peacefully in his sleep come immediately 
to mind.  But there are so many other examples from which to choose.  Why 
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doesn’t God immediately smite every wrongdoer and reward every act of  kind-
ness?

To answer the first part of  this question, were God to immediately smite each 
act of  wrongdoing then we would all be dead within five minutes.  To answer the 
second part, there are lessons that God intends for His elect to learn in this worldly 
life, with patience being one of  the most important.  Here’s a helpful paragraph 
from a Ligonier Ministries, post titled “Patience is Not Optional for the Christian” 
that discusses one aspect of  this vast issue.

The Bible’s understanding of  patience as a Christian virtue is rooted in the totality of  
Christian truth. Patience begins with the affirmation that God is sovereign and in con-
trol of  human history, working in human lives. With eternity on the horizon, time takes 
on an entirely new significance. The Christian understands that full satisfaction will 
never be achieved in this life, but he looks to the consummation of  all things in the age 
to come. Furthermore, we know that our sanctification will be incomplete in this life, 
and thus Christians must look to each other as fellow sinners saved by grace, in whom 
the Holy Spirit is at work calling us unto Christlikeness.

29 You, Lord, are my lamp;
    the Lord turns my darkness into light.
30 With your help I can advance against a troop;
    with my God I can scale a wall.
31 “As for God, his way is perfect:
    The Lord’s word is flawless;
    he shields all who take refuge in him.
32 For who is God besides the Lord?
    And who is the Rock except our God?
33 It is God who arms me with strength
    and keeps my way secure.
34 He makes my feet like the feet of a deer;
    he causes me to stand on the heights.
35 He trains my hands for battle;
    my arms can bend a bow of bronze.
36 You make your saving help my shield;
    your help has made me great.
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37 You provide a broad path for my feet,
    so that my ankles do not give way.

Note the intermingling between David’s description of  physical prowess and it’s 
source in God’s purposes.  David the elect man has been overcome by the Holy 
Spirit’s power to use the profane for holy purpose.

The time may be arriving in which these words, seemingly so far removed from 
our experience or need, will again provide hope and courage to a civilization un-
der siege.  Unless, that is, God has decided in His perfect wisdom to render us inca-
pable, where our: “thinking became futile and their foolish hearts were darkened” 
(Romans 1:21b).

We now arrive at the place in King David’s prayer that so discomforts our 
Christian pacifist friends.  Here, King David, looking back upon his life, speaks of  
God’s sovereign acts by which David was able to defeat his enemies in mortal com-
bat.

38 “I pursued my enemies and crushed them;
    I did not turn back till they were destroyed.
39 I crushed them completely, and they could not rise;
    they fell beneath my feet.
40 You armed me with strength for battle;
    you humbled my adversaries before me.

Yes, David is attributing the crushing destruction of  his enemies to God’s provi-
dential acts of  direct support.

41 You made my enemies turn their backs in flight,
    and I destroyed my foes.
42 They cried for help, but there was no one to save them—
    to the Lord, but he did not answer.
43 I beat them as fine as the dust of the earth;
    I pounded and trampled them like mud in the streets.

David continues his vivid, unblinking description of  the death and destruction 
meted out to his enemies.  They not only were killed, but their bodies were obliter-
ated, becoming nothing more than dust and mud of  the earth.

44 “You have delivered me from the attacks of the peoples;
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    you have preserved me as the head of nations.
     People I did not know now serve me,
45     foreigners cower before me;
    as soon as they hear of me, they obey me.
46 They all lose heart;
    they come trembling from their strongholds.

There is no avoiding the explicit nature of  David’s statements concerning 
God’s direct action in these matters of  warfare.

I have on many occasions observed the rejection of  passages such as this by 
Christian pacifists.  The simple fact is that they will not countenance the possibility 
that the God revealed in the Bible would be allowed to violate their personal 
moral code.  No, they too often would rather disregard any offending passage than 
submit to the authority of  God’s Word concerning God’s own nature.

In many cases they seek to dissociate David of  the Old Testament from Jesus of  
the New Testament.  But, as I have pointed out at this chapter’s beginning:

In the first verse of  the first Book of  the New Testament, the Gospel of  Matthew, the 
name of  David occurs at the twelfth word.

The book of  the genealogy of  Jesus Christ, the son of  David, the son of  
Abraham.
Matthew 1:1

Thus, our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ is tied in the most intimate manner with King 
David.

I now ask: Is there anywhere in the New Testament where David’s conduct con-
cerning warfare is criticized, let alone disavowed?  None come to mind.  However, 
it is not only in the Gospel of  Matthew where King David is directly tied to 
Christ’s Kingdom.  For, in the greatest theological Epistle, the Apostle Paul does 
precisely the same thing.

Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, called to be an apostle, set apart for the gospel of 
God which he promised beforehand through his prophets in the holy scriptures, 
the gospel concerning his Son, who was descended from David according to the 
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flesh and designated Son of God in power according to the Spirit of holiness by 
his resurrection from the dead, Jesus Christ our Lord,
Romans 1:1-4

Note that in reference to Jesus Christ “his earthly life was a descendant of  
David.”  

What, you might rightly wonder, is my motive for making the point with such 
force?  Is it because I am a warmonger?  Do I own stock in the arms industry? Am 
I filled with hate for other nationalities, religions, races, cultures, etc.?  Or, as some 
of  my pacifist friends have not so subtlety asserted, am I a defective Christian?

I don’t believe that it is any of  these motives.  I would love to live out my life in 
peace, and to know that every other person will be able to do so as well.

I certainly understand that actions taken by the United States will all too often 
cause friction and conflict as they intersect with other cultures and countries.  Yes, 
and the reason for this will too often be in significant measure our own fault.  But 
this admission in no way absolves the others of  moral responsibility for their ac-
tions.

This is the point of  departure between myself  and some Christian pacifists. For 
they, in order to justify demands for passivity on our part, insist that the only group 
with moral agency in these conflicts is us.  Thus, those who attack us with terror-
ism and threaten us with destruction bear no responsibility for their evil.  No, they 
are just blameless puppets who are responding to the evil that we do.  It is thus 
they who dehumanize the other, turning them into subhuman creatures whose 
character does not rise to the level at which moral responsibility can be expected.

The reason that there is a Western Civilization at all is because Christians of  
earlier ages didn’t falsely turn God’s Word into an excuse for cowardice and defeat-
ism.  This statement pertains to a time as recent as decades ago and extends back 
through centuries.  If  Western Civilization is destroyed and replaced by Political 
Islam or resurgent Communism, the resulting death and destruction across the 
planet will be far worse than if  we had stood and fought.
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But what’s all that compared to maintaining a faux sense of  personal moral pu-
rity?  On the answer to that question hangs the fate of  uncounted millions, both 
within and outside of  Western Civilization.

King David now concludes his prayer, giving all praise and glory to the Lord 
God his Savior.  Nothing here is held back as this elect man contemplates the 
depth and breadth of  God’s salvation.

47 “The Lord lives! Praise be to my Rock!
    Exalted be my God, the Rock, my Savior!
48 He is the God who avenges me,
    who puts the nations under me,
49     who sets me free from my enemies.
    You exalted me above my foes;
    from a violent man you rescued me.
50 Therefore I will praise you, Lord, among the nations;
    I will sing the praises of your name.
51 “He gives his king great victories;
    he shows unfailing kindness to his anointed,
    to David and his descendants forever.”

I can do no better than allowing John Calvin to have the last word.  Recall that 
Psalm 18 is an almost exact duplicate of  this prayer. Note that what Calvin’s trans-
lation rendered as “seed,” the RSV has rendered as “descendants.”

And it is to be observed, that by the word seed [descendants] we are not to understand 
all his descendants indiscriminately; but we are to consider it as particularly referring 
to that successor of  David of  whom God had spoken in 2 Samuel 7:12, promising that 
he would be a father to him. As it had been predicted that his kingdom would continue 
as long as the sun and the moon should shine in the heavens, the prophecy must neces-
sarily be viewed as descending to him who was to be king not for a time, but for ever. 
David, therefore, commends his seed [descendants] to us, as honored by that remark-
able promise, which fully applies neither to Solomon nor to any other of  his successors, 
but to the only begotten Son of  God; as the apostle, in his Epistle to the Hebrews, (He-
brews 1:4) teaches us, that this is a dignity in which he excels the angels. In conclusion, 
we shall then only duly profit in the study of  this psalm, when we are led by the con-
templation of  the shadow and type to him who is the substance.
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David’s Last Words (2 Samuel 23:1-7)
These “last words of  David” are out of  order in the Scriptural text, as he con-

tinues to be the subject of  verses later in 2 Samuel and then at the beginning of  1 
Kings.  However, the lack of  chronological coherence need not prevent us from 
considering this passage from the perspective specified.

These are the last words of David:
“The inspired utterance of David son of Jesse,
    the utterance of the man exalted by the Most High,
    the man anointed by the God of Jacob,
    the hero of Israel’s songs:
2 “The Spirit of the Lord spoke through me;
    his word was on my tongue.

Note that David’s utterance is specifically designated to be inspired by the Most 
High.  Thus, this is a case in which the general conclusion that Holy Scripture is 
inspired by the Holy Spirit, “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teach-
ing, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that the servant of  God 
may be thoroughly equipped for every good work” (2 Timothy 3:16-17), is specifi-
cally confirmed.

3 The God of Israel spoke,
    the Rock of Israel said to me:
‘When one rules over people in righteousness,
    when he rules in the fear of God,
4 he is like the light of morning at sunrise
    on a cloudless morning,
    like the brightness after rain
    that brings grass from the earth.’

Here David appears to be speaking about the best case for rulers in this fallen 
world.  That is, it is a human leader who rules in the fear of  God.

5 “If my house were not right with God,
    surely he would not have made with me an everlasting covenant,
    arranged and secured in every part;
surely he would not bring to fruition my salvation
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    and grant me my every desire.
David turns from the temporal to the eternal, where God’s mighty and mysteri-

ous acts of  salvation come into view.  Yes, David’s house is indeed right with God. 
We, with the benefit of  Christ and the New Testament are now able to more com-
pletely understand the nature and implications of  this undeserved state of  grace 
(see Romans 3:21-31).  Note that, though David does not have these advantages, 
he yet places total confidence in God’s faithfulness.

6 But evil men are all to be cast aside like thorns,
    which are not gathered with the hand.
7 Whoever touches thorns
    uses a tool of iron or the shaft of a spear;
    they are burned up where they lie.”

These very last words of  David’s Last Words may strike contemporary ears as 
unworthy.  My first response is that, given the sustained and deep human evil with 
which David had to contend throughout his entire life, how could he be other than 
deeply affected, even to the very end?  Secondly, this is appropriate as a final warn-
ing to all who are blessed to be reading this passage of  Holy Scripture.  That is, 
evil will not ultimately triumph in God’s eternal economy, and, He will support 
and uphold those in this temporal world who oppose it.  As was said by Jesus 
Christ.

If a man does not abide in me, he is cast forth as a branch and withers; and the 
branches are gathered, thrown into the fire and burned.
John 15:6

These last words confirm the entire theme of  this chapter, that being “King 
David: Warrior and Poet After God’s Own Heart.”

Closing Thoughts
King David’s Relevance to Our Contemporary Challenges

My primary purpose in taking up David’s life as revealed in 1 and 2 Samuel 
was to reestablish the undeniable connection that exists between this king’s tempo-
ral reign and Christ’s eternal reign.  Although this connection is utterly obvious 
and thus unavoidable, yet our contemporary theologians, pastors and parishioners 
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all too often have attempted avoid it.  Although they are motivated by numerous 
and sundry causes, one of  the most prevalent is that David’s reign is related to 
Christ’s as a foreshadowing in time of  what God has done in eternity.  Thus, when 
it is found that David’s life was at utter variance from the “officially approved” con-
temporary Christian model, powerful and deeply disturbing questions are raised 
about the credibility and truthfulness of  that model.  So, rather than bringing their 
model into alignment with the testimony of  Scripture, they all too often attempt to 
diminish if  not outright discredit it.

This issue is of  particular relevance now, as citizens of  the West find themselves 
under siege from self-loathing, hateful internal ideologies; from aggressive new en-
trants who reject the foundations of  our civilization; and from nations who are 
openly and proudly building the means by which to intimidate and even eradicate 
us.  Under this uniform assault from within and without the West’s confidence as a 
civilization worth preserving has been powerfully undermined.  Although that pres-
ervation in the vast majority of  cases involves nonviolent acts, there are situations 
in which acts of  violent self-defense by our governments may become necessary.

David faced this necessity through his entire life — from lonely battles with li-
ons and bears while protecting his family’s sheep to facing the monster Goliath to 
repelling King Saul’s murderous assaults to war with surrounding nations to civil 
war with his own son — taking up the sword to smite these enemies.  How can 
such a story, which is connected to Christ in unmistakable ways, be integrated into 
a pacifist conception of  Christianity?  I don’t believe that it can be.  Those holding 
the pacifist position are welcome to explain how it can be.

This is not in any way an argument for violence as a first, second or even third 
option.  No, Christ did indeed teach that His followers are expected to live peace-
able lives and to seek peace first and always.  However, as I have demonstrated, the 
goal of  peaceableness does not preclude the use of  violence in extremity.

The final inexcusable insult is that God gave this bloody warrior the heart of  a 
wondrous poet, capable of  creating inspired Psalms of  worship and beauty that 
have stood for millennia within God’s Word.  By their ideology a man can be a 
thoughtless warrior or a sensitive poet, but not both simultaneously.  As is usually 
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the case with crude ideology, it constrains the world within arbitrary, false bounds 
that simply cannot encompass the actual complexity of  reality.  Nor can it account 
for God’s acts of  providence.

How do we explain the apparent dichotomy between David the man who acted 
in this world with such abandon, sometimes in exceedingly sinful ways, and David 
the king whose temporal reign is tied to Christ’s eternal reign, and, whose house 
was used by God to be the source for Jesus Christ’s humanity, that being a “descen-
dant of  David?”  Unfortunately, the contemporary Christian church provides virtu-
ally no assistance to we perplexed parishioners. 

Since our contemporary clergy is either disinterested in or not up to this task, 
we must turn elsewhere to find the light of  Christian guidance.  One theologian 
who was forced to consider this issue in the most extreme of  contexts was Dietri-
ch Bonhoeffer, who’s life is currently summarized in Wikipedia as:

... a German pastor, theologian, spy, anti-Nazi dissident, and key founding member of  
the Confessing Church. His writings on Christianity’s role in the secular world have be-
come widely influential, and his book The Cost of  Discipleship has become a modern 
classic.

Anyone who has actually read Bonhoeffer’s books, or, about his life, knows that 
he was a personally committed Christian and brilliant theologian who eventually 
decided that active resistance to the Nazi regime was necessary to fulfill his Chris-
tian calling.  Thus, he had to wrestle with this very issue in order to act with a 
clear Christian conscience.  The following excerpt from Bonhoeffer: Pastor, Martyr, 
Prophet, Spy by Eric Metals, explains how Bonhoeffer resolved the dichotomy under 
discussion here.

Bonhoeffer knew that to live in fear of  incurring “guilt” was itself  sinful. God wanted 
his beloved children to operate out of  freedom and joy to do what was right and good, 
not out of  fear of  making a mistake. To live in fear and guilt was to be “religious” in 
the pejorative sense that Bonhoeffer so often talked and preached about. He knew that 
to act freely could mean inadvertently doing wrong and incurring guilt. In fact, he felt 
that living this way meant that it was impossible to avoid incurring guilt, but if  one 
wished to live responsibly and fully, one would be willing to do so.
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This resolution harmonizes perfectly with David’s life as revealed in Scripture. 
It thus rejects the perfectionist Christian pacifism that is at the center of  many con-
temporary Mainline Protestant theologies.  Through Christian perfectionism they 
have built a prison of  guilt into which their parishioners have been thrown.  That 
prison exists because it serves their interests, not because it is true to Scripture.

The “Prison of Guilt”
The causes, nature and consequences of  this “prison of  guilt” were brilliantly 

summarized in an essay titled “The Strange Persistence of  Guilt,” by Dr. Wilfred 
M. McClay in The Hedgehog Review.

What makes the situation dangerous for us, as Fredriksen observes, is not only the fact 
that we have lost the ability to make conscious use of  the concept of sin but that we 
have also lost any semblance of  a “coherent idea of  redemption,” the idea that has al-
ways been required to accompany the concept of  sin in the past and tame its harsh 
and punitive potential. The presence of  vast amounts of  unacknowledged sin in a cul-
ture, a culture full to the brim with its own hubristic sense of  world-conquering power 
and agency but lacking any effectual means of  achieving redemption for all the unac-
knowledged sin that accompanies such power: This is surely a moral crisis in the mak-
ing—a kind of  moral-transactional analogue to the debt crisis that threatens the 
world’s fiscal and monetary health. The rituals of  scapegoating, of  public humiliation 
and shaming, of  multiplying morally impermissible utterances and sentiments and pun-
ishing them with disproportionate severity, are visibly on the increase in our public life. 
They are not merely signs of  intolerance or incivility, but of  a deeper moral disorder, 
an Unbehagen that cannot be willed away by the psychoanalytic trick of  pretend-
ing that it does not exist.

This is the description of  a culture in which the affected members feel guilt-
ridden about every possible ill that exists in this fallen world because they have 
been convinced that it all can somehow be traced back to them as the prime cause.

Dr. McClay also discusses the means by which the post-Christian world has em-
ployed to deal with this overwhelming sense of  guilt.

But victimhood at its most potent promises not only release from responsibility [from 
guilt], but an ability to displace that responsibility onto others. As a victim, one can pro-
ject onto another person, the victimizer or oppressor, any feelings of  guilt he might har-
bor, and in projecting that guilt lift it from his own shoulders. The result is an astonish-
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ing reversal, in which the designated victimizer plays the role of  the scapegoat, upon 
whose head the sin comes to rest, and who pays the price for it. By contrast, in appro-
priating the status of  victim, or identifying oneself  with victims, the victimized can ex-
perience a profound sense of  moral release, of  recovered innocence. It is no wonder 
that this has become so common a gambit in our time, so effectively does it deal with 
the problem of  guilt—at least individually, and in the short run, though at the price of  
social pathologies in the larger society that will likely prove unsustainable.

Here we recognize that class of  people who, by identification with the world’s 
certified victims, claim a moral purity (and thus moral authority) that places them 
above other mere mortals.  And, it is clear that in order to maintain this status they 
cannot support war, since it by definition is the act of  a victimizer.  It is by these bi-
zarre moral gymnastics that millions of  people in the West have convinced them-
selves that support of  civilizational suicide is the only moral path available by 
which their guilt can be assuaged.

The obvious issues are that:

1. They actually are all just frail, fallible mortals, under the same curse of  sin as 
are all the rest of  us, and;

2. They are proposing to sacrifice not just themselves, but all the other human be-
ings who find themselves to be members of  Western Civilization, to the idol of  
their supposed moral perfection.

I am not here denying or diminishing the fact that there are victims in this world who are to be 
affirmed and assisted.  What I am opposing is the creation of  a post-Christian (in and 
outside of  the Christian church) moral economy in which the currency of  moral 
authority is fraudulently credited only to those who most loudly claim victimhood 
or identification with the same.  Everyone else is thus condemned to the outer dark-
ness of  moral poverty, including any member of  a certified victim group who 
won’t play by the established rules.

This post-Christian moral economy is irreconcilable to the Gospel of  Jesus 
Christ.  For, whereas this fraudulent economy separates humanity into saints and 
sinners by way of  victim status (by gender, race, civilization, orientation, class, 
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etc.), the Gospel unequivocally unites all of  humanity in our common fallenness, 
our uniform need for a Savior.  

But now the righteousness of God has been manifested apart from law, although 
the law and the prophets bear witness to it, the righteousness of God through 
faith in Jesus Christ for all who believe. For there is no distinction; since all have 
sinned and fall short of the glory of God, they are justified by his grace as a gift, 
through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus, whom God put forward as an ex-
piation by his blood, to be received by faith. This was to show God’s righteous-
ness, because in his divine forbearance he had passed over former sins; ...

Then what becomes of our boasting? It is excluded. On what principle? On the 
principle of works? No, but on the principle of faith. For we hold that a man is jus-
tified by faith apart from works of law.
Romans 3:21-25, 27, 28

Here we finally see the ultimate consequence of  having succumbed to paci-
fistic, narcissistic and perfectionistic modes of  thought.  For, we have turned our 
backs on the Gospel to obtain counterfeit moral currency. The fact that this ideol-
ogy exists in general society is understandable. The fact that it exists in any church 
calling itself  Christian is inexcusable. It is long past time for those of  us who reject 
this moral con game to speak up, particularly those of  us who claim allegiance to 
Christ’s Gospel.

Final Thoughts on David
Returning to King David: Warrior and Poet After God’s Own Heart, I have at-

tempted to reestablish the connection between King David and our Lord and Sav-
ior, Jesus Christ.  I have also attempted to show how this flesh and blood man who 
lived within the challenges and joys of  his era became, through God’s grace alone, 
the greatest king in all history.

David obtained this position not because he was a great man, but rather be-
cause God filled him with a great faith that no evil in this world could overcome. 
By that faith he fought for his life and that of  his civilization.  By that faith he was 
inspired to compose Psalms and prayers of  wondrous beauty.  By that faith his 
reign served as a foreshadow of  Christ’s eternal kingdom.
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And, by this same faith our civilization can be renewed and defended.
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C H A P T E R  5

Christ Saves Cornelius

Vision of Cornelius the Centurion by Gerbrand van den Eeckhout

Note: Since this chapter covers a large segment of  Acts I will again dispense with use of  a Scriptural citations 
under those passages that are from the chapter identified in the heading.  Passages that are not from the chapter 
under discussion will have the normal citation.

Christ unambiguously decreed that His Church would include all nations in 
The Great Commission (Matthew 28:18b-20).
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“All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and 
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the 
Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded 
you; and lo, I am with you always, to the close of the age.”

However we, looking back over two millennia of  Gentile dominated Christian-
ity, find it difficult to comprehend the height of  the barrier that the original Jewish 
Christians were being asked to traverse.  For, people raised Jewish then had within 
themselves the religious and cultural heritage of two millennia of  Jewish separa-
tism.  Thus, the idea that Christ’s command could be easily obeyed in actual prac-
tice is deeply naive.

Given this background, the conversion of  the first Gentile to Christianity must 
have been viewed by the primitive Church as a pivotal moment of  the greatest im-
portance.  We would therefore expect such a moment to be a major focus in the 
Book of  Acts, which chronicles the rise of  the Church from Christ’s ascension in 
circa A.D. 30 to Paul’s preaching in Rome, circa A.D. 68.  And, this expectation is 
surely met.

The First Gentile Convert to Christianity
Although there is some debate regarding who was the first Gentile convert to 

Christianity, the overwhelming weight of  scholarly opinion points to the Roman 
centurion, Cornelius (Acts 10:1 — 11:18).  The other possibility is the Ethiopian 
eunuch (Acts 8:26-40).  An excellent summary of  the considerations involved in 
this conclusion is found in G. H. C. Macgregor’s exegesis on Acts 8:26-40 in the 
Interpreter’s Bible.

The story of  Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch is most vividly told, very much in the 
style of  a narrative from the books of  Samuel and Kings.  Was the eunuch a Jew or a 
Gentile?  Eusebius refers to him as the first Gentile to embrace Christianity; so this 
Ethiopian has sometimes been regarded as an uncircumcised heathen, and his baptism 
as the first departure from the principle that Christianity was only for Jews, either na-
tive or proselyte.  But there is nothing in the story to suggest any such far-reaching inno-
vation.  The fact that the Ethiopian was a pilgrim returning from Jerusalem, and that 
he was reading Isaiah, indicates that already he was at least a Jewish proselyte.  Luke 
evidently regards not his case, but that of Cornelius, as the first admission of  an uncir-
cumcised Gentile.  The stress laid on all the details of Cornelius’ case, on the scruples 
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that Peter found so hard to overcome, and on the controversy that the incident precipi-
tated at Jerusalem —  all this proves that Luke is describing what he considers to be the 
first case of  the baptism of  a heathen.

Additional evidence for Cornelius as the first Gentile convert is the fact that it is 
Peter, Christ’s “rock” who is led by God to take this decisive step.  If  we look into 
the number of  words used by Luke to describe important conversions in Acts we 
get the following results (counts from the NIV text):

	 •	 Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch: 347 words

	 •	 Saul on the road to Damascus: 733 words

	 •	 Peter and Cornelius: 1456 words.

It is a striking result that Luke spends almost twice the number of  words on Pe-
ter and Cornelius than he does on what many consider to be the most important 
conversion in Christianity’s history, that being Saul’s!  Clearly Luke sees the conver-
sion of Cornelius to be of  the greatest importance.

Cornelius was “a centurion in what was known as the Italian Regiment” who 
had become “devout and God-fearing; he gave generously to those in need and 
prayed to God regularly.”  The Apostle Peter and Cornelius were called to seek 
each other out by God’s direct intervention, through recurring and vivid visions.

A “centurion” in the Roman army is well described as:

The centurion, or centurio in Latin, has become the most famous officer in the Roman 
army, and his experience and valour were indeed a crucial factor in maintaining order 
on the battlefield and ensuring Rome‘s military successes spanned over centuries. Com-
manding a unit of  around 100 legionaries, he was also responsible for assigning duties, 
dishing out punishments, and performing various administrative duties, which ranged 
from distributing camp passwords to the escort of  prisoners. Centurions could also rise 
to higher administrative positions within the empire, but the name centurion would for-
ever be associated with the grizzled veteran who, emblazoned with decorations, led by 
courageous example on the battlefield.

Thus, Cornelius was a seasoned warrior who had certainly proved himself  in 
bloody battle on multiple occasions to have risen to such an important position in 
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the Roman army.  Therefore, were one a believer in Christian pacifism, then, be-
yond the primary issue of  Gentile conversion, the secondary “scruples that Peter 
found so hard to overcome” (see G. H. C. Macgregor’s above exegesis) must have 
been about the admission of  a professional warrior into the pacifistic Christian 
community.

This hypothesis will be tested by taking the radical step of  submitting to what 
the Bible actually says as opposed to assuming what we would like it to say.

Peter and Cornelius
Cornelius’ Vision (Acts 10:1-8)

This monumental event begins by God working within Cornelius.  We don’t 
know just how he ended up being assigned to the job of  occupying and managing 
this small province of  the vast Roman Empire.  Cornelius was stationed in Cae-
sarea, which the Google Maps “Quick Facts” describes as follows.

Caesarea is a town on Israel’s Mediterranean coast. It’s known for Caesarea National 
Park, which includes a large Roman amphitheater and the historic port. On the site is 
an archaeological park with pillars and sculptures, and the remains of  a hippodrome, 
with frescoes and stone seating. The ruins of  the seafront Promontory Palace include 
the remains of  a mosaic floor.

At Caesare′a there was a man named Cornelius, a centurion of what was known 
as the Italian Cohort, 2 a devout man who feared God with all his household, 
gave alms liberally to the people, and prayed constantly to God.

These two introductory verses describe a pagan man who has come into con-
tact with the ancient culture of  Israel, and, finding there something far deeper and 
truer than anything he had previously experienced.  We know now that what he ex-
perienced was the eternal God — Father, Son and Holy Spirit — through engage-
ment with the Jewish faith as revealed in their Holy Scriptures, what we now call 
the Old Testament.

Thus, though this devout man was serving as an occupier for the Empire, he 
yet found within this subjugated nation that which his heart had been yearning for 
but was previously unable to find.  He may not have been aware of  Jesus Christ’s 
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true purpose.  But Jesus Christ knew him, and, had saved him from within the mys-
tery of  eternal grace to which all Christians give thanks.

3 About the ninth hour of the day he saw clearly in a vision an angel of God 
coming in and saying to him, “Cornelius.” 4 And he stared at him in terror, and 
said, “What is it, Lord?” And he said to him, “Your prayers and your alms have 
ascended as a memorial before God. 5 And now send men to Joppa, and bring 
one Simon who is called Peter; 6 he is lodging with Simon, a tanner, whose 
house is by the seaside.”

God now takes the initiative again to bring Cornelius into knowledge of  
Christ’s unmerited saving act on his behalf.  Cornelius’ response of  respect and 
generosity to his Jewish neighbors has been a precursor to a fuller understanding 
of  the true source for his blessed newfound faith.

Cornelius’ initial response of  terror is not uncommon in the annals of  interac-
tion with God’s messengers.  Being a battle-hardened centurion, there was likely 
little in the realm of  flesh and blood that could elicit such a response.  But, proxim-
ity of  frail flesh and blood to that which conveys God’s eternal holiness is another 
matter entirely.

The angel introduces Cornelius to this seemingly insignificant Jewish man, “Si-
mon who is called Peter,” who is to be invited into his Gentile home.

7 When the angel who spoke to him had departed, he called two of his servants 
and a devout soldier from among those that waited on him, 8 and having related 
everything to them, he sent them to Joppa.

Cornelius obeys without hesitation or qualm.  Note that we are here told 
that Cornelius’ faith had spread beyond himself, with this “devout soldier” as the 
first of  his household mentioned.

Peter’s Vision (Acts 10:9-16)
It would be difficult to overstate the importance of  the Jewish dietary laws as re-

vealed by Scripture in Leviticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14.  Knowledge of  and 
strict adherence to these laws was an absolutely central component of  the Jewish 
identity in the first-century A.D.; as it continues to be for many Jews in the 21st 
century.
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The spiritual/emotional power of  these dietary and other laws was bound up 
within the concept of  “cleanness.”  The Interpreter’s Dictionary of  the Bible provides an 
explanation that may help us to appreciate the depth and power of  this concept to 
a practicing Jew.

Old Testament laws of  clean and unclean are applied to persons, foods, places, and ob-
jects.  Human beings become unclean principally by contact with the dead or with dis-
charge of  one of  the body fluids, by the eating of  tabooed foods, and by the disease of  
leprosy.  …Hebrew priestly tradition regarded the laws of  cleanness as a part of  the 
Mosaic covenant, and essential to the survival of  the nation, since violation of  them 
was offensive to the holiness of  God and estranged him from his people.

This discussion is a prelude to understanding how Peter, a practicing Jew and 
thus one who identified himself  with the God of  Israel, reacted when faced with 
the full implications of  Christ’s words from Mark 7:18b,19: 

“Do you not see that whatever goes into a man from outside cannot defile him, 
since it enters, not his heart but his stomach, and so passes on?” (Thus he de-
clared all foods clean).

Before reengagement with the text, we must note that it is God who is taking 
the initiative at both sides of  the Jew/Gentile divide.  So, the promise made two-
thousand years earlier to Abraham (Genesis 22:18) was now, by God’s faithfulness, 
being made visible in this fallen world.

9 The next day, as they were on their journey and coming near the city, Peter 
went up on the housetop to pray, about the sixth hour. 10 And he became hun-
gry and desired something to eat; but while they were preparing it, he fell into a 
trance 11 and saw the heaven opened, and something descending, like a great 
sheet, let down by four corners upon the earth. 12 In it were all kinds of animals 
and reptiles and birds of the air. 13 And there came a voice to him, “Rise, Peter; 
kill and eat.”

The sheet contained all the unclean animals that Peter had for his entire life 
avoided.  Here God is dealing with the central issue that would keep Jews and Gen-
tiles in their separate worlds — the inability to come together in fellowship at a 
meal.
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14 But Peter said, “No, Lord; for I have never eaten anything that is common or 
unclean.” 15 And the voice came to him again a second time, “What God has 
cleansed, you must not call common.” 16 This happened three times, and the 
thing was taken up at once to heaven.

Peter’s revulsion and resistance is completely to be expected.  For, it is one thing 
to hear his Lord make the seemingly abstract statement that no food is unclean 
and quite another to put it into practice after a lifetime of  carefully practicing the 
opposite!  But, God is here unmistakably decreeing that it is Peter’s Jewish heritage 
that must give way so that His promise to all nations may become a reality in the 
Christian Church.

The Two Worlds Touch (Acts 10:17-23a)
God has providentially intervened in the Gentile and Jewish worlds, setting 

them on a collision course.  No human being could have possibly foreseen the im-
plications of  this act.  No human being was ready within context of  their own ex-
perience to comprehend just what was occurring.  Only in hindsight can we preju-
diced, faltering and foolish humans see a sliver of  truth about what God has done. 
However, without the revelation of  Scripture even that sliver would have been 
obliterated long ago.

17 Now while Peter was inwardly perplexed as to what the vision which he had 
seen might mean, behold, the men that were sent by Cornelius, having made in-
quiry for Simon’s house, stood before the gate 18 and called out to ask whether 
Simon who was called Peter was lodging there. 19 And while Peter was ponder-
ing the vision, the Spirit said to him, “Behold, three men are looking for you. 
20 Rise and go down, and accompany them without hesitation; for I have sent 
them.”

The wonder of  this narrative is that it pulls back the curtain and allows us mor-
tals to observe God’s providential engagement in human history.  What we see is 
both beautiful and disturbing.  It’s beauty arises from the Fatherly love that en-
gages with both Cornelius and Peter at their points of  human frailty, gently lead-
ing each towards their eventual world-changing encounter.  Its disturbance arises 
from the at first vague, but ultimately explicit, realization that both Peter’s and Cor-
nelius’ destinies were being directly determined by God.  This intricate but ulti-
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mately mysterious interplay between our own wills and God’s providential pur-
pose is simultaneously humbling and the well-spring for human significance.

That significance flows from God to humanity, as opposed to being sourced 
within them.  This is a reproach to our modern, self-centered mind-set. We too of-
ten view our end as beginning and ending with our own desires. The notion that 
our end is by design to be subordinate to anything else, even the Lord God, flies 
into the teeth of  the radical individualism that under girds so much of  our cul-
ture’s life.

But lest we too strongly stress humanity’s subordinate status, the amazing ex-
tent to which God apparently bends to accommodate our wills must be accounted. 
Yes, God’s will is inexorable. But it’s as if  it’s inexorable within the context of  our 
free wills.  Isn’t this story precisely that of  God’s inexorable providential will inter-
secting with our one free wills?  I say, yes, without doubt.

21 And Peter went down to the men and said, “I am the one you are looking for; 
what is the reason for your coming?” 22 And they said, “Cornelius, a centurion, 
an upright and God-fearing man, who is well spoken of by the whole Jewish na-
tion, was directed by a holy angel to send for you to come to his house, and to 
hear what you have to say.” 23 So he called them in to be his guests.

Note how the people within this story exercise their own wills.  The men sent 
by Cornelius don’t say that Peter must engage with them because of  God’s inexora-
ble command.  No, they rather make the very human case that he who sent them 
is “an upright and God-fearing man,” that is, someone who Peter should consider 
to be trustworthy.  

Thus, on one level this is a story about human beings from two separate worlds 
working out the terms by which they might meet in true fellowship.  However, at 
the deepest level it is the story of  God bringing to pass in time that which He had 
decreed from eternity.

“and by your descendants shall all the nations of the earth bless themselves, be-
cause you have obeyed my voice.” 
Genesis 22:18
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In the end, we must understand along with Abraham that the human details 
are not the point. The point is that God in His infinite love, mercy and power has 
determined to bless all nations. He has also chosen to do so within the context of  
human will, with all of  its frailty, foolishness and fickleness. But He chose to do so 
before the foundation of  the world was laid, deep inside the mystery of  His infinite 
mind. That is, though played out on the stage of  history, this is the working out of  
a predestined plan. Though we may never fully understand we can, no, must wor-
ship such a wondrous God.

The Providential Encounter (Acts 10:23b-33)
Peter brings a delegation of  Christian brothers along with him.  Cornelius had 

brought together family and friends to participate.  Surely each had their own rea-
sons to include others in this momentous meeting.

The next day he rose and went off with them, and some of the brethren from 
Joppa accompanied him. 24 And on the following day they entered Caesare′a. 
Cornelius was expecting them and had called together his kinsmen and close 
friends.

What was going through the minds of  these two men, one an occupying soldier 
from the centuries-old Roman Republic; the other a simple fisherman from the 
millennia-old Jewish nation?  Did they have any inkling of  the stakes involved, of  
the implications and consequences of  this meeting?  Certainly they understood 
that God was doing something monumental, but did they actually know what 
ahead of  time?  These are unanswerable questions, though still worth pondering.

25 When Peter entered, Cornelius met him and fell down at his feet and worshi-
ped him. 26 But Peter lifted him up, saying, “Stand up; I too am a man.”

This first act by Cornelius seems to be inexplicable.  From a military and cul-
tural perspective what could have been more demeaning than for a Roman officer 
to fall down in worship before one of  the conquered nation’s peasants?  He cer-
tainly misunderstood Peter’s position in this encounter, somehow having assumed 
that he was more god than mere man.

Peter’s response indicates not the slightest reproach or disrespect, but rather is 
the simple truth plainly spoken.  However, Cornelius’ gesture could not but have 
made a powerful impression.  Perhaps the experience of  utter humility by some-
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one who wielded such power opened Peter’s heart to accept that what was soon to 
transpire was indeed God’s will.

27 And as he talked with him, he went in and found many persons gathered; 
28 and he said to them, “You yourselves know how unlawful it is for a Jew to as-
sociate with or to visit any one of another nation; but God has shown me that I 
should not call any man common or unclean. 29 So when I was sent for, I came 
without objection. I ask then why you sent for me.”

Peter openly states the religious/cultural issue at play.  Yet, he also makes clear 
that God had opened a new door that he willingly walked through.  Peter is here 
placing his trust in God’s directing while setting aside centuries of  Jewish law. 
Surely this is one of  Peter’s most faithful acts of  obedience.

30 And Cornelius said, “Four days ago, about this hour, I was keeping the ninth 
hour of prayer in my house; and behold, a man stood before me in bright ap-
parel, 31 saying, ‘Cornelius, your prayer has been heard and your alms have 
been remembered before God. 32 Send therefore to Joppa and ask for Simon 
who is called Peter; he is lodging in the house of Simon, a tanner, by the sea-
side.’ 33 So I sent to you at once, and you have been kind enough to come. 
Now therefore we are all here present in the sight of God, to hear all that you 
have been commanded by the Lord.”

And so, Cornelius, not yet knowing just what message Peter brings, also sets 
aside centuries of  Roman power to walk through that same open door.  Praise be 
to God!

Peter Delivers the Gospel to the Gentiles (Acts 10:34-43)
Some would argue Peter has reached that moment of  truth in which he must 

decide if  all that has previously transpired is the legitimate leading of  God or 
something else.  However, from an orthodox Reformed theological perspective this 
moment had been ordained by God’s providential acts, which left no doubt as to 
the final outcome.  And yet, it is undeniable that both Peter and Cornelius (among 
others) have been exercising their own wills throughout.

34 And Peter opened his mouth and said: “Truly I perceive that God shows no 
partiality, 35 but in every nation any one who fears him and does what is right is 
acceptable to him.
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Peter embraces all that has led to this moment as God’s sure purpose.  Corne-
lius had embraced key aspects of  the Jewish faith that opened him to receiving the 
Gospel message.

36 You know the word which he sent to Israel, preaching good news of peace by 
Jesus Christ (he is Lord of all), 37 the word which was proclaimed throughout all 
Judea, beginning from Galilee after the baptism which John preached: 38 how 
God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power; how he 
went about doing good and healing all that were oppressed by the devil, for 
God was with him.

Peter states that Cornelius knew of  Jesus Christ and the things He had said and 
done.  However, it is one thing to know of  something and quite another to under-
stand the true meaning.  From the previous passage (see Acts 10:33, we are assem-
bled “to hear all that you have been commanded by the Lord”), it appears that 
Cornelius was certain Peter was the person ordained by God to deliver the mes-
sage while the content remained unknown.

39 And we are witnesses to all that he did both in the country of the Jews and in 
Jerusalem. They put him to death by hanging him on a tree; 40 but God raised 
him on the third day and made him manifest; 41 not to all the people but to us 
who were chosen by God as witnesses, who ate and drank with him after he rose 
from the dead. 42 And he commanded us to preach to the people, and to testify 
that he is the one ordained by God to be judge of the living and the dead.

Here we encounter the foundational explanation of  Christ’s Gospel.  Although 
all of  His teaching and miracles are of  great importance, Peter focuses on the Pas-
sion and resurrection as of  the greatest importance.  That is, the primary focus is 
on what Christ has accomplished for us.

43 To him all the prophets bear witness that every one who believes in him re-
ceives forgiveness of sins through his name.”

Here in these twenty-one words we find the core of  the Gospel.  This is a state-
ment of  that which is essential, though its fullness encompasses everything.  We 
sometimes make the essentials of  Christianity far more complicated than they 
should be.
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Finally, note the similarity between Peter’s statement here of  the essential Gos-
pel message and Paul’s from Romans 10:9.

because, if you confess with your lips that Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart 
that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved.

Gentiles Receive the Holy Spirit (Acts 10:44-48)
Note that it is God who continues to drive this encounter to its predestined out-

come.

44 While Peter was still saying this, the Holy Spirit fell on all who heard the 
word. 45 And the believers from among the circumcised who came with Peter 
were amazed, because the gift of the Holy Spirit had been poured out even on 
the Gentiles. 46 For they heard them speaking in tongues and extolling God.

Peter and “the believers from among the circumcised” (i.e., the Jewish Chris-
tians) knew from direct, personal experience what were the true marks of  “the gift 
of  the Holy Spirit [being] poured out” upon the elect.  The idea that Cornelius 
and his household could have demonstrated this gift by chance is thus beyond ab-
surd.  No, God had acted with unmistakable clarity to ensure this outcome.

Then Peter declared, 47 “Can any one forbid water for baptizing these people 
who have received the Holy Spirit just as we have?” 48 And he commanded 
them to be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ. Then they asked him to remain 
for some days.

Peter responds with faithful acceptance and takes immediate action.  Every-
thing that has occurred, from Peter’s and Cornelius’ visions, to the circumstances 
of  their meeting, to the proclamation of  the Gospel and, finally, to Cornelius’ and 
his household’s receiving of  the Holy Spirit, has provided iron-clad evidence of  
God’s leading to this point.  And so, these Gentiles, this Roman centurion and his 
household, these elect souls are “baptized in the name of  Jesus Christ.”

It is thus Peter, not Paul, who has welcomed Gentiles into the Christian 
Church.  Peter, as is his wont, will eventually vacillate on this certain decision from 
God.  It will be Paul who both acts to bring the full harvest of  Gentile souls into 
knowledge of  this saving grace and who demands that the Church consistently sub-
mit to God’s sovereign choice.
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Nevertheless, Peter’s act of  trust and faith here, against two-thousand years of  
Jewish religious and cultural separation, unmistakably confirms Christ’s statement 
(Matthew 16:18):

And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the pow-
ers of death shall not prevail against it.

Peter’s Report to the Church (Acts 11:1-18)
For Peter and the Jewish Christians who accompanied him the evidence of  

God’s direction was both immediate and unmistakable.  But, for those Jewish 
Christians who were not privy to this compelling information the news must have 
hit like an earthquake.  There must have been extreme agitation and confusion 
throughout this small, vulnerable community of  believers.

Now the apostles and the brethren who were in Judea heard that the Gentiles 
also had received the word of God. 2 So when Peter went up to Jerusalem, the 
circumcision party criticized him, 3 saying, “Why did you go to uncircumcised 
men and eat with them?”

Note first that there is already at this extremely early time (i.e., the 30s A.D., or 
less than a decade after Christ’s resurrection) an identifiable “circumcision party” 
within the Church.  It’s natural to therefore assume that there was also something 
on the order of  a party in existence that did not cling so tightly to their Jewish heri-
tage.

The specific point of  controversy was that Peter had violated Jewish ceremonial 
law by eating with Gentiles.  In fact, this was the only point of  controversy.

4 But Peter began and explained to them in order: 5 “I was in the city of Joppa 
praying; and in a trance I saw a vision, something descending, like a great sheet, 
let down from heaven by four corners; and it came down to me. 6 Looking at it 
closely I observed animals and beasts of prey and reptiles and birds of the air. 
7 And I heard a voice saying to me, ‘Rise, Peter; kill and eat.’ 8 But I said, ‘No, 
Lord; for nothing common or unclean has ever entered my mouth.’ 9 But the 
voice answered a second time from heaven, ‘What God has cleansed you must 
not call common.’ 10 This happened three times, and all was drawn up again 
into heaven.
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Peter responds by first recounting his vision from God concerning once forbid-
den sources of  food.

11 At that very moment three men arrived at the house in which we were, sent to 
me from Caesare′a. 12 And the Spirit told me to go with them, making no distinc-
tion. These six brethren also accompanied me, and we entered the man’s house. 
13 And he told us how he had seen the angel standing in his house and saying, 
‘Send to Joppa and bring Simon called Peter; 14 he will declare to you a mes-
sage by which you will be saved, you and all your household.’

Next Peter recounts the amazing sequence of  events that brought him and the 
six brethren together with Cornelius and his household.  Here we find Peter includ-
ing Cornelius’ vision and obedience as integral parts of  the common experience 
of  God’s leading among Jews and Gentiles.

Peter’s explanation may answer a mystery discussed previously, that being why 
Cornelius “fell down at his feet and worshiped him” (i.e., worshiped Peter, in Acts 
10:25b).  As Peter recounted in Jerusalem, the angel who met with Cornelius said 
of  Peter that “he will declare to you a message by which you will be saved, you 
and all your household.”  Thus, it is reasonable to conjecture that Cornelius’ ex-
pectation for salvation originally but erroneously were attached to the person of  
Peter rather than to Jesus Christ.  However, this initial confusion in no way pre-
vented God from achieving His providential purpose.

15 As I began to speak, the Holy Spirit fell on them just as on us at the begin-
ning. 16 And I remembered the word of the Lord, how he said, ‘John baptized 
with water, but you shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit.’ 17 If then God gave 
the same gift to them as he gave to us when we believed in the Lord Jesus Christ, 
who was I that I could withstand God?”

Peter reaches the climax, where God’s purpose in all of  this becomes so unmis-
takably apparent that the only faithful response is immediate and joyful obedience. 
Note that Acts’ author, Luke, has chosen to recount virtually the entire story from 
Chapter 10 again here in Chapter 11.  The fact of  this repetition is strong evi-
dence for the tremendous importance of  this event to Church history.

18 When they heard this they were silenced. And they glorified God, saying, 
“Then to the Gentiles also God has granted repentance unto life.”
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I wonder if  there are two distinct groups being here described, those who 
“were silenced” and those who “glorified God.”  For, as demonstrated in Paul’s let-
ters and later in Chapter 15 of  Acts, the “circumcision party” didn’t simply melt 
away. Certainly some from the “circumcision party” could have been (and likely 
were) so convinced by Peter’s testimony that they completely and permanently 
changed their position.  Others certainly did not.

However, we must not lose sight of  the primary point, that being that the 
Church in Jerusalem had overwhelmingly accepted the principle that Christianity 
is intended for all, Jew and Gentile alike.  In this they chose obedience to Christ’s 
command to “make disciples of  all nations” over their Jewish heritage.  And, 
God’s providential promise to make Abraham’s offspring a blessing to all nations 
had, in His good time, come to pass in this fallen world.

Concluding Thoughts
Near the beginning of  this chapter the hypothesis to be tested was defined as 

follows:

Therefore, were one a believer in Christian pacifism, then, beyond the primary is-
sue of  Gentile conversion, the secondary “scruples that Peter found so hard to 
overcome” must have been about the admission of  a professional warrior into the 
pacifistic Christian community.

The means of  testing this hypothesis was also defined, that being:

... by taking the radical step of  submitting to what the Bible actually says as op-
posed to assuming what we would like it to say.

Of  course, this hypothesis and means also describe the methodology of  this 
book.  That is, Christ’s saving act upon the Roman centurion Cornelius and his 
household is simply one event from the larger sweep of  His purposes.  We are here 
considering how, if  at all, God has chosen to deal with the issue of  warfare and the 
humans who engage in it.  Be it David or Cornelius, a tribe, nation or empire, is 
God willing to incorporate human warriors within the bounds of  His grace, and, 
are Christians prevented from engaging in warfare?  Therefore, I will expand the 
scope of  these concluding remarks accordingly.
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In Chapter 2 I discussed the challenges associated with knowing who Jesus 
Christ is.  I began by discussing how unexamined assumptions can blind us to 
what the Biblical text actually teaches.  I then turned to how we can overcome this 
barrier.  The answer consists of  being open to the entire Biblical record in combi-
nation with the application of  orthodox Reformed doctrine and interpretative 
rules.

In Chapter 3 I reviewed the Biblical record regarding the concept of  pacifism 
at a high level.  Recall that while I fully embraced Christ’s teaching that we should 
always seek “peacefulness,” this was demonstrated to be distinctly differentiable 
from the ideology of  “pacifism.”  This conclusion was reached by application of  
the general interpretative concepts from Chapter 2 to the specific issue of  paci-
fism.

The foundation laid in Chapters 2 and 3 allowed us to, in Chapter 4, examine 
the life of  King David with minds un-befuddled by pacifistic cant.  This fresh 
study is necessary because our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ is tied in the most inti-
mate manner with King David, a warrior and poet after God’s own heart.  Thus, 
failure to understand the human king who’s life and reign foreshadows Christ’s 
eternal Kingship utterly undermines our ability to fully comprehend the person 
and purpose of  our Savior.

All of  this has led up to this chapter, which is obviously the capstone to the 
book’s argument.  The story of  Cornelius’ salvation by Christ is of  signal import 
because of  its being the first Gentile conversion that was affirmed by the Church.  
However, within the examination of  Christian pacifism its meaning becomes all 
the more profound.  For, when God, in His infinite wisdom and mercy, chose 
whom that first Gentile convert would be, it was a Roman soldier, a centurion.

Perhaps some could be persuaded to “pass by” this telling detail, were it an iso-
lated case.  But, it most certainly is not.  In fact, this event is actually the third part 
of  a Scriptural trilogy that leaves no reasonable doubt as to God’s teaching.

In “Part 1” we find John the Baptist proclaiming Christ’s coming and therefore 
calling all to repentance through baptism.  And, who should respond to his mes-
sage but a group of  soldiers.
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Soldiers also asked him, “And we, what shall we do?” And he said to them, “Rob 
no one by violence or by false accusation, and be content with your wages.”
Luke 3:14

Note that when the soldiers ask John what they must now do, he completely ig-
nores their roles as war-fighters. This is a passing strange omission for the anointed 
Prophet who is preparing the way for Christ’s mission, particularly so if  pacifism 
were to be a central principle of  that mission.

In “Part 2,” Jesus Christ has arrived and is actively preaching the Gospel.  He 
is sought out by none other than a Roman centurion who’s servant is gravely ill.   
As a consequence of  this encounter Christ lifts up this man’s demonstration of  
faith, placing it far above that which He has seen in the nation of  Israel.

When Jesus heard him, he marveled, and said to those who followed him, “Truly, 
I say to you, not even in Israel have I found such faith. I tell you, many will come 
from east and west and sit at table with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the king-
dom of heaven,
Matthew 8:10, 11

I simply point out that Jesus responds to the centurion’s faith without making so 
much as the smallest comment on his occupation.  Were Jesus intent on turning hu-
mankind away from any form of  violence, it would be passing strange that Jesus 
did not add instruction about future conduct to His praise of  the centurion’s faith.

Now in “Part 3,” the trilogy’s capstone, we find that God has also chosen a Ro-
man centurion to be the vessel through whom His Church will welcome the Gen-
tiles into Christianity!  And, within this world-shattering event, is this man’s occu-
pation as a Roman soldier raised as a barrier to entry?  Not in the slightest!

No, the barrier to be overcome is that of  the ceremonial Jewish law that de-
mands separation from the Gentiles.  This issue, which applies to fellowship with 
any Gentile, be they soldier or not, is the only one raised and addressed!

We should have discovered an absolutely clear pattern by now. Soldiers were 
(and are) welcome in the Church without having to give up their profes-
sion. This is not to say that their Christian faith won’t have a powerful impact 
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on their conduct. But, with all of  these opportunities to send the message that 
their position as war-fighters was incompatible with the Christian faith passed up 
by John the Baptist, Christ Himself  and now the Apostle Peter, it is virtually impos-
sible to conclude that this was their intention.

And finally note that this unmistakable trilogy is in addition to all the other 
clear Biblical evidence against pacifism.  Thus, I must conclude that the pacifist po-
sition cannot survive a complete, careful Scriptural study. 

I understand that pacifism has a long and substantial place in Christian 
thought. However, this is a consequence of  powerful personal feelings being over-
laid on Scripture’s teaching to create a false belief.  I am not here denouncing 
Christian pacifists as apostates.  For, who among us fallen, frail humans is uni-
formly immune from failure of  this nature?  Certainly not me.  However, we 
should hope that all Christians, if  provided compelling evidence of  erroneous be-
lief  through Scripture’s  teaching would submit to Scripture.

Just because we can’t travel all the way with Christian pacifists doesn’t mean 
that we should ignore their counsel. Quite the opposite, their deeply held belief  in 
peace compels the rest of  us to more carefully test our own conclusions with re-
gard to the use of  force. However, in the extremity of  danger, neither can their er-
roneous position force us to stand idly by while terrible evil is done (or is about to 
be done). Perhaps we can end this phase of  the discussion with these words from 
Proverbs 24:5, 6; 11, 12.

A wise man is mightier than a strong man,
    and a man of knowledge than he who has strength;
for by wise guidance you can wage your war,
    and in abundance of counselors there is victory.
…
Rescue those who are being taken away to death;
    hold back those who are stumbling to the slaughter.
If you say, “Behold, we did not know this,”
    does not he who weighs the heart perceive it?
Does not he who keeps watch over your soul know it,
    and will he not requite man according to his work?
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C H A P T E R  6

Application to Western 
Civilization’s Crisis

The Vision of the Cross, 1520 - 1524 by assistants of the Italian renaissance artist Raphael

Western Civilization in Crisis
My primary motivation for this book is rooted in a growing concern that we 

are living through the precipitous decline of  a troubled but wondrous civilization 
that was built upon a Christian worldview.
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Note that I am not here claiming that Western Civilization is synonymous with 
Christian Civilization (particularly since Europe is for all intents and purposes a 
post-Christian culture).  Christianity is by no means limited to the Western World, 
but has blossomed and grown on all continents.  The number of  Christ followers 
throughout the world was estimated to be 2.2 billion in 2010 (or nearly one-third 
of  the world’s population).  Thanks be to God!

No, Western Civilization predates Christianity, and, its pagan roots have contin-
ued to powerfully influence its development.  However, a little over two-thousand 
years ago God Himself  entered the world in an insignificant backwater of  the Ro-
man Empire.  The ensuing collision between one of  the most powerful human em-
pires of  all time and God’s Word Incarnate shook the pagan world to its core.

The ensuing events that built Western Civilization were filled with violence, cru-
elty and injustice, which is not surprising to a Reformed Christian.  But somehow, 
by a Divine Providence that transcends human understanding, out of  this chaos of  
sin there yet emerged a culture that began to affirm the value of  each human be-
ing as an individual, unique creation of  a Sovereign God.  And, from that affirma-
tion grew a civil tradition that, incompletely and imperfectly, sought to advance 
those humane values.

These values have ultimately enabled human flourishing in an environment of  
individual liberty, religious tolerance, technological innovation, economic abun-
dance and cultural diversity.  It is these values that had enabled gays to safely as-
semble at a place called the Pulse Nightclub in spite of  the fact that many Chris-
tians in the United States don’t believe that homosexuality is aligned with God’s in-
tent for humanity’s best good.  It is these values that finally enabled the successful 
eradication of  slavery, even though it had been a constant in human history, includ-
ing in the West, from time immemorial.  It is these values under which women 
were able to take their place in society as equals to men.  And, it is these values 
that enabled the West to defeat at terrible cost the two most evil, godless ideologies 
of  modern times, National (i.e., Nazi) and International (i.e., Communist) Social-
ism.  I could go on and on, not because Western Civilization is all good, but rather 
because much that is good has occurred in spite of  its faults and failures.
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Over the last century or so, perhaps because of  the cataclysmic consequences 
of  two World Wars and the Cold War, the West appears to have lost its civiliza-
tional confidence.  In its place has grown a decadent, lazy, ignorant posture of  self-
hatred and irresponsibility.  We have progressively taught ourselves to focus only 
on Western Civilizations’s failures and crimes.  We have even been talked into ac-
cepting that Western Civilization’s humane victories are so tainted by evil that they 
are also to be despised.  In this poisoned environment we have concluded that our 
civilization is uniquely evil and thus undeserving of  respect, from either ourselves 
or others.  And so, you find many in our polities who advance policies that can 
only be described as civilization-ally suicidal.

I don’t believe that the vast majority of  those who are contributing to this de-
cline intend the chaos, violence and suffering that civilizational collapse would 
cause.  However, I do believe that there is an elite core of  influential people who 
hate Western Civilization and work tirelessly to advance towards its demise.  By 
one means or another, they have arguably convinced a plurality of  the West’s citi-
zens to follow.

Thus this book has been my plea to stop and consider what you actually believe 
and where you intend to take our civilization.  If  you dare to look beyond the 
propaganda, social pressure and virtue signaling you might discover that our cur-
rent elite thought leaders are unworthy of  your allegiance.

I am also speaking to those many in the West who are not supportive of  de-
cline, but feel isolated, demoralized and confused.  You need not ignore Western 
Civilization’s many failures to yet embrace and defend its best values.

The dominant Western culture has told us that, simply by being a citizen of  the 
West we bear all of  the sins of  that civilization, and therefore have no right to op-
pose anything, including ideologies of  monstrous evil.  This is a monstrous lie in 
the service of  a monstrous evil.  Yes, we must continue to use our freedoms to 
think, speak, criticize, debate and, ultimately, improve and reform that which is 
wrong with Western Civilization.  However, were we to succumb to the elite’s ulti-
mate vision, there may be no speech, thought or action that falls outside the con-
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trol of  whatever inhumane, totalitarian ideology occupies the place once held by 
Western Civilization.

Answering the Question
The pacifism of  Western Civilization’s elites is indeed peculiar in that it simulta-

neously excuses or justifies violence by Islamic terrorists (among others) while de-
manding that our society do nothing to defend itself.  It’s not so much that they op-
pose all violence as they oppose any violence in defense of  Western Civilization. 
They operate from an ideology that blames Western Civilization for every defect 
in the entire world and that thus absolves anyone or anything else of  moral agency 
and responsibility.

That is, since we (Western Civilization) are responsible (so they imagine) for all 
that’s gone wrong, we have no moral justification to oppose anything.  The non-
Western perpetrators of  vile evil, on the other hand, are only responding to the 
evil that has been done to them by the West.  Therefore, even their extreme acts 
of  violence are excused.  Thus, their position amounts to standing idly by while 
evil is done in order to preserve their false pretense of  moral superiority.

While I’m certain that most Christian pacifists are motivated by an honorable, 
valid revulsion from violence and its larger consequences, there are sometimes less 
worthy motivations at work as well.  For example, some pacifists appear willing to 
allow untold thousands of  people to be murdered rather than soil their own pre-
sumed moral perfection.  That is, the very lives of  the victims of  evil are deemed 
to be of  less value than their own feelings of  moral superiority.  Other pacifists ap-
pear to implicitly accept the safety provided by armed police and the military 
while railing indignant over every act of  protection that involves violence.  That is, 
they happily benefit from armed protection as long as no actual act can be explic-
itly tied to them.  As I hope this book has demonstrated, this is not the exercise of  
sound Christian morality.

So, my answer to the question “Can Christians support war?” is yes, under the 
right set of  circumstances a Christian can.  However, to say that a given position is 
possible does not mean that it is a necessity.
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All Christians should reverently pray and actively work for the blessings of  a 
peaceful world in which all human beings are able to flourish.  All peaceful means 
must be pursued first and always to achieve this goal.  However, there comes a 
time in which all peaceful means have been exhausted and great evil is on the 
move.  At these times the lives of  millions hang in the balance, with only those 
armed and willing to fight standing between life and death, freedom and slavery.  
It is at these terrible, but in this fallen world unavoidable, times that Christians 
may need to accept and support the sorrowful decision to go to war.

There is no doubt that the decision to go to war is filled with moral ambiguity 
and terrifying unknowns.  How can we, as a country or civilization that is tainted 
by the same Original Sin as our adversaries claim moral superiority?  Might not 
the consequences of  war be far worse than its avoidance?  Is our adversary a real 
threat? Even if  they are a real threat, can the situation be resolved by diplomacy 
or other peaceful means?  The questions go on and on.  And, the sheer weight of  
them can drive well meaning people into a state of  passive immobility.

Yet, for many of  us there remains the knowledge that unopposed evil can metas-
tasize into murderous violence and even genocide.  We are haunted by the mem-
ory of  how Adolf  Hitler’s genocidal Nazi regime was appeased until it was able to 
gather the strength to set the world on fire, with tens of  millions of  deaths as a con-
sequence.  We also look back with gratitude at the blessing of  chattel slavery’s 
eradication from the United States due to a great and terrible Civil War.  Perhaps 
Abraham Lincoln best explained this dilemma in his Second Inaugural Address 
(March 4, 1865).

... Neither party expected for the war the magnitude or the duration which it has al-
ready attained. Neither anticipated that the cause of  the conflict might cease with or 
even before the conflict itself  should cease. Each looked for an easier triumph, and a 
result less fundamental and astounding. Both read the same Bible and pray to the same 
God, and each invokes His aid against the other. It may seem strange that any men 
should dare to ask a just God's assistance in wringing their bread from the sweat of  
other men's faces, but let us judge not, that we be not judged. The prayers of  both 
could not be answered. That of  neither has been answered fully. The Almighty has His 
own purposes. "Woe unto the world because of  offenses; for it must needs be that of-
fenses come, but woe to that man by whom the offense cometh." If  we shall suppose 
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that American slavery is one of  those offenses which, in the providence of  God, must 
needs come, but which, having continued through His appointed time, He now wills to 
remove, and that He gives to both North and South this terrible war as the woe due to 
those by whom the offense came, shall we discern therein any departure from those di-
vine attributes which the believers in a living God always ascribe to Him? Fondly do 
we hope, fervently do we pray, that this mighty scourge of  war may speedily pass away. 
Yet, if  God wills that it continue until all the wealth piled by the bondsman's two hun-
dred and fifty years of  unrequited toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of  blood 
drawn with the lash shall be paid by another drawn with the sword, as was said three 
thousand years ago, so still it must be said "the judgments of  the Lord are true and 
righteous altogether." ...

We are also haunted by the First World War, which led to millions of  deaths 
but whose cause remains an unsolved mystery.  More recently, the Second Iraq 
War, in hindsight, has credibly made the Middle East far more unstable and dan-
gerous.  There can be little doubt that the decision to invade was based on faulty 
assumptions and poor intelligence.  The same can be said for the decision to de-
stroy the Libyan regime led by Muammar Gaddafi.

The same ambiguities and uncertainties will haunt our current and future delib-
erations on war and peace.  But, to retreat into the false solution of  pacifism en-
sures that evil will have its way with countless victims.  Henry Sloane Coffin well 
explains the situation in a 1942 article titled "The Continuing Pacifist Menace: 
How Pacifists Do Harm."

Their type of  mind is Utopian. They will have the kingdom of  Heaven or nothing. 
That kingdom cannot be established by human effort alone nor will it be achieved in 
any historic situation. We can only expect and work for some approximation to the di-
vine ideal -- the best we can contrive under the circumstances. But absolutists abhor 
these relative goods, with their admixture of  evil. And when men refuse to work with 
the best they can get under given conditions they force something far worse on man-
kind.

However, to thoughtlessly choose war before pursuing all credible peaceful 
paths will also create countless victims.  This is the fallen world in which we are 
condemned to live until Christ returns.
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If  the cause is just and the evil is both great and likely, I believe that Christians 
can support war confident that they are not violating the teaching of  Jesus Christ 
as revealed in our Scriptures, consisting of  the Old and New Testaments.  In this 
book I have made my case for this conclusion.  Now it’s time for each reader to use 
their own God-given faith, intellect and knowledge to decide for themselves.

To God -- Father, Son and Holy Spirit -- be all the glory, now and forevermore.

Amen.
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Epilogue
A Mighty Fortress is Our God (Martin Luther, c. 1529)

1
A mighty Fortress is our God,
A Bulwark never failing;
Our Helper He amid the flood
Of  mortal ills prevailing:
For still our ancient foe
Doth seek to work us woe;
His craft and power are great,
And, armed with cruel hate,
On earth is not his equal.

2
Did we in our own strength confide,
Our striving would be losing;
Were not the right Man on our side,
The Man of  God’s own choosing:
Dost ask who that may be?
Christ Jesus, it is He;
Lord Sabaoth His Name,
From age to age the same,
And He must win the battle.

3
And though this world, with devils filled,
Should threaten to undo us,
We will not fear, for God hath willed
His truth to triumph through us:
The Prince of  Darkness grim,
We tremble not for him;
His rage we can endure,
For lo! his doom is sure,
One little word shall fell him.

4
That word above all earthly powers,
No thanks to them, abideth;
The Spirit and the gifts are ours
Through Him who with us sideth:
Let goods and kindred go,
This mortal life also;
The body they may kill:
God’s truth abideth still,
His Kingdom is forever.
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